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Abstract 

The rise of nanotechnology industries has led to the design and production of new 

nano-scaled materials such as quantum dots, nano-metals, carbon nanotubes, 

fullerenes and a myriad of functionalised derivatives.  Extensive work concerning 

well characterised pathogenic fibres has led to the development of a fibre paradigm 

that suggests respirable fibres vary in their ability to cause disease based on length 

and pulmonary bio-persistence.  Induction of oxidative stress is also a central plank 

of the mechanism used to explain inflammatory, fibrotic and carcinogenic effects of 

fibres.  The toxicity of different particle types has consistently been shown to depend 

upon particle size and surface area, reactive surface molecular groups, metal content, 

organic content and the presence of endotoxins.  A growing body of work has begun 

to examine the potential pathogenicity of carbon nanotubes to the pulmonary system 

as a consequence of superficial similarities to known pathogenic particle and fibres.  

The aim of this thesis was to investigate the potential toxicity of two commercially 

manufactured multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) compared to a panel of low 

and high toxicity particles and fibres.  The pro-inflammatory nature of MWCNT was 

examined in vitro and in vivo to determine the effects they may exert in the 

pulmonary system.  

In aqueous solutions of phosphate buffered saline, saline and cell culture medium 

(with or without foetal calf serum supplementation) MWCNT were found to exist as 

tight aggregates even after sonication.  Analysis of metal content of MWCNT by 

ICP-AES revealed the presence of a low percentage of non extractable residual iron.  

From analysis of MWCNT by electron spin resonance (ESR) the CNT were found to 

be ready producers of a free radical species, despite this MWCNT were not able to 

cleave plasmid DNA.  Upon incubation with the alveolar epithelial cell line A549 

MWCNTs did not cause noticeable toxicity but did dose dependently deplete total 

glutathione levels.  No increase in production of the pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-8 

could be detected at the level of protein or at the level of mRNA.  Analysis of the 

levels (protein and mRNA) of the pro-fibrotic mediator TGF-β did not indicate 

induction of a fibrotic response to MWCNT.  Neither were MWCNTs found to 

consistently activate the pro-inflammatory associated transcription factor nuclear 

factor kappa B (NF-κB).  Upon instillation into the peritoneal cavity of mice 

MWCNT failed to induce a pro-inflammatory response in contrast to long amosite 

asbestos that induced an extensive inflammatory reaction.  Analysis of the 

diaphragms of exposed animals revealed the induction by MWCNT of an apparent 

foreign body type reaction. 

Overall with limited processing and dispersion MWCNT were morphologically more 

akin to particles than fibres.  Although apparently able to spontaneously generate 

ROS in aqueous solution this did not translate into a capacity to cause toxicity or a 

capacity to induce inflammation either in vitro or in vivo.  
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Summary and Aims 

The structure and function of the pulmonary system renders it vulnerable to insult by 

a growing body engineered particles and fibres whose dimensions are ever 

decreasing.  The pathogenicity of particles and fibres has been investigated resulting 

in the view that a combination of physical characteristics (e.g. size and surface area), 

chemical characteristics (reactive surface functional groups and numbers of atoms at 

the surface) and associated transition metals and organic compounds explain the 

cellular and tissue damage observed in biological systems in response to certain 

materials.  Carbon nanotubes are one of a growing number of new materials; their 

superficial resemblance to known pathogenic fibres such as asbestos combined with 

their meeting the criteria for many pathogenic particles has prompted increasing 

concerns.  This is compounded by a general ignorance about the properties and 

chemistry of CNT and how this is dictated by their nano dimensions.  Although there 

is a growing community probing the potential toxicity of CNT there is little 

agreement as to its level, the mechanisms involved or the materials characteristics 

that may be responsible.  One commonality has been the presence of metals 

associated with, and defects in the structure of CNT that may lead to the generation 

of free radicals.  Based on work with better characterised pathogenic particles a role 

for free radical generation, oxidative stress and activation of oxidative stress 

responsive pathways such as NF-κB have been investigated as potential mechanisms 

through which CNT may exert damaging effects. 

This thesis focuses on an investigation of the intrinsic free radical generating 

potential of MWCNT, their ability to induce oxidative stress and their pro-

inflammatory effects in vitro and in vivo.  Particles are known to interact with 
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pulmonary epithelial cells and stimulate them to initiate inflammatory responses; as 

a result most of the work reported here was carried out using an alveolar type II 

epithelial cell line – A549.  For assessing the effects of MWCNT in vivo the 

peritoneal cavity of mice was chosen, this region has been found to have a particular 

sensitivity to long fibres.  This in vivo model was thus deemed particularly useful for 

determining whether MWCNT without application of significant dispersive 

techniques would behave as a fibre or particle and the level of inflammation it would 

induce compared to known pathogenic fibres. 

The aims of this work were to investigate the toxicity of two MWCNT differing 

from each other only in their lengths in a relatively un-adulterated state without use 

of harsh dispersive techniques compared with known pathogenic and non-pathogenic 

particles.  Also, to investigate how a nominally fibrous material that was 

morphologically more particulate in nature would interact with biological systems to 

gain an understanding of the comparative level of pathogenicity MWCNT. 
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1.1 Lung anatomy and physiology 

The respiratory system is divisible into upper and lower regions structurally, and 

conducting and gas exchange portions functionally.  The conducting portion of the 

lung consists of a series of interconnected cavities and tubes that funnels air into the 

lungs, the respiratory portion is made up of tissues where gas exchange occurs and 

includes respiratory bronchioles, alveolar ducts, alveolar sacs and alveoli.  The lungs 

almost fill the thoracic cavity, they are both enclosed and protected by pleural 

membranes whose superficial layers line the walls of the thoracic cavity (parietal 

pleura) and whose deep layers (Visceral pleura) cover the lungs themselves.  

Between the two layers of the pleural membranes is a fluid filled cavity called the 

pleural cavity, the small amount of lubricating fluid it contains allows the parietal 

and visceral membranes to easily slide over each other.  Blood vessels, lymphatic 

vessels, nerves and the bronchi enter and exit the lungs at the hilus.  Each lung is 

divided by fissures into lobes each of which receives its own secondary bronchus 

that sub-divides into ten tertiary bronchi in each lung.  Each tertiary bronchus 

supplies a bronchopulmonary segment that is divided into lobules (a portion of lung 

wrapped in elastic connective tissue and contains a lymphatic vessel), an arteriole, a 

venule and a branch from a terminal bronchiole.  Terminal bronchioles divide into 

microscopic respiratory bronchioles whose lining epithelium changes from simple 

cuboidal to simple squamous as they penetrate more deeply into the lungs.  Each 

respiratory bronchiole sub-divides into alveolar ducts (from trachea to alveolar ducts 

there are about 25 orders of branching).  Surrounding each alveolar duct are alveoli 

and alveolar sacs.  Alveoli are cups of simple squamous epithelium growing over a 

thin elastic basement membrane; an alveolar sac is a group of two or more alveoli  
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Figure 1.2.  A) Diagram of a portion of a lobule of the lung.  Lobules are 

sub-divisions of bronchopulmonary segments that are wrapped in elastic 

connective tissue and contain a lymphatic vessel, an arteriole, a venule and a 

branch from terminal bronchiole.  Terminal bronchioles sub-divide into 

microscopic respiratory bronchioles that in turn sub-divide into alveolar ducts.  

(B) A diagram of an individual alveolus with cellular components.  

Around the circumference of each alveolar duct are numerous alveoli and 

alveolar sacs (two or more alveoli that share a common opening.  The walls of 

alveoli are composed of simple squamous epithelial cells (Type I cells) across 

which gas exchange occurs that form an almost continuous lining interrupted 

by cuboidal epithelial cells (Type II cells).  Adapted from Tortora and 

Grabowski 2000.   

 

A 

B 
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sharing the same opening.  Alveoli are lined by two types of cell, type I alveolar 

epithelium that are simple squamous cells that form an almost continuous lining of 

the alveolar wall and are the main points of gas exchange and type II alveolar 

epithelial cells that interrupt that lining.  Type II cells are cuboidal with microvilli on 

their free surfaces, they secrete a thin film of liquid (alveolar fluid) that contains 

surfactant (a detergent consisting of lipoproteins and phospholipids) to lower the 

surface tension of the alveolar fluid.  Moving over the alveolar wall are phagocytic 

alveolar macrophages that remove dust particles and other debris. Found in the 

alveolar wall are fibroblasts that produce reticular and elastic fibres that are the 

structural scaffold for the type I alveolar epithelial cells.  Gas exchange occurs in the 

alveolar space by diffusion across four layers; 1) the alveolar epithelium, 2) the 

epithelial basement membrane, 3) the capillary basement membrane, and 4) capillary 

endothelial cells, a distance of only 0.5μm (Tortora and Grabowski 2000,Weihel 2009).  

1.2 Pulmonary Epithelial cells 

The 2
21 – 

2
23

 branches of the human bronchial tree are covered by a continuous 

epithelial sheet (Crystal et al 2008).  The cellular composition varies along its length 

(Thompson et al1995, Crystal et al 2008) and includes ciliated, columnar, un-

differentiated, and secretory and basal cells (Crystal et al 2008).  The epithelial sheet 

acts as a unit and interacts with endothelial, mesenchymal and immune cells and the 

matrix of the bronchial wall (Crystal et al 2008).  In the airways the epithelium acts 

to protect the air spaces through a number of mechanisms; as a barrier made tight by 

junction complexes and a luminal surface impervious to macro-molecules and 

pathogens (Thompson et al 1995), also as a result of coordinated secretion of mucus 

and ciliary action that clears mucus bound particles (Thompson et al 1995, Crystal et 
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al 2008).  Clearance is assisted by secretion of surfactant from Clara and type II 

epithelial cells that changes the surface charge of inhaled particles making them less 

sticky (Thompson et al 1995).  Finally, protection is provided as a result of 

epithelium producing pro and anti inflammatory molecules that modulate the course 

of inflammatory reactions (Thompson et al 1995, Herzog et al 2008).  By releasing 

chemo-attractants epithelial cells can recruit and regulate inflammatory cells.  These 

include the powerful neutrophil chemo-attractant from the CXC family of 

chemokines, interleukin-8 whose production is negligible under resting conditions 

but can be up-regulated in response to appropriate stimuli.  In addition to molecules 

that promote inflammation, airway epithelial cells secrete anti-inflammatory 

molecules including Transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) (that has been detected 

in epithelial lining fluid) (Thompson et al 1995).   

As a result of its constant exposure to an oxygen rich environment airway epithelium 

contains a high concentration of the antioxidant molecule glutathione and antioxidant 

enzymes Superoxide dismutase (SOD) and catalase.  A glutathione redox cycle 

maintains a high ratio of reduced glutathione (GSH) to oxidised glutathione (GSSG) 

whose high intracellular concentration and ubiquitous cellular distribution points to 

its importance.  Extracellular epithelial lining fluid is also rich in anti-oxidants, 

largely serum derived but including the epithelial produced metal binding protein 

lactoferrin and the anti-oxidant and opsonin surfactant protein-A (SP-A) (Thompson 

et al 1995).  In the alveoli epithelial cells are either type I (ATI) (covering 95% of 

the alveolar surface) or type II cells (ATII) (covering only 5% of the alveolar surface 

but making up 15% of the total cells in the lung) (Herzog et al 2008).  Whilst ATI 

cells are specialised for gas exchange ATII cells for fill a more complicated role.  
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Sitting in the corner of the alveolus they produce, secrete and recycle pulmonary 

surfactant, their Na
+
/K

+
 ATPases help keep the alveoli free of fluid whilst their 

ability to produce and secrete cytokines and chemokines enables them to regulate the 

activities of immune cells (Thompson et al 1995, Herzog et al 2008).  Finally in 

response to injury or death of ATI cells, hyperplasic ATII cells cover the basement 

membrane and differentiate into ATI cells maintaining the integrity of the alveolus 

(Herzog et al 2008).         

1.3 Neutrophil 

Of all the granulocytes found in the blood, neutrophils (polymorphonuclear 

leukocytes, PMNs) are the most common subtype with critical roles in anti-bacterial 

and anti-fungal defence (Simon 2003). They spend a few hours in the blood stream 

prior to being recruited towards inflammatory districts where they survive for one to 

two days before undergoing apoptosis (Donà et al 2003).  When activated, 

neutrophils are specialised for rapid changes in phenotype and function including 

adhesion, migration, phagocytosis, synthesis of biologically active lipids, generation 

of ROS and degranulation of stored inflammatory peptides.  Factors released by 

neutrophils are displayed on their surfaces and mediate local response to infection 

and injury and provide cues that conduct involvement of the active immune system 

(Lindermann et al 2004).  Neutrophils are terminally differentiated immune effectors 

that migrate from the blood to sites of tissue damage and inflammation early in the 

acute phase of the response eliminating pathogens intracellulary or extracellularly by 

releasing toxic mediators (a process that causes varying degrees of collateral tissue 

damage) (Simon 2003, Lum et al 2005).   Many neutrophil activation responses do 

not involve altered gene expression or new protein synthesis and so the cells were 
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believed not to be capable of regulated production of new gene products after 

leaving the marrow. It is now clear that in response to specific stimuli they can 

produce specific proteins (Lindermann et al 2004).  Release of cytokines by 

neutrophils amplifies the initial inflammatory response so that the cells act as both 

effectors and regulators of inflammation (Simon 2003).  Neutrophils are produced 

largely in the bone marrow and constitutively released into circulation, this 

constitutive production and release can be enhanced in response to chemotaxins 

produced at the sites of inflammation such as TNFα.  Neutrophils released to 

circulation have two possible fates: either migration to tissues to participate in 

inflammatory responses or senescence (Lum et al 2005), to resolve inflammation 

neutrophils must be removed and this is accomplished in part by apoptosis (Simon 

2003).  The life span of neutrophils summoned to sites of inflammation is extended 

as a result of resistance to Fas- and TNF- induced apoptosis brought about by anti-

apoptotic effects of molecules such as Granulocyte colony stimulating factor (GM-

CSF) as well as the mechanism of neutrophil movement into tissues that appears to 

down regulate pro-apoptotic regulators (Lum et al 2005). Eventually at the site of 

inflammation neutrophils undergo apoptosis and are phagocytised by macrophages 

(Lum et al 2003) in a process associated with the release of anti-inflammatory 

mediators.  Neutrophil apoptosis controls the duration of an inflammatory response 

and thus the extent of the neutrophil mediated tissue damage   (Simon 2003).  

Neutrophils not entering the tissues and participating in an inflammatory response 

become senescent after about six hours and express CXCR4 on their surfaces 

becoming chemotactic towards stromal cell derived factor 1(SDF-1) and migrating to 

areas of its production such as the bone marrow, in the bone marrow senescent 
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neutrophils undergo apoptosis (Lum et al 2005).  Despite their protective role 

neutrophils are also at the heart of tissue injury in a diverse range of diseases 

including sepsis, inflammatory lung, bowel, and joint diseases, acute coronary 

syndromes, atherosclerosis and various other deregulated inflammatory disorders 

(Lindermann et al 2004).   

1.4 Macrophages 

Macrophages are one of the principal cells of the chronic inflammatory response.  If 

not resident at the site of inflammation they develop from circulating inactive 

monocytes that migrate to and are converted into functioning macrophages by γ-

interferon.  With activation macrophage morphology changes and they develop the 

machinery necessary for protein synthesis, in their activated state macrophages have 

both secretory and phagocytic capacity.  Secretions from macrophages include 

mediators of acute inflammation such as platelet activating factor (PAF), arachidonic 

acid metabolites, ROS, proteases and hydrolytic enzymes, cytokines (IL-1 and TNFα 

– that stimulate fibroblast proliferation and the laying down of collagen), and growth 

factors that stimulate blood vessel growth, division and migration of fibroblasts 

(Stevens and Lowe 2000).  Macrophages release over 100 substances ranging in 

activity from induction of cell growth and proliferation to cytotoxicity.  

Macrophages are a highly phagocytic part of pulmonary defence, following exposure 

to inhaled or blood borne antigens alveolar macrophages release factors that recruit 

and activate other inflammatory lung cells, their capacity to recruit large numbers of 

inflammatory cells and release secretory products hints at their being significant 

mediators of pulmonary tissue damage (Laskin & Pendino 1995).  In addition to 

phagocytosing invading micro-organisms macrophages also phagocytose infiltrating 
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neutrophils that have undergone apoptosis. Clearance of neutrophils is necessary for 

the resolution of acute inflammation as their ingestion prevents the lytic release of 

their damaging contents.  Macrophages may also initiate apoptosis of neutrophils 

(Meszaros et al 2000).  Macrophage activation in the face of toxic insults (such as 

ozone) to the respiratory system results in the release of ROS and RNS, IL-1, TNFα, 

and fibronectin, it is the exaggerated release of oxidants and cytokines that is thought 

to result in lung injury.  Human pulmonary diseases with macrophage associated 

inflammatory components include fibrosis, asbestosis, mesothelioma, and 

bronchogenic carcinoma.  These diseases are in part caused by macrophage 

activation and release of pro-inflammatory mediators.  Failure of macrophage 

mediated phagocytosis and clearance results in damage and death of the cells with 

leakage of oxidants and proteolytic enzymes as well as chemo-attractants resulting in 

massive neutrophil recruitment and the induction of acute inflammation.  

Macrophages attraction of fibroblasts and their capacity with that of type II epithelial 

cells to stimulate the release growth factors is thought to account for their 

contribution to fibrotic lung diseases (Laskin & Pendino 1995).    

1.5 Free radicals and reactive species 

A free radical can be defined as any atom or molecule with one or more unpaired 

electrons such as hydrogen atoms, oxygen molecules and most transition metals 

(Halliwell & Guteridge 1984, Yu et al 1994).  Reactive species is a looser term 

describing atoms or molecules with a strong ability to oxidise or reduce other 

molecules. The terms free radicals and reactive species encompasses reactive oxygen 

species (ROS) that are oxygen ions or molecules formed from the incomplete one 

electron reduction of oxygen (Jin-Shui et al 2009).  In cellular metabolism oxygen 
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typically undergoes a four electron reduction to water (Halliwell & Gtteridge 1984).  

The single electron reduction of oxygen generates the superoxide anion (Fridovich 

1983, Halliwell & Gutteridge 1984):   

O2 + e
-
 →O2

• -
 

Addition of a second electron to the superoxide anion generates the peroxide ion 

(O2
2-

).  At physiological pH peroxide ions protonate to hydrogen peroxide, 

production of hydrogen peroxide is also accomplished by dismutation of superoxide 

ions: 

2O2
-
 + 2H

+
 → H2O2 + O2 

Although not particularly reactive hydrogen peroxide can serve as the progenitor of 

the highly reactive hydroxyl radical (OH•),  this can occur as a result of hydrogen 

peroxides reaction with an iron (II) salt in process named the Fenton reaction or 

Fenton chemistry: 

Fe
2+

 +H2O2 → Fe
3+

 + 
.
OH + OH

- 

Iron (III) can be reduced back to iron (II) by further reactions with hydrogen 

peroxide: 

Fe
3+

 + H2O2 → Fe
2+

 + O2
-
 + H

+ 

Further reactions are also possible: 

2
.
OH + H2O2 → + 4H

+
 + 2O2

-
 

O2
-
 + Fe

3+
 → Fe

2+
 + O2 

.
OH + Fe

2+
 →Fe

3+
 + OH

- 

In these reactions iron is acting as a catalyst, other transition metals such as copper 

can also catalyse the production of hydroxyl radicals from hydrogen peroxide 

(Halliwell & Gutteridge 1984). 
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1.6 Pulmonary antioxidant defence 

Present in excess in tissues free radicals and ROS damage proteins, lipids and DNA 

resulting in inflammation, reduced or compromised tissue function, enhanced 

susceptibility to infection and exacerbation of existing diseases (Ciencewicki et al 

2008).  It has become understood that the lungs are susceptible to damage by ROS 

(Johnson et al 1981, Sandblom et al 1983) and that a multi-layered system of defence 

has evolved in response (Fridovich & Freeman 1986). 

The first layer of defence involves limiting the scope for production of ROS through 

the arrangement of the enzymes of the respiratory chain in mitochondria and by the 

chelation of free metal ions by the proteins ferritin, transferrin and ceruloplasmin 

(Sies 1993, 1997).  A second enzyme based layer of defence then exists.  

Components include superoxide dismutase that is found in both the cytosol and 

mitochondria and catalyses the dismutation of superoxide anion to hydrogen 

peroxide, also the haem centred peroxisomal enzyme catalase that catalyses the 

reduction of hydrogen peroxide to water.  Hydrogen peroxide can also eliminated by 

peroxidases such as glutathione peroxidase using the tripeptide glutathione (GSH) at 

the cost of a molecule of the coenzyme nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate 

(NADPH) (REF!).  The third line of pulmonary oxidant defence consists of a host of 

scavenger molecules distributed throughout cells.  One of the most abundant is 

glutathione, a tripeptide of glutamic acid, cysteine and glycine.  The cysteine 

molecule provides a nucleophilic sulphydryl group enabling the molecule to react 

with electrophiles (Timbrell 2002) including superoxide, hydroxyl radicals and 

hydrogen peroxide.  Other important examples include the hydrophobic membrane 

portioned α-tocopherol that halts the propagation of chain propagating fatty acid 
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radicals generated by lipid peroxidation (Fridovich & Freeman 1986), also 

hydrophilic ascorbic acid that can react directly with and neutralise superoxide 

anions, hydroxyl and lipid hydroperoxide radicals and uric acid that quenches 

hydroxyl radicals’ intra and extracellularly (Pal Yu et al 1994).  These antioxidant 

molecules and enzymes do not work in isolation from each other but interact to 

maintain a balanced oxidation – reduction (redox) environment in the lung.  The 

layering of defence means that upon expenditure of one antioxidant another is 

available (Jacob 1995).  Antioxidant defences also form an important component of 

epithelial lining fluid (ELF), a layer of surfactant and antioxidant that interfaces 

between the external environment and respiratory tract epithelial cells (Cross et al 

1994, Putman et al 1997).  The principal antioxidants of the human ELF include 

ascorbic acid, uric acid and GSH with lesser amounts of vitamin E, metal binding 

proteins, antioxidant enzymes, sacrificial proteins and unsaturated lipids (Putman et 

al 1997).  Ascorbic acid scavenges neutrophil derived oxidants and reduces oxidised 

vitamin E that protects lipids in aqueous dispersions and membranes from 

peroxidation.  Oxidative damage caused by particulate matter (PM) appears to be 

ameliorated by antioxidants found in ELF, for instance vitamin E protects against the 

effects of hypoxia (Jacobson et al 1990) whilst sub optimal levels of vitamin E have 

been shown to heighten lung responsiveness to oxidant injury (Cross et al 1994, 

Reddy et al 1998). 

1.7 Oxidative stress 

Free radicals are generated in tissues as a result of cellular respiration, inflammatory 

response (during the respiratory burst) and by peroxisomal oxidases and cytochrome  
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Figure 1.3.  The response to oxidative stress.  This diagram shows a stratified 

cellular response to oxidative stress, cells first response to oxidative stress is 

through its anti-oxidant defence (such as glutathione – GSH)).  As levels of 

cellular anti-oxidants decline the level of oxidative stress is allowed to increase 

producing progressively more severe responses in the cell such as initiation of 

an inflammatory response followed (if the source of the oxidative stress is not 

removed) by toxicity and cell death.  Adapted from Nel et al 2003.   
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P450 enzymes (Kopáni et al 2006).  Production of ROS may lead to cycles of 

oxidation and reduction that deplete intracellular antioxidants such as GSH and 

NADPH (Timbrell 2002) tipping the cellular redox balance in favour of oxidising 

conditions and an environment where additional free radicals can be produced 

without challenge. 

Superoxide anions are only cytotoxic under aerobic conditions and only reactive in 

hydrophobic conditions.  Superoxide’s hazardous nature largely arises from its 

dismutation to hydrogen peroxide (Bandypadhyaya et al 1999).  Hydrogen peroxide 

has been shown to inflict cytotoxicity in type II epithelial cells and deplete levels of 

non protein thiols (Mulier et al 1998) and induce apoptosis in tracheobronchial 

epithelial cells (Goldkron et al 1998).  It had been thought that enzymic removal of 

hydrogen peroxide and the consequent oxidation of redox active cofactors (such as 

NADPH) would adversely affect membrane calcium ion pumps causing cytosolic 

calcium ion concentrations to increase leading to cell death (Bellomo et al 1982, 

Moore et al 1985, Farber 1994).  Although such changes in calcium homeostasis 

may have a detrimental impact what is now clear is that they can often be uncoupled 

from cell death (Starke et al 1986, Sakaida et al 1991, Farber et al 1994).  A major 

cause of oxidative injury is increasingly thought to be production from hydrogen 

peroxide of more reactive species as a result of interactions with transition metals 

(Fenton chemistry) (Starke et al 1986, Sakaida et al 1991).  The sources of 

intracellular metals and the process of their mobilisation are uncertain (Farber 1994), 

species such as superoxide anions can release iron from iron binding proteins such as 

ferritin (Biemond et al 1986, Biemond et al 1987, Farber et al 1994) and the 
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existence of a non protein bound iron pool has also been proposed (Stäubli & 

Boelsterli 1998). 

Unchecked ROS would damage macromolecules integral to the structure and 

function of cells.  Their reaction with lipids (lipid peroxidation) generates lipid 

peroxy radicals in a self perpetuating chain reaction that significantly damages cell 

membranes by altering their fluidity, permeability and metabolic function 

(Bandyppadhyay et al 1999), other toxic by products such as 4-hydroxynanenal or 

malondialdehyde can damage bio-molecules (Hardy & Aust 1994).  Lipid 

peroxidation has also been linked to the activation of the pro-inflammatory 

transcription factors (Bowie et al 1997).  This chain reaction is thought to be initiated 

by hydroxyl radicals or iron oxygen complexes (perferryl or ferryl complexes) 

(Schafer et al 2000).  Nuclear and mitochondrial (Shokolenko et al 2009) DNA is 

susceptible to oxidative damage including base modification (8-oxo-7, 8 dehydro-2’-

deoxyguanosine, 2,6-diamino-4-hydroxy-5-formaminodipyrimadine, 8-OH-adenine, 

2-OH-adenine and thymine glycol), deoxyribose oxidation, strand breakages, DNA 

protein cross linking and mutagenic alterations (Bandyyppadhyay et al 1999).  

Oxidative damage to DNA can also lead to depletion of adenosine triphosphate 

(ATP) and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD) as a result of poly-ADP-ribose 

and synthetase activation resulting in cell death (Schraufstatter et al 1986, Szabό et al 

1996, Chatterjee et al 1999).  Reactive oxygen species can cause global damage to 

proteins resulting in their aggregation and fragmentation or local damage with no 

gross structural modifications.  Changes to protein conformation can cause them to 

become vulnerable to degradation (Bandyppadhyay et al 1999).   
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1.8 Signalling pathways & Transcription factors 

NF-κB is a transcription responsible upon stimulation for initiating and controlling 

the production of pro-inflammatory molecules such as interleukin-8 (IL-8).  It is a 

homo or heterodimer of p50, p52, p65, cRel and Rel B proteins that at rest is 

anchored in the cytoplasm by inhibitory proteins IκBα, IκBβ, IκBε, BCL-3, p100 and 

p105 (Wang et al 2002, Scheidercit 2006).  NF-κB is activated through a classical or 

an alternative pathway.  Classical activation is brought about by cytokines such as 

TNFα and involves rapid phosphorylation of IκBα and p105 by IκB Kinase (IKK), a 

complex of kinase subunits (IKKα and IKKβ) and the regulatory NF-κB essential 

modifier (NEMO).  Phosphorylation targets IκB for ubiquitination and proteosomal 

degradation freeing NF-κB to migrate into the nucleus (Scheidercit 2006, Yates & 

Górecki 2006, Hoffmann & Baltimore 2006) where it regulates inflammation, 

proliferation and apoptosis (Hoffmann & Baltimore 2006).  Activation of the 

alternative pathway is brought about by lymphotoxin β, B-cell activating factor, 

receptor activator of NF-κB (RANK) or by IKKα interaction with NF-κB binding 

kinase (NIK) (Yates & Górecki 2006).   Numerous pathways lead to the activation of 

NF-κB largely but not solely through IKK activation and IκB degradation (Hayden 

& Ghosh 2004).  Diverse stimuli including cytokines, mitogens, environmental and 

occupational particles, toxic metals, intracellular stresses, viral or bacterial products 

and UV light all activate NF-κB (Chen & Shi 2002). 

AP-1(activator protein 1) is a second transcription factor family associated with 

regulation of cell growth, differentiation, neuronal excitation and cellular stress 

consisting of Fos and Jun homo/heterodimers (Galter et al 1994, Rahman & MacNee 

1998).  The dimer of the two proteins form the active transcription factor, referred to  
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Figure 1.4.  Stimuli of the activation of transcription factor nuclear factor 

kappa B (NF-κB).  Shown above the cell diagram are various stimuli capable 

of activating NF-κB.  The transcription factor (blue ovals) is held in the 

cytoplasm by IκB (Green) and released upon appropriate stimulation by 

phosphorylation of IκB by IκB kinase (IKK) (Blue) where upon NF-κB 

migrates to and enters the nucleus initiating transcription of target genes.  This 

process triggers a variety of cellular responses including Immune responses, 

stress and survival responses or developmental changes.  Adapted from Li & 

Stark 2002.   
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as activator protein 1 (AP-1).  Dimerization is a pre-requisite for DNA binding 

although only heterodimers of fos-jun can interact with DNA in such a way to 

activate AP-1 mediated transcription. 

Reactive oxygen species can overwhelm cellular antioxidant defences resulting in 

oxidative stress (Martindale & Holbrook 2002, Surh et al 2005) activating stress 

signalling pathways that terminate at transcription factors including NF-κB and AP-

1.  Their activity is therefore said to be ‘redox sensitive’ (Anderson et al 1994, Ginn-

Pease et al 1996, Rahman & MacNee 2000).  This redox sensitivity may be exerted 

through modulation of up-stream kinases to directly activate the transcription factor 

or by a change in the activity of a mediator protein (Saitoh et al 1998, Adler 1999, 

Haddad 2004, Storz et al 2004, Gloire et al 2006).  Reactive oxygen species such as 

hydrogen peroxide may act as cell specific mediators of NF-κB activation (Flohé et 

al 1997, Zhang & Chen 2004), or may mediate cross talk between signalling 

pathways for example in tumour necrosis factor α (TNF-α) stimulation of NF-κB 

(Zheng & Chen 2004, Gloire et al 2006). 

The direct reaction of reactive species with reduced glutathione (GSH) can result in 

its oxidation (GSSG).  If the rate of GSH oxidation to GSSG is greater than the rate 

of GSSG reduction back to GSH then GSSG is exported out of the cell and lost, 

depleting overall the cellular levels of glutathione (Timbrell 2002).  Changes in the 

GSH:GSSG ratio appears to affect the activity and DNA binding capacity of NFκB 

and AP-1(Ginn-Pease & Whisler 1996).  Accumulation of GSSG appears to activate 

NFκB in an effect mitigated by antioxidants or GSH replenishment (Flohé et al 

1997, Li & Karin 1999, Manna et al 1999, Rahman & MacNee 2000, Storz et al 

2004), this control by glutathione over NFκB activity may be mediated through 
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redox sensitive ubiquitinases (Obin et al 1998, Manna et al 1999) and proteolytic 

degradation of IκBα (Obin et al 1998, Li & Karin 1999).  In addition the ability of 

NFκB to bind DNA appears to be sensitive to levels of the endogenous redox active 

molecule thioredoxin (Hirota et al 1999).  The ratio of GSH:GSSG may also effect 

the DNA binding capacity of the c-jun subunit of the AP-1 transcription factor (Klatt 

et al 1999). 

Endogenously or exogenously produced ROS and oxidative stress may act directly 

upon transcription factors to modulate their activity.  ROS appear to act through the 

JNK pathway to phosphorylate c-Jun (Yvonne et al 1996) and induce transcription of 

c-Jun and c-fos of AP-1 (Wilhelm et al 1997).  ROS may also act upon the 

downstream regulators of transcription factor activity inhibiting their ability to 

switch them off and prolonging their working lifetime (Enesa et al 2008). 

It is not entirely clear how ROS or other non specific reactive molecules can 

modulate well coordinated signalling pathways (Storz & Toker 2003), transcription 

factor activation by ROS can have multiple explanations and should not be 

considered as pointing to a ROS requiring step (Bowie & O’Niell 2000).  Much 

evidence for ROS activation of transcription factors is based on antioxidant 

attenuation of this ability however antioxidants can have multiple points of activity 

(Li & Karin 1999) and inhibition of transcription factor activation may be unrelated 

to their antioxidant capacity (Hayakawa et al 2003).  Paradoxically whilst ROS 

appear to activate NF-κB they simultaneously reduce its DNA binding capacity and 

thus its ability to mediate transcription of pro-inflammatory molecules in response. 

Also, in the case of toxic metals chromium (VI) is a much stronger producer of ROS 

than arsenic (III) however the latter in a much greater inducer of NF-κB making it 
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unclear if ROS are crucial mediators of NF-κB activation or are just coincidentally 

present (Chen & Shi 2002).  These considerations are equally applicable to particles 

and fibres where ROS are implicated in transcription factor activation. 

1.9 Cytokines and inflammation 

Inflammation is the evolved acute response of tissue to injury characterised by 

increased blood flow, vascular permeability and oedema.  Soluble cell derived 

polypeptides activate local and immune cells regulating their activity and 

proliferation, cytokines form part of this array of polypeptides (Lakhani et al 1993, 

Toews et al 2001). 

1.10 Tumour Necrosis Factor-α 

Tumour necrosis factor – α (TNF-α) is a pro-inflammatory cytokine produced from 

cells including mast cells, leukocytes and epithelial cells, it binds the receptors 

tumour necrosis factor receptor 1 and 2 (TNFR1 and TNFR2) found on virtually all 

cell types.  TNFR1 initiates the majority of biological functions of TNF-α (Ka ming 

Chan et al 2000) that (for the purposes of this introduction) principally include 

immune stimulation and initiation of inflammatory responses.  Binding of TNF-α to 

TNFR1 activates a host of secondary proteins on the cytoplasmic aspect of the 

membrane in a cascade reaction that ends with receptor interacting protein (RIP) 

(Micheau & Tschopp 2003, Li & Lin 2008).  RIP activates IKK that in turn activates 

NF-κB or AP-1 by alternative signalling routes (Devin et al 2000, Devin et al 2001, 

Chen & Goeddel 2002, Bonif et al 2006, Li & Lin 2006, Li & Lin 2008) resulting in 

the production of IL-1β, IL-6, IL-10 and TNFα (Haddad 2002).  This process is 

switched off in an auto regulatory step due to NF-κB induced expression of IκBα and 
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the protein A20 (Lee et al 2000) that interferes with RIPs interactions with other 

proteins (Li and Lin 2008). 

1.11 Interleukin-8 (IL-8) 

IL-8 is a hallmark of the inflammatory response (Baldwin et al 1991) mediating 

leukocyte transmigration into the inflamed tissues, re-organisation and changes in 

avidity of neutrophil and endothelial surface receptors for adhesion and migration. It 

stimulates leukocyte degranulation and the respiratory burst and is also chemotactic 

for basophils, eosinophils and indirectly for T-cells (Mukaida 2003).  Transcription 

of IL-8 is controlled in a large part by NF-κB but sites for AP-1 and CAAT/enhancer 

binding protein (C/EBP) are also present in the IL-8 promoter sequence. These latter 

two are necessary for maximal gene expression (Holtmann et al 1999, Hoffmann et 

al 2002, Jijon et al 2002). 

1.12 Transforming Growth Factor-β (TGF-β) 

Transforming growth factor – β (TGF-β) is a growth factor released by epithelial 

cells, T-cells, platelets and monocytes as an inactive precursor (Sheppard 2006, 

Verrecchia & Mauviel 2007).  TGF-β binds receptors TβRI or TβRII resulting in 

activation of smad protein complexes that translocate to the nucleus where either 

directly or in combination with DNA binding proteins they act as transcription 

factors (Verrecchia & Mauviel 2007) to control the cellular response.  The major 

effects of TGFβ include chemo attraction, inhibition of epithelial proliferation, 

expression of genes encoding components of the ECM and inhibition of matrix 

metalloprotease (MMP) genes.  Human recombinant TGFβ is redox- sensitive 

possibly facilitating its role in inflammation, where cell- derived oxidants could 

abrogate the requirement for proteolytic activation (Barcellos-Hoff & Dix 1996, 
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Nath et al 1998, Feghali & Wright 1997).  Epithelial cell-derived TGFβ release is 

also stimulated by ROS and RNS possibly through AP-1 (Jin Kim et al 1989, 

Bellocq et al 1999) or as a result of oxidant-mediated release from storage sites 

(Bellocq et al 1999).   

1.13 Pulmonary inflammation and disease 

Tissue damage results in inflammation with cytokine, histamine, eicosanoids, 

proteases and chemokines released from local cells causing local vasodilatation, 

extravasation of fluid, migration, activation of leukocytes in the affected area, 

increased adhesive properties of endothelium and neutrophil degranulation and 

respiratory burst.  An acute inflammatory response should be transient and halted by 

a series of brakes and stop signals with a switch at late stage inflammation from 

tissue damaging to a tissue regeneration mode (reviewed by Nathan 2002).          

Pulmonary injury induced by hypoxia (Sarada et al 2008), LPS (Szarka et al 1997, 

O’Grady et al 2004) or pathogenic particles (Albrecht et al 2004) or fibres 

(Bissonnette & Rola-pleszczynshi 1989) results in a progressive cellular influx into 

the affected area.  In the early phase this is characterised by neutrophils (O’Grady et 

al 2001, Albrecht 2004) that may remain present for much longer periods of time 

should the injurious conditions or insult remain (Albrecht et al 2004).  Following 

injury local cells (epithelial cells or alveolar macrophages) (Albrecht et al 2004) 

release soluble mediators as a result of direct cellular damage and/or activation of 

signalling cascades terminating in the nuclear translocation of a pro-inflammatory 

transcription factors (i.e. NF-κB) (Sarada et al 2008) and resulting in the production 

of acute phase mediators such as TNF-α, IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, MIP-1 and MCP-1 

(O’Grady et al 2001).  This may also occur in response to oxidative stress (Albrecht 
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Et al 2004, Sarada et al 2008) and transcription factor activation may persist 

(Albrecht et al 2004, Enesa et al 2008).  Pro-inflammatory mediators (TNF-α, IL-1, 

histamine) induce expression of adhesion molecules (ICAM-1, VCAM-1 and 

selectins) on local capillary endothelial cells enabling the migration of neutrophils 

from the blood to the site of injury (Lakhani et al 1993, Sarada et al 2008).  

Recruitment of neutrophils to the site of injury coincides with heightened levels of 

IL-8 although other chemo-attractants and trophic factors may maintain their 

presence (O’Grady et al 2001).  Neutrophils alter the inflammatory milieu and 

provide links between innate and adaptive immunity (Lindermann et al 2004), they 

also mediate damaging pulmonary responses as demonstrated in models of acute 

lung injury (ALI) Yang et al 2003).  In later stages a shift in chemokine and cytokine 

profile results in the influx of monocytes (Hurst et al 2001, O’Grady et al 2001, 

Marin et al 2001, Kaplanski et al 2003).  This may be mediated by IL-6 and its 

soluble receptor and IL-8 released from neutrophils and endothelial cells (Modur et 

al 1997, Romano et al 1997, Lindermann et al 2004).  

Persistent or chronic pulmonary inflammation is considered a key factor in the 

development of pulmonary fibrosis and carcinogenesis.  Persistence of the 

inflammatory insult is necessary for maintenance of the inflammatory response.  A 

specialised form of chronic inflammation is granulomatous inflammation a state 

characterised by the presence of macrophages, secretory epithelial cells and multi-

nucleated giant cells aggregated into demarcated focal lesions called granulomas.  

Lymphocytes, plasma cells and fibroblasts may also be present (Williams & 

Williams 1983).  Granulomas are thought to be a means of protection against 
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persistent irritants (Williams & Williams 1983), walling off and reabsorbing 

unwanted material (Diaz et al 2000). 

Pulmonary fibrosis is a condition linked to chronic inflammation where 

inflammation and tissue remodelling and repair occur simultaneously (Wynn 2008) 

resulting in excessive fibroblast proliferation and extra cellular matrix (ECM) 

deposition (Atamas 2002).  The condition idiopathic fibrosis has been linked to 

oxidative stress and chronic inflammation where excessive ECM deposition is driven 

by cytokine/chemokine paracrine interactions between macrophages and epithelial 

cells.  Cytokines including IL-4, 6, 11, 13, TGFβ, macrophage chemo-attractant 

protein, macrophage inflammatory protein and growth factors such as connective 

tissue growth factor and platelet derived growth factor are considered inducers of 

fibrosis with many being up regulated in the lungs of patients with scleroderma and 

pulmonary fibrosis (Atamas 2002, Atamas & White 2003, Wynn 2008).  Over 

expression of TGFβ results in significant tissue remodelling without inflammation 

(Gauldie et al 2007) but no sustained fibrosis (Strieter 2008).  TGFβ can be activated 

by ROS and can activate NADPH oxidase in fibroblasts potentially adding to the 

oxidant levels in a damaged region (Kinnula et al 2005).  It should be noted however 

that fibrosis driven by TGFβ may be the result of aberrant repair process rather than 

inflammation (Atamas 2002, Gauldie et al 2007, Stramer et al 2007). 

1.14 Factors influencing particle/fibre pathogenicity 

Nano derives from the Greek nanos meaning dwarf and it is being used as a prefix to 

an increasing number of words (e.g. nanotechnology, nanoparticle, nanotube, and 

nanoscience).  A nanometre equates to a one billionth of a metre.  A nanomaterial is 

defined as a material with at least one dimension of less than 1000nm (1μm) that can 
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be amorphous or crystalline and due to unique properties should perhaps be 

considered a distinct state of matter (Buzea et al 2007).  The consequences of matter 

being nanosized include a tendency to bond differently and to have different 

electronic structures, crystalline shapes and behaviours. 

1.15 Size, surface area, & surface reactivity  

To exert a detrimental pulmonary effect a particle or fibre must be inhaled.  

Assuming the penetration of a particle into the pulmonary airways it may be 

deposited by (depending on its characteristics) interception, impaction, 

sedimentation, diffusion, or electrostatic repulsion (Lippmann et al 1980).  Particle 

parameters that contribute to determining the site and mechanism of deposition 

include size, shape density, hydroscopicity and electric charge (Stuart 1976).  

Interception is particularly important for particles and fibres and occurs when their 

trajectory brings them close enough to an airway wall to make contact (Lippmann et 

al 1980).  Impaction is a function of inertia, despite changes in airflow direction a 

particles momentum will cause it to continue along its original path to collide with 

an airway wall (Stuart 1976, Lippmann et al 1980).  For particles reaching the small 

airways and alveolar spaces sedimentation (particle settling due to gravity) is 

important for deposition (Stuart 1976, Lipmann et al 1980).  The movement of sub 

micron particles is reliant upon Brownian motion (increasingly so with decreasing 

particle diameter).  Other factors affecting deposition include respiratory and flow 

factors (air velocity, laminar nature of air flow and tidal volume), anatomical factors 

(airway diameter and breathing patterns), physiological factors (thickness of the 

lining mucus layer) and the presence or absence of chronic lung diseases (Lippmnn 

et al 1980).  Airway structure has a particular importance in effecting particle 
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deposition.  Parameters such as airway segment length, diameter, inclination towards 

gravity, and branching angles all have an influence (Stuart 1976, Yeh et al 1976).  

The compartment of the lungs in which a particle deposits depends on its size, for a 

spherical particle, particle size may be defined by its geometrical diameter, for a non 

spherical particle size can be defined by aerodynamic diameter.  This is the diameter 

of a unit density (1g/cm
3
) sphere that has the same terminal settling velocity (the 

point at which gravity and air resistance of a falling particle balance) as the subject 

particle (Stuart 1976, Yeh et al 1976).  Of inhaled particles 100nm in diameter 50% 

will enter the alveoli (Maynard & Kuempel 2005).  For pulmonary toxicologists a 

fibre is particle with a length greater than 5μm and a diameter of less than 3μm with 

an aspect ratio (length/diameter) of 3:1.  As fibre inhalation depends upon 

aerodynamic diameter which is not greatly affected by length even very long fibres 

can reach the lungs as long as they are thin (Donaldson & Lang 2005).  Particles and 

fibres reaching the alveoli are deposited on lung lining fluid (LLF) through which 

they must be displaced to contact the underlying cell layer and resident macrophages 

(Gehr et al 2003, Gehr et al, Schurch et al 1999, Win & Feng 2005, Ye et al 1999). 

Particle size influences recognition by and interaction with cells, affecting the 

mechanisms and efficiency of uptake in non phagocytic cells (Win & Feng 2005, 

Rejman et al 2004, Zauner et al 2000).  For ultrafine particles aggregates are more 

likely to be internalised than individual particles (Stearns et al 2001).  Internalisation 

is important as it allows particles access to various compartments of the cell.  

Decreasing particle size also increases the particle number and total surface area of a 

material for a given mass dose (Donaldson & Stone 2003) and the proportion of 

atoms displayed at the materials surface raising the likelihood of kinetic or 
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thermodynamic reactions with bio-molecules (Jefferson 2000).  Fibre length is an 

important influence upon interactions with cells; length dependant cytostasis was 

observed after Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells were exposed to Man-made 

vitreous fibres (MMVF) (Hart et al 1994) and length dependant NF-κB activation, 

TNFα secretion and superoxide production was reported in RAW 264.7 

macrophages following fibre exposure (Ohyama et al 2001). 

Ultra-fine particles appear to be more toxic with greater inflammatory potential than 

fine particles at the same mass dose (Brown et al 2001, Brown et al 2000, Renwick 

et al 2004, Oberdorster 2000) indicating surface area is a major driver of 

inflammatory responses to inhaled particles.  Surfaces of nano sized structures differ 

from those of bulk materials by accommodating poorly coordinated atoms or local 

centres of reactivity (Fubini et al 1997).  Small particles have much more surface on 

a mass basis so can harbour more reactive groups per unit mass.  The pathogenicity 

of silica for example is linked to silicon-oxygen surface bound radicals and reactive 

groups (Albrecht et al 2005) generating hydrogen peroxide and hydroxyl radicals in 

solution (Donaldson & Borm 1998, Fubini 2003, Razzaboni & Bolsaitis 1990) and 

damaging cell membranes (Nash et al 1966, Summerton et al 1977, Fubini 1998, 

Donaldson & Borm 1998).  Surface characteristics may change as particles age and 

can be modified by adsorption, chemical or thermal treatments (Guthrie 1997).  

Modification of quartz’s surface was found to diminish its pathogenicity (Albrecht et 

al 2005, Dick et al 2003). 

Ultrafine carbon black (ufCB) is an aggregated arrangement of spherical particles 

composed of stacked turbostratic graphite (Ungar et al 2002, Muller et al 2006, 

Vorob’ev-Desyastovlii et al 2006) with an ability to generate free radicals ((Wilson 
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et al 2002, Dick et al 2003, Brown et al 2004).  As with quartz this property may be 

due to surface reactive groups (Dick et al 2003, Brown et al 2004).  Turbostatic 

carbons can be considered macro-stable radicals (Vorob’ev-Desyastovlii et al 2006) 

with reactive ‘dangling’ bonds at their edges (Ungar 2002, Kang & Wang 1997).  

This imparts chemical reactivity which is utilised in graphite-based heterogenous 

catalysis (Sanchez-Cortezon 2002) and has been compared to the role of iron in 

Fenton chemistry (Lucking et al 1998). 

A particle or fibres pathogenicity is often the sum of a range of characteristics 

including but not limited to size, surface area and surface reactivity.  Also important 

are the ways in which a particle or fibre interacts with the tissue into which it is 

deposited and how the tissue responds to its presence.  This will be considered 

below. 

1.16 Compound Particles 

Transition metals are important in the toxicity of combustion derived nanoparticles 

and asbestos due to their ability to react with oxygen and generate oxygen radicals 

(Fubini 1997, Miller et al 1990, Pierre & Fontecave 1999).  Ferrous and ferric iron 

salts were both found to enhance the extent of ROS production, the amount of 

oxidative stress and the level of neutrophil influx in the lungs of rats induced by 

carbon black (Wilson et al 2002) whilst iron in PM10 dose dependently activated 

NFκB (Jimenez et al 2000).  Metals may also directly interact with bio-molecules for 

example vanadium binds and inactivates phosphotyrosine phosphatase whilst iron 

activates src kinases resulting in activation of pro-inflammatory transcription factors 

(Aust et al 2002). 
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The metal component of particles and fibres may also be mobilised into solution  

from coal, oil fly ash, diesel particles, PM10, crustal dusts and asbestos (Aust et al 

2002, Hutchison et al 2005). Water soluble extracts from pollution particles have 

been found to stimulate hydrogen peroxide production by endothelial cells (Li et al 

2006).  Mobilised metals can cause oxidative damage, the limiting factor is the ease 

with which a metal can be mobilised (Aust et al 2002). 

Particles and fibres may also contain or carry biological and organic molecules, for 

example endotoxin may contribute to pathogenicity of PM10 (Donaldson et al 2003) 

resulting in IL-6 and IL-8 release from mononuclear phagocytes (Monn and Becker 

1998).  Particle surfaces can also adsorb organic molecules such as poly aromatic 

hydrocarbons (PAH) like Benzo-[a]-pyrene (Donaldson et al 2003) causing 

mutagenicity and DNA adduct formation (Binkova et al 2003). The inflammatory 

effect of Benzo-[a]-pyrene when adsorbed to a particles surface possibly results from 

its increased retention and availability in the lungs (Garcon et al 2001). 

1.17 Inherent Redox capacities  

The ability of particles or fibres to engage in redox reactions contributes to 

pathogenicity.  Crocidolite and amosite may provide a continuous source of electrons 

for reduction of bio-molecules and free radical formation (Fubini 1997).  Redox 

processes are strongly controlled by crystal structure and for asbestos by the 

availability of redox active surface iron (Hardy & Aust 1994, Guthrie 1997).  

Electron transfer from a crystal can occur from surface to the environment and from 

interior to surface during mineral catalysed redox reactions (Fubini 1997). The need 

to maintain charge balance may cause release of surface iron, driving Fenton 

reactions, whilst transfer of electrons from the interior to the surface enables chronic 
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free radical production.  Electron transfer from mineral surfaces has been implicated 

in increased free radical formation by freshly fractured quartz compared to aged 

samples; such free radical activity diminishes as surface radicals equilibrate (Anpo et 

al 1999).  Diesel exhaust particles (DEP) have a surface associated redox capacity 

probably due to surface associated semi – quinone groups enabling production of 

reactive oxygen species (Pan et al 2004).  Carbon black induced lung injury and 

cytotoxicity towards immortalized human lung cells (A549) also appears to be due to 

their ability to produce ROS (Dick et al 2003, Garza et al 2008).  The source of these 

ROS may be the edges of the graphene fragments that form CB particles (Garza et al 

2008).  Ultrafine nickel, titanium dioxide, cobalt and copper are also able to generate 

free radicals (Dick et al 2003); in some cases there may be a synergistic interaction 

between metal oxides and chemisorbed organic species (such as polychlorinated 

dibenzofurans) to generate free radicals and ROS (Balakrishna et al 2009).  A redox 

activity has also been described for CNT, in some cases this has been specifically 

attributed to semi-conducting type CNT (Zheng & Diner 2004).  However redox 

activity of CNT has also been ascribed to the presence of residual transition metals 

resident in the cavities or tips of CNT (Kim & Sigmund 2004).  Removal of these 

residual metals has been found to be difficult (Jurkschat et al 2007).  Where metals 

have been largely removed from CNT this has been found to diminish the ability of 

nanotubes to generate ROS.  Pulskamp et al (2006) found that in comparison to a 

range of SWCNT and MWCNT containing varying levels of the metals Co, Cu, Ni, 

Fe and Mo (between 0.009 – 4.2 wt.%), acid treated (to reduce levels of metal 

catalyst impurities) SWCNT did not produce ROS (as detected by DCF fluorescence 

in NR8383 cells following 24 hours exposure) or change the mitochondrial 
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membrane potential of A549 cells.  It should be pointed out that acid purification did 

not completely eliminate metal impurities as acid treated CNT contained 1.3 and 1.2 

wt.% CNT of Co and Ni respectively.  This suggests that rather than a difference in 

total metal content between CNT samples being important for toxicity the critical 

parameter is the level of bio-available or bio-soluble metals.   

1.18 Adsorption and surface modification 

Adsorption of molecules to a particle or fibre surface can alter the properties of both 

the surface and the adsorbed material.  Protein binding depends on its orientation to 

the surface as well as the amount of surface available; kinetics of binding depends on 

protein charge.  High surface occupancies force protein to adopt specific 

conformations to become bound (Valenti et al 2007); this is affected by pH (Song et 

al 2006).   Adsorption of a protein can alter its conformation leading to exposure of 

new epitopes, perturbation of function, and reduction or abolition of activity 

(Cederwall et al 2007).  Adsorption of chicken egg lysozyme to silica nanoparticles 

resulted in its denaturation, this effect was nullified at smaller particle sizes possibly 

due to the higher surface curvature of smaller particles promoting retention of native 

protein structure or as a result of a decrease (with increasing curvature) in lateral 

interactions (between adjacent protein molecules adsorbed on a curved surface) that 

can damage proteins (Kane & Strook 2007).  As particle size decreases and surface 

curvature increases efficient close packing of proteins becomes more difficult 

reducing the level of protein coverage.  Protein adsorption and activity (upon 

adsorption) depends not only on particle size and surface characteristics but also on 

protein identity (Cedarwell et al 2007) for example the activity of α-Chymotrypsin 

was reduced to 1% of normal following adsorption to SWCNT whilst soybean 
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peroxidase (SBP) retained 28% activity.  Retention of activity also seems to be 

loading – dependent increasing with surface coverage (Karajanagi et al 2004), 

protein adsorption may stabilise its structure (Asuri et al 2006).  Many proteins 

appear to form transient complexes with nanoparticles in a process of competitive 

binding; those that do bind become part of the identity of the particle.  Thus protein 

adsorption depends not only on particle size and surface characteristics but also on 

protein identity (Cedarwall et al 2007).  

Adsorption can alter toxicity of respirable particles for example clay adsorption to 

quartz particles suppresses toxicity (Wallace et al) whilst vitronectin coating of 

chrysotile and crocidolite enhances their phagocytosis (Wu et al 2000), a process 

considered to be an important part of their toxicity to mesothelial cells (Boylan et al 

1995).  Adsorption by nanotubes of components of the classical complement 

pathway (a diverse family of proteins activated that increase vascular permeability, 

chemotaxis of immune cells, opsonisation of pathogens and direct lysis of 

organisms) dose dependently resulted in its activation potentially triggering an 

inflammatory response (Salvador-Morales et al 2006). 

1.19 Particle interactions with lung lining fluid & Cells. 

Particles depositing in airways interact with an aqueous/gel lining consisting of 

water, ions, sugars, proteins, proteoglycans and lipids that over lies the epithelium 

(Schurch et al 1999) in a two phase system of a thinner sol phase over laid by a 

viscous mucus layer.  Separating and lubricating the two is a phospholipid surfactant 

layer (Gehr et al 1993) that is continuous from the alveoli throughout the airways 

(Geiser et al 2003).  The surfactant reduces the surface tension of this lining further 

facilitating re-inflation of the alveoli.  Additional functions include aiding transport 
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of inhaled matter from the alveoli to the ciliated airways and displacing inhaled 

particles towards the airway epithelium (Gehr et al 1993, Schurch et al 1999, Gehr et 

al 2000, Geiser et al 2003).  Surfactant may also be responsible for displacement of 

particles towards underlying epithelium (Gehr et al 1993).  Particles depositing on 

the lining layer become wetted and are displaced towards the underlying epithelium 

by capillary forces (Gehr & Schurch 1992) in a process whose extent depends on the 

surface tension of the surfactant film as well as particle shape and surface chemistry 

(Schurch et al 1999, Gehr et al 2000).  This process has been found to occur to a 

greater extent for particles that are smaller or have higher surface free energy than 

for larger particles or particles with lower free energy (reviewed by Schurch et al 

1999, Gehr et al 2000).  The coating of particles upon their deposition in the airways 

by surfactant (Gehr et al 1993) may determine whether they are removed (either free 

or in macrophages) or are transported into tissues (Gehr et al 2000). 

Fibre deposition on a liquid surface is more complicated than that of spherical 

particles as a result of the multiple ways a fibre can hit a liquid surface due to 

orientation, variability of dimensions (whether fibres are straight or curved), 

heterogeneity of surface chemistry and adsorption of impurities (that lower the free 

energy of materials) (Geiser et al 2003). 

Lung lining fluid acts as a buffer through which a particle or fibre must pass to 

interact with the underlying epithelium.  During passage, components of lung lining 

fluid can become adsorbed to surfaces leading to their conditioning, for example in 

the short term DPPC attenuates quartz cytotoxicity (Schimmelpfeng et al 1992, 

Wallace et al 2006).  The amount of DPPC in ELF however has been found to be too 

low to protect macrophages from the effects of DQ12 or chrysotile asbestos 
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(Schimmelpteng et al 1992).  Quartz binds DPPC by hydrogen bonding unlike kaolin 

that covalently binds DPPC (Yuan et al 1995, Murray et al 2005).  The nature of the 

bonding of the surfactant coat to the particle determines the ease of its removal by 

enzymes such as phopholipase A2 (Hill et al 1995) thus surfactant coatings may only 

delay toxicity (Murray et al 2005).  The protective character of surfactants may also 

be a result of antioxidant abilities as demonstrated by the synthetic surfactant 

Exosurf (Ghio et al 1994) and DPPC, also DPPC has been shown to inhibit the 

respiratory burst of macrophages (Tonks et al 2001). 

Surfactant proteins (SP) constitute a fraction (8-10%) of pulmonary surfactant and 

are divided into four groups; SP-A, SP-B, SP-C, and SP-D.  Of the four the two 

principal constituents are generally considered to be SP-A and SP-D.  These are 

multimeric proteins possessing both collagen and globular domains enabling them to 

bind sugars, lipids, calcium and pathogens (the latter as part of their role in innate 

immune defence).  Present to a lesser extent are the hydrophobic proteins SP-B and 

SP-C that appear to modulate the surface and bio-physical properties of the 

surfactant film (SP-A is increasingly being considered in this role also).  Equally 

important roles for these proteins includes transferring phospholipids from the 

hypophase (fluid phase between epithelial cells and the surfactant layer) to the 

interface (the air – water boundary) and stabilising the surfactant film as it comes 

under compression during expiration (reviewed by Pèrez-Gil 2002).  Levels of these 

proteins appear to be modulated by inflammatory agents for example quantities of 

SP-A and B where increased in the lungs of silicotic sheep (Lesur et al 1993).  Both 

SP-A and D were found to protect silica challenged macrophages (Spech et al 2000) 

in what may be an antioxidant effect (Bridges et al 2000). 
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1.20 Bio-persistence 

Bio-persistence is the ability of a particle or fibre to remain intact in the lung despite 

physiological clearance mechanisms including the mucociliary escalator, 

phagocytosis by alveolar macrophages (AM), dissolution or disintegration.  The 

efficacy of these processes is dependent on the characteristics of the particle or fibre 

(Muhle & Bellman 1997).    

The bio-persistence of a fibre is a function of its length (Maxim 2006) and bio-

durability (Muhle & Bellmann 1995), whilst retention kinetics depends on 

composition, length distribution and duration of exposure (Muhle & Bellmann 

1995).  A bio-persistent particle must be resistant to dissolution and be able to avoid 

or escape from cellular clearance mechanisms (Muhle & Bellmann 1995).  Exposed 

to a heterogeneous range of pulmonary conditions a particle of fibres chemical 

stability will depend on its environment (Muhle et al 1994).  Fibres of Wollastonite 

and xonotlite are not bio-persistent as they dissolve (Bellmann et al 1987); similarly 

the magnesium component of chrysotile asbestos fibres is subject to dissolution in 

dilute acids leaving a silica skeleton behind whose slower rate of dissolution 

determines the length of time of pulmonary residence (Hume & Rimstidt 1992, 

Langer & Nolan 1994).  This leaching of magnesium decreases chrysotile’s surface 

charge and diminishes its haemolytic potential (Bellmann et al 1987).  Unlike 

chrysotile asbestos crocidolite asbestos is resistant to dissolution and is therefore bio-

persistent.  Partial dissolution can structurally weaken fibres and make them subject 

to disintegration due to the development of weak points (Archer & Dixon 1979, 

Muhle & Bellmann 1994, Muhle & Bellmann 1997).  Uniquely, chrysotile asbestos 

undergoes longitudinal splitting into fibrils in the lung (Hume & Rimstidt 1992). 
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1.21 Clearance 

Clearance of particles from the respiratory system begins with the onset of exposure 

(Sorokin & Brian 1974) with the method of clearance determined by where the 

particle deposits (reviewed by Stuart 1984), its size, physiochemical properties and 

cytotoxicity (Davis et al 1994).  Understanding clearance is important as the risk 

posed by a hazardous inhaled material can’t be assessed without knowing how much 

is deposited in a specific region and how much remains after clearance (Stuart 1984).  

Rapid clearance of particles is associated with deposition in the upper airways and 

delayed clearance with deposition in the alveoli (Lee et al 1985, Davis et al 1994), 

the rate of the clearance response to particle exposure will increase with the level of 

challenge (Vincent et al 1987).  Clearance involves three regions of the respiratory 

tract; the nasopharynx, the conducting airways and the gas exchange regions 

(reviewed by Stuart 1984).  It is a multi phase process involving rapid removal of 

tracheobronchially deposited particles followed by slower clearance of the alveoli 

(Langenback et al 1990).  The three regions of the respiratory tract are served to 

varying degrees by clearance of material to the gastrointestinal (G.I.) tract by 

mucociliary escalator, to the blood via pulmonary vasculature or to the lymphatics 

(Sorokin & Brian 1974, reviewed by Stuart 1984).  Particles depositing on the 

airway walls between the trachea and terminal bronchioles will land upon a mucus 

layer that serves as a device for trapping and conveying (by the coordinated beating 

of cilia) material towards the oropharynx (reviewed by Stuart 1984, van der Schans 

2007).  The number of ciliated cells decreases from the peripheral to the central 

airways; this is compensated for by the faster beating of cilia in the central airways 

and the takeover by airflow as the principal means of mucus transport (reviewed by 
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van der Schans 2007).  Ciliary action and higher up in the airways airflow sweeps 

mucus and its cargo towards the glottis. 

Particles reaching the alveoli are removed by dissolution or endocytosis (including 

phagocytosis) by alveolar macrophages.  The ease (and rate) of particle clearance by 

macrophages is dependent on the amount of material deposited; cell motility can be 

inhibited when the cell becomes overloaded with material (Stuart 1984, Davis 1994).  

Upon deposition of material in the alveoli the number of macrophages present may 

increase as a result monocyte (immature macrophages) immigration from the blood 

(Stuart 1984). The dimension of the material deposited is also important (Morgan et 

al 1982), for example where as short fibrous particles can be entirely engulfed long 

fibres can penetrate the macrophage membrane upon ingestion affecting their 

mobility and survival (Stuart 1984).  The inability of a macrophage to successfully 

engage and engulf a particle or fibre has been termed frustrated phagocytosis.  Je et 

al (1999) demonstrated using the murine macrophage cell line RAW 264.7 an 

inability of the cells to completely engulf glass fibres of 17μm opposed to their 

successful ingestion of fibre 7μm long.  The threshold between long bio-persistent 

fibres and short more easily cleared fibres is defined by the size of the alveolar 

macrophage (Maxim et al 2006).  The size limitation placed upon macrophage 

phagocytosis may be the amount of cell surface membrane available to push around 

their target (Cannon & Swanson 1992).  The inability to clear long fibres from the 

airways and alveoli results in an increasing lung burden with continued exposure (Yu 

et al 1996).  Particle laden macrophages may migrate from the alveoli (to the ciliated 

airways) by one of or several mechanisms including by random migration, along a 
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chemotactic gradient, through the interstitium or by being drawn towards ciliated 

airways on a continuously moving fluid film (Stuart 1984, Lehnert 1992). 

Inhaled deposited particles may be cleared through the pulmonary lymphatic systems 

either in macrophages or as free entities (Sorkin & Brian 1974, Stuart 1984, Lee et al 

1985, Lehnert 1992).  Work by Harmsen et al (1985) found that coloured micron 

sized beads instilled into dogs when found in tracheobronchial lymph nodes were 

almost always observed in macrophages.  Harmsen et al (1985) interpreted their 

results to suggest particle laden alveolar macrophages where capable of migrating to 

regional lymph nodes.  The relative toxicity of material (Stuart 1984) as well as the 

quantity of deposited material (a threshold level may exist) (Vincent et al 1987) 

appears to have a bearing on whether material is cleared to the lymph nodes.  

Vincent et al (1987) determined that the rate of material cleared from the deep lung 

to the lymph nodes was approximately proportional to the amount of material in the 

deep lung in excess of the threshold.  Dendritic cells (antigen presenting cells located 

on the basal lamina below the epithelial cell layer) may also have a hand in 

transporting deposited particles to regional lymph nodes (Rothen-Rutishauser 2005).  

Particles of sufficiently small size may translocate into the interstitium; in rats 24% 

of inhaled ultrafine titanium dioxide particles were found to breach the epithelial cell 

barrier and penetrate the micro vasculature (Geiser et al 2005).  Work in rats has 

indicated that fibres can translocate throughout the body regardless of their initial 

site of penetration (Monchaux et al 1982) however movement of fibres into the 

lymph nodes appears to be limited to those of shorter lengths (Drew et al 1987, Le 

Bouffant et al 1987).    
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1.22 Particle and fibre toxicology. 

1.22a Asbestos 

Asbestos is a family of naturally occurring hydrated silicate fibres divisible into 

serpentine and amphibole types (Kamp & Weitzman 1999).  Prolonged cumulative 

exposure results in diseases including pulmonary fibrosis (asbestosis), pleural 

diseases (pleural plaques and effusion), bronchogenic carcinoma and malignant 

mesothelioma often after 15-40 years latency (Kamp & Weitzman 1999). 

Length has been identified as critical to asbestos toxicity; Archer (1979) proposed 

that in attempting to engulf fibres longer than their diameter (frustrated 

phagocytosis) substantial amounts of ROS would leak from neutrophils and 

macrophages, damaging surrounding tissue. This was demonstrated with different 

lengths of glass fibres in RAW 264.7 macrophages by Ye et al (1999) and by the 

milling of chrysotile asbestos that reduced its length and corresponding toxicity 

(Hesterberg & Barrett 1984).  

Fibre length affects clearance.  In rats phagocytosis and clearance of glass fibres 

became impaired as their lengths reached 30μm (Morgan et al 1982), it has been 

proposed that cell sensitivity to long fibres is the result the cells orientation with 

respect to the fibre during internalisation (Ohyama et al 2001).  Long, unlike short, 

amosite fibres were found to cause rapid detachment of cells from their substratum 

independent of oxidant generation suggesting their length was of importance 

(Donaldson et al 1993).  The effect a deposited fibre has on a cell layer may be 

enhanced (in vivo) by pulmonary tidal stretching indicating a physical interaction 

between fibres and cells (Tsuda et al 1999).  Unlike length, width has not been 

associated with the cytotoxicity (Hesterberg & Barrett 1984, Ohyama et al 2001). 
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The toxicity of some asbestos fibres is contributed to by their high bio-durability 

indicated by the low dissolution constants for crocidolite and chrysotile asbestos 

(Scholze & Conradt 1987).  To a large extent the solubility of fibres is controlled by 

the proportion of constituent alkaline earth metals (Bellman et al 1987).  For 

example the magnesium hydroxide constituent of chrysotile asbestos undergoes 

rapid dissolution leaving a less degradable silica skeleton that controls the clearance 

half time of the fibre (Hume & Rimstidt 1992). 

All asbestos fibres contain iron as part of their crystal structure, substitute cation, or 

as surface contaminants.  The iron content of amosite and crocidolite is 27% 

compared to 1-6% found in chrysotile asbestos (reviewed by Kamp et al 1992 & 

Hardy & Aust 1994).  The importance of iron to asbestos toxicity is its ability to 

generate ROS by Fenton chemistry and augment the catalytic ability of some 

materials through its coordination state (Kamp et al 1992).  Amosite and crocidolite 

have been shown to cleave DNA by Fenton reaction-derived oxidants  (Donaldson et 

al 1996), confirmed by Oterp Aeán et al (2001) although only in the presence of a 

reductant or hydrogen peroxide.  Leaching of iron from fibres may be more 

important than direct ROS generation for toxicity although this requires a chelator 

(Kamp et al 1992, Hardy & Aust 1995) and mobilisation may alter fibre surface 

charge also affecting toxicity (Light & Wei 1977).  The ability of iron to generate 

ROS depends on its electronic environment and the quantity of it in a redox available 

state at the surface of a fibre (Kamp et al 1992, Hardy & Aust 1994). 

There are various hypotheses concerning the mechanisms by which asbestos fibres 

destructively interact with pulmonary cells and ultimately result in pathogenic 

outcomes such as carcinoma.  One is that inhaled deposited fibres chronically 
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generate ROS (and induce prolonged oxidative stress) that damage DNA resulting in 

mutations in oncogenes, tumour suppressor and growth regulatory genes (reviewed 

by Kane 1996, Upadhyay & Kamp 2003).  The capacity for asbestos fibres to 

produce ROS was introduced above.  Asbestos activation of macrophages and 

neutrophils can intensify ROS production (Kamp & Weitzman 1999) enhancing 

cytotoxicity towards alveolar epithelial cells (Kamp et al 1994) and mesothelial cells 

(Kinnula et al 1995).  This could the result of mitochondrial depolarisation, 

frustrated phagocytosis and/or fibre activation of ROS producing enzymes including 

NADPH oxidase (Sesko et al 1990, Kamp & Weitzman 1999).  Reactive nitrogen 

species (RNS) may also be important modulators of asbestos pathogenicity. 

Peroxynitrile production was noted in mice instilled with crocidolite (Dörger et al 

2002) and nitric oxide radical production was observed in rat alveolar macrophages 

following inhalation of crocidolite or chrysotile (Quinlan et al 1998). 

An alternative hypothesis is fibres can physically interfere with cell division.  This 

requires first that fibres are internalised.  Internalisation by phagocytosis has been 

demonstrated in mesothelial cells (Liu et al 2000), however internalised fibres have 

been found to be contained within phagolysosomes preventing any direct contact 

(i.e. by adsorption) with chromosomes (reviewed by Kane1996).  Mechanisms 

proposed to explain asbestos fibres interference with cell division have therefore 

focused upon their possible disruption of the microfilaments segregating 

chromosomes during mitosis and the spindle apparatus (Dopp et al 1995, reviewed 

by Kane 1996, Levresse et al 1997). 

According to a third hypothesis asbestos fibres stimulate the proliferation of cells.  

Proliferation is important as it fixes mutations induced by exposure to genotoxic 
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agents.  Levresse et al (1997) found that crocidolite and chrysotile asbestos acted 

both as DNA damaging agents and disruptors of the cell cycle.  They suggested that 

as a result of this preferential activation of DNA repair over apoptosis DNA lesions 

unsuccessfully repaired could become fixed.  Apoptosis serves to help balance 

proliferation (and thus the extensive fixation of mutations that could lead to 

carcinogenesis in cell populations) thus its induction by asbestos fibres in relation to 

the fibres carcinogenic potential may seem counter intuitive.  However asbestos 

induced apoptosis may trigger compensatory proliferation of adjacent non apoptotic 

cells harbouring DNA damage (Albrecht et al 2004).  Asbestos induced apoptosis 

appears to be mediated through various mechanisms that are not mutually exclusive.  

In asbestos exposed T-lymphocytes for example apoptosis was mediated through the 

Fas-Fas L system whilst more generally asbestos induced apoptosis has been found 

to be associated with mitochondrial disruption and dysfunction instigated by the 

presence of the fibre (Janssen et al 1998, Kamp et al 2002, Panduri et al 2003).  

Asbestos induced apoptosis may also be the result of stimulation of intracellular 

signalling pathways.  For example the interaction of crocidolite with EGFR might 

trigger ERK1/2 activation resulting in c-fos transcription and AP-1 activation leading 

to changes in proliferation and eventually cell apoptosis (Jimenez et al 1997, Zanella 

et al 1999, Kamata et al 2000, Albrecht et al 2004, Baldys & Aust 2005).  It is 

thought activation of ERK1/2 linked apoptosis could be an important step in the 

induction of carcinogenesis.  Thus asbestos induced carcinogenesis may be the result 

of compensatory proliferation associated with asbestos induced apoptosis. 

Asbestos induced proliferation may also be the result of compensatory proliferation 

in response to direct toxicity of the fibre (reviewed by Kane 1996).  This leads on to 
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another principal hypothesis to explain asbestos induced toxicity; that asbestos fibres 

induce chronic inflammatory reactions resulting in prolonged ROS production, 

activation of transcription factors and release of cytokines and growth factors 

(reviewed by Kane 1996).  Macrophages are the initial target of asbestos deposited in 

the lungs.  Engagement of asbestos fibres by macrophages results in ROS production 

(Kamp et al 1994) in addition to release of inflammatory mediators that initiate a 

local inflammatory (reviewed by Kane 1996) response and the infiltration of 

neutrophils.  Activation of macrophages and neutrophils can intensify ROS 

production (Kamp & Weitzman 1999) enhancing cytotoxicity towards alveolar 

epithelial cells (Kamp et al 1994) and mesothelial cells (Kinnula et al 1995).  This 

may be the result of mitochondrial depolarisation, frustrated phagocytosis and/or 

fibre activation of ROS producing enzymes including NADPH oxidase (Sesko et al 

1990, Kamp & Weitzman 1999).  Asbestos- induced cellular activation (resulting in 

the production of inflammatory mediators) can occur internally (Baldys & Aust 

2006) or extra-cellularly (Swain et al 2003).  In mesothelial cells and rat tracheal 

epithelial cells probably as a result of oxidative stress crocidolite caused p65 nuclear 

translocation (Janssen et al 1997) and increased p65/50 binding to the NF-κB 

consensus sequences respectively.  Similarly in rat type II epithelial and A549 cells 

exposure to crocidolite resulted in NF-κB activation (Simeonova et al 1997, Driscoll 

et al 1998, Luster & Simenonova 1998).   The role of oxidative stress is supported by 

anti-oxidant inhibition of NF-κB nuclear translocation following exposure of 

epithelial cells to amosite (Brown et al 1999).  The time required for fibres to contact 

cells, or to generate a threshold level of oxidants and the limited diffusion capacity 

of some oxidising species may all be factors in determining the rapidity and extent of 
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transcription factor activation (Janssen et al 1995, Janssen et al 1997).  Activation of 

pro-inflammatory transcription factors from macrophages and epithelial cells results 

in the release of pro-inflammatory mediators (cytokines and chemokines) amplifying 

the initial response.  Persistent release of these substances may lead to tissue damage 

(in addition to that caused by free radicals and oxidative stress), fibrosis and cell 

proliferation resulting in pathological effects such as asbestosis and carcinomas 

(reviewed by Kane 1996).  The latency between asbestos exposure and the 

appearance of pathological conditions associated with it indicates these are long term 

processes.  For example despite significant DNA damage, amosite and chrysotile 

induced no mesothelial cell proliferation after only 24 hours and no loss of contact 

inhibition after two months (Bertino et al 2007).  Significant mutagenicity was 

observed in transgenic rats following amosite exposure but only after 12 weeks 

(Topinka et al 2004) indicating that this may be the result of long term exposure. 

1.22b Silica 

 Silica (silicon dioxide) comprises a family of seven recognised crystalline minerals 

(DQ12 Quartz, Cristobalite, Moganite, Tridymite, Melanphlogite, Coesite and 

Stishovite) of which quartz (here after referred to as quartz) is by far the most 

important in occupational disease terms.  Quartz comprises chiefly of silicon and 

oxygen (SiO2) with varying amounts of trace metals including aluminium, iron, 

manganese, magnesium, sodium and calcium.  It is found ubiquitously in the earth’s 

crust and miners and quarries etc are exposed to quartz in a respirable form.  

Amorphous silica is a less toxic, non-crystalline form of the mineral. Inhalation 

exposure to quartz is associated with the development of a variety of pathologically 
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and clinically distinct inflammatory and fibrotic diseases generically called silicosis 

(Mossman & Churg 1998). 

The pathogenicity of crystalline silica is governed extensively by its reactive surface 

(Elias et al 2000), additional factors such as atomic packing density of its surface 

structure may also be important (Mossman & Churg 1998), but crystallinity appears 

to have no bearing on toxicity. (Elias et al 2000). Quartz is cytostatic, mitogenic and 

cytotoxic interacting with cells through surface reactive functional groups including 

silanol groups, surface silica radicals and free radicals from trace iron (Elias et al 

2000). 

Inhaled quartz particles (<5μm) reach and deposit in the alveoli and are 

phagocytosed by AMs resulting in their incorporation into phagosomes and later 

phagolysosomes.  After several hours the phago-lysosome membranes are thought to 

disintegrate releasing silica particles and the digestive enzymic contents of the 

phago-lysosome into the cytosol where it destroys the metabolic and structural 

apparatus of the cell.  Degradation of phagolysosomal cell membranes is thought to 

result from abstraction of membrane phospholipids or proteins (Nash et a 1966).  

With the resultant cell- death, silica particles are released back into the lung to be 

phagocytosed by other AM (Summerton et al 1977).  In this manner silica may 

persist in the lung.    

Deposited silica particles interact externally and internally with alveolar epithelial 

cells exposing them to free radicals and ROS inducing oxidative stress and DNA 

damage (Shi et al 1994, Deshpande et al 2002, Fanizza et al 2007).  They may also 

bind DNA strands potentially bringing reactive oxygen species to within a few 

Angstroms of the double helix (Saffiotti et al 1994).  Short term exposure potentially 
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results in ROS mediated activation of NF-κB although this does not appear to require 

the internalisation of particles (Desaki et al 2000, Ǿvrevik et al 2006).  Exposure 

results in the persistent production of the pro-inflammatory neutrophil chemo-

attractant IL-8 (Schins et al 2000, Desaki et al 2000) and activation of other 

inflammation-associated pathways including MAPK p38 and ERK1/2 that appear to 

link to IL-8 production possibly through AP-1 (Ding et al 1999, Ǿvrevik et al 2004) 

or post-translationally regulate its production (Jijon et al 2002, Li et al 2002).  The 

neutrophilic influx responding to pro-inflammatory signals is associated with 

increased epithelial cell DNA damage (Knaapen et al 2002) possibly due in part to 

the initiation of the oxidative burst (Albrecht et al 2005). The combined effect of 

silica’s bio-persistence, its pro-inflammatory effect and resultant damage to 

surrounding cells conspires to induce carcinogenic and fibrotic outcomes.  No single 

clear mechanism to explain silica carcinogenicity exists,  it activation of AP-1 (a  

mediator in tumour progression) (Ding et al 1999), either by oxidative stress or 

stimulated release of TNFα or other mediators from surrounding cells (Rahman et al 

2002) stimulating proliferative responses (Saffiotti et al 1994) may be part of the 

mechanism. 

1.22c Carbon black (CB) 

Carbon black particles are combustion-derived particles that are manufactured by 

incomplete combustion or thermal decomposition of natural gas or petroleum and are 

composed of graphite.  Different carbon blacks including channel black, 

impingement black, furnace black and thermal black have different characteristics 

such as varying particle sizes.  Commercial CB particle sizes range from 10-400nm 

and can be associated with poly-aromatic hydrocarbons (Rausch et al 2004).  The 
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constituent units of CB particles include graphite that is chemically reactive and is 

reported to undergo a reaction similar to Fenton chemistry (Lücking et al 1998).  The 

oxidative capacity of CB has been found to be proportional to its surface area (Koike 

and Kobayashi 2006).  This may have to do with the decreasing size and increasing 

curvature of the constituent stacked graphenes that increases their surface area as 

well as the number of their reactive edges (Ungár et al 2002, Müller et al 2006).  

Factors such as these may help explain the variation in toxicity of different CB that 

appears to be related to particle surface area.  

Ultrafine carbon black (mean diameter 14.3nm) has been found to reduce the 

metabolic competence of A549 cells and reduce GSH content after 48 hours.  In an 

acellular assay it was also observed to cleave DNA (Stone et al 1998), whilst in 

alveolar epithelial cells DNA adduct formation was observed after ufCB exposure 

(Jacobsen et al 1997).  The inability of fine CB (mean diameter 260nm) to 

demonstrate these activities (Stone et al 1998) suggested a surface area effect. This 

was supported by the observation that printex-90 CB, a nanoparticle form with a 

surface area of 300m
2
/g, significantly increased the occurrence of 8-oxo-dG DNA 

adduct in rat lungs compared to larger Sterling V CB with a surface area of 37m2/g 

(Gallagher et al 2003).   

The ufCB ability to activate IL-8 gene expression was also found to be surface area 

dependent and surface area was found to be the main driver of this response amongst 

otherwise different particles (Barlow et al 2005).  Exposure has also been associated 

with increased TNFα and VEGF synthesis in an antioxidant- inhibited manner, 

hinting at an oxidative component to toxicity (Chang et al 2005). 
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Surface area as a property is not a cause of free radical generation, but for a surface 

free radical generating activity, a given mass of NP will have a greater oxidative 

capacity (than fine particles) due to their greater surface area/unit mass.  ICP-MS 

detected iron in CB and ufCB (50 and 100ng/mg respectively) although leachates 

failed to induce pulmonary inflammation in rats or effect intracellular calcium 

signalling (that modulates inflammatory gene expression) in MM6 cells (Brown et al 

2000).  Particle Iron levels were judged insufficient to account for their pro-

inflammatory affects strengthening the possibility that CB generated ROS originate 

from dangling bonds at the reactive edges of the constituent graphite plates. 

Despite its apparent inflammatory potential little evidence of human CB toxicity has 

been gathered.  Neither Barlow et al (2005) or Monteiller et al (2007) found 

evidence of significant CB induced cytotoxicity despite its ability to generate ROS.  

In addition many of the CB induced effects observed in rats have been attributed to 

particle (Gallager et al 2003, Rausch et al 2004) overload although one study showed 

modest pro-inflammatory effects at an exposure that was much lower than overload 

levels (Gilmour et al 2004).  In humans the effect of CB exposure appears limited.  A 

two-fold greater incidence of cancer in German CB workers compared to the general 

population from 1976-1998 (not explained by selection, smoking or other 

occupational risk factors) could not be linked to CB exposure (Wellmann et al 2008).  

In fact pulmonary effects of CB exposure have been down-graded over successive 

decades with effects attributed to CB exposure now explained by non-specific 

irritant effects combined with dust retention, most genotoxicity tests of CB have 

proved negative (Rausch et al 2004). 
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1.22d Carbon nanotubes (CNT) 

Carbon nanotubes are carbon macromolecules composed of single or multiple 

graphene (individual graphite layers) sheets rolled into tubes and capped at each end 

by half a fullerene molecule.  Nanotubes formed from a single graphene sheet are 

designated single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) whilst a concentric 

arrangement of multiple graphene sheets are multi walled carbon nanotubes 

(MWCNT) (Balasubramanian et al 2005, Lin et al 2003).  Individual SWCNT have 

diameters in the range 1-2nm (Huczko et al 2006, Balasubramanian & Burghard 

2005) while those of MWCNT range from 2-100nm (Ajayan 1999, Balasubramanian 

& Burghard 2005).  Nanotube lengths may range from <10μm to many hundreds of 

microns (Tasis et al 2006) giving these molecules extremely high aspect ratios and 

making them almost one dimensional structures.  Individual tubes self assemble into 

ropes arranged in a crystalline triagonal lattice (Ajayan 1999).  The structure of 

nanotubes contain numerous topological defects, rehybridisation defects and 

incomplete bonding defects (Ebbesen & Takada 1995, Banerjee et al 2002, 

Balasubramanian & Burghard 2005, Lu & Chen 2005) that originate from their 

synthesis and purification (Mawwhinney et al 2000, Hirsch 2002).   

Carbon nanotubes are synthesised by three main processes (all of which result in the 

manufacture of CNT with unsorted structures) (Huczko 2002) that includes electric 

arc discharge (EAD) (Ajayan 1999, Fonseca et al 1998, Terrones 2003, Huczko 

2002, Avouris 2004) , laser ablation (LAb) (Huczko 2002, Terrones 2003) and 

chemical/catalytic vapour deposition (CVD).  Nanotubes are generated from the 

vaporisation of graphite targets (EAD, LAb) or by passing a carbon containing 

vapour over supported metal catalyst nanoparticles in a furnace (CVD).  Metal 
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catalyst particles may be of single elements (Co, Ni, Fe, Gd, Pt or Pd) or mixtures 

(Co-Pt, Co-Ru, Ni-Y, Rh-Pt or Co-Fe-Ce).  Their use in EAD and LAb results in the 

synthesis of SWCNT.  In each synthesis procedure CNT are produced as aggregates 

with different diameters, lengths, chiralities, and levels of defect (Hircsh 2002, 

O’Connell et al 2005) although variability of length and diameter can be tuned to a 

degree by control of the growth conditions (Ajayan 1999).  At the end of synthesis in 

addition to CNT, amorphous carbon, fullerenes, graphitic particles and residual 

metal catalyst contaminants are present (Monthioux et al 2000, Thien-Nga et al 

2002, Jurkschat et al 2006) and have to be removed.  Commonly used harsh mineral 

acid purification leads to functionalization of the CNT sidewalls with oxygen groups 

and can result in the break-up of the nanotube into 100-200nm fragments 

(Balasubramanian et al 2005, Hirsch 2002, Huczko 2002, Niyogi et al 2002, Zhang 

et al 2003). 

The chemistry of CNT is partly due to their nanoscale and partly due to the 

chemistry of graphene sheets (McEuene et al 2002).  Nanotubes possess distinct 

regions of chemical reactivity that are the end caps and sidewalls (Balasubramanian 

et al 2005).  The curvature of the side wall forces a triagonal carbon – carbon bond 

arrangement into a tetrahedral alignment inducing bond strain and chemical 

reactivity (Srivastava et al 1999, Niyogi et al 2002, Banerjee et al 2005).  This effect 

is intensified at the end caps (lin et al 2005) making them susceptible to addition 

chemistry.  The chemical reactivity of CNT is also a result of bond misalignment and 

the presence of dangling bonds at vacancies and un-capped ends of CNT (Ebbessen 

& Takada 1995, Kang & Wang 1997, Mijata et al 2006). 
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Figure 1.13.  Simplified scheme of two purification procedures (Orange and 

blue) for un-purified as produced carbon nanotubes with the by-products 

removed at each of the stages (Green ovals) (Ajayan 1999, Monthioux et al 

2000, Huczko 2002, Zhang et al 2003, Balasubramanian & Burghard 2005).  
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Strong hydrophobicity and van der waals’ attractions between CNT cause them to 

aggregate in aqueous solutions (Tosis et al 2003).  Dispersion of CNT in aqueous 

solutions can be achieved by physical modification (adsorption of molecules to the 

surface) or chemical modification (covalent addition of polar molecules to the 

surface) of nanotube surfaces with polar molecules (Vaisman et al 2007).  Typically 

dispersion involves sonication of CNTs (functionalised or in a surfactant solution) 

(Huang et al 2002, Bandyopadhyaya et al 2002, Strano et al 2003, Paredes & 

Burghard 2004) producing gaps or spaces at the ends of CNT ropes into which 

surfactants diffuse, adsorb and increasingly separate bundled CNTs into isolated 

tubes (Strano et al 2003,Vaisman et al 2007).  Surfactant effectiveness depends on 

their structure, molecular size, charge, presence of charged groups, hydrophilic tail 

length or branching and size of adsorbed hydrophobic region (Islam et al 2003, 

Schaefer et al 2003, Jiang et al 2003, Wenseleers et al 2004) (For a list of surfactants 

and solvents used with CNT see appendix I). 

Carbon nanotubes combination of size, structure and topography endows CNT with 

high stability, strength, stiffness combined with a low density and elastic 

deformability (Ajayan & Zhou 2001).  The commercial attractiveness of CNT 

springs from their properties, with 10-50 times the tensile strength of steel, five times 

electrical and five times the thermal conductivity of copper (Sherman 2008).  

Currently use of MWCNT is concentrated in the automotive industries for example 

in the manufacture of static dissipative fuel handling components and conductive 

body panels and bumpers for electrostatic painting.  Roles for MWCNT are also 

envisioned in anti static films for packaging electronic components and EMI 

shielding for computers and cell phone housings, MWCNT are also being 
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Carboxylic acid functionalised
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SP3 hybridized defect
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5 – 7 

membered
rings

  

Dangling 

bonds

Pyramidalization

π bond misalignment

Dangling bonds

Figure 1.13.  The chemistry of carbon 

nanotubes.  The spherical geometry of 

CNT end caps places great strain on 

carbon – carbon bonds.  Although sp
2
 

hybridized and thus triagonal the hemi 

spherical shape of the end caps forces the 

bond angles into something closer to a 

tetrahedral arrangement.  Conversion of 

the trivalent carbons into tetravalent 

carbons by chemical reaction would 

relieve bond strain.  Holes (vacancies) or 

open ends in the CNT structure are 

regions of incomplete bonding and thus 

reactive dangling bonds may be present.  

The curvature of the CNT walls induces 

pyramidalisation and misalignment of π 

bonds increasing the reactivity of 

constituent carbon atoms.  Adapted from 

Niyogi et al 2002. 

Figure 1.14.   Typical defects in carbon nanotubes.  From top to bottom of the picture; 

(A) open ends on CNT are often formed following acid purification and become oxidised 

and terminate with COOH groups.  Other terminal groups can also be found including 

NO2, OH, H and =O.  (B) SP
3
 hybridized defects can be found where a C – H or C – OH 

has been formed and the carbon atoms have moved from a triagonal to a tetrahedral 

arrangement.  (C)  As a result of synthesis or purification holes (Vacancies) can be left in 

carbon frameworks that act as local centres of reactivity.  (D) The inclusion of 5 or 7 

membered rings in the carbon hexagon framework causes the CNT to bend.  The effect 

upon actual MWCNT is illustrated by two photographs.  Adapted from Ebbesen & 

Takada 1995 and Hirsch 2002.   
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incorporated into polymers to enhance their mechanical properties (Sherman 2008).  

Other areas where MWCNT are expected to have a significant commercial impact 

are the aerospace industry and defence industries in the manufacture of body armour.  

The potential uses of SWCNT range from transparent electrodes in displays, flexible 

clear conductive films (for use in touch screens), computer hard drives, coatings, 

cathode ray lighting elements and for protection of telecom networks, sealed 

bearings and gaskets for semi conductors, automotive and aerospace fuel systems, 

molecular wiring, biosensors, drug delivery and semi-conductors (Thayer 2007).  

The potential applications of CNT also extend into the medical and biomedical 

worlds such as in radiation oncology and use in biopharmaceuticals, in particular 

drug delivery with CNT envisioned by attaching proteins and nucleic acids to the 

outside of nanotubes enabling transport into cells (Pantarotto et al 2004, Shi kam & 

Dai 2005). 

1.22e CNT toxicity in vitro 

As a result of superficial similarities to asbestos increasing effort is being made to 

characterise possible threats to human health posed by carbon nanotubes. 

In studies conducted in 2005 Murr et al and Soto et al found comparable toxicity 

between ropes of iron contaminated SWCNT, bundles of MWCNT and chrysotile 

asbestos towards murine macrophages.  At face value these studies alarmingly 

implied an equivalent level of toxicity between CNT and an asbestiform fibre.  

However the significance of the findings was diminished by the group’s comparisons 

of fibrous particles of widely differing weights and surface area to mass ratios using 

a dose metric (mass/volume) that took none of these variables into account.  The 

potential contribution of bio-available metals was also not considered as a toxicity 
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factor.  Jia et al 2005 assessed and compared the toxicities of metal (iron, yttrium, 

nickel) containing SWCNT, MWCNT and C60.  Unlike Murr et al (2005) or Soto et 

al (2005), Jia et al (2005) found differential effects between particles with metal 

contaminated SWCNT inducing the greatest cytotoxicity and impairment on 

macrophage phagocytic ability.  Although metal contamination was recognised as a 

possible contributing factor the extent of its effect was not investigated in this 

instance.  The role of residual metals has taken on increasing importance in 

attempting to understand the basis of observed CNT toxicity.  Works by Kagan et al 

(2006), Pulskamp et al (2007) and Schrand et al (2007) appear to have shown that 

only with a residual metal content can CNT demonstrate redox catalytic ability, 

cause cell activation, generate free radicals (including hydroxyl radicals), deplete 

intracellular GSH and reduce mitochondrial membrane integrity.  That the level of 

metal contamination required to generate these effects varied between studies from 

26% wt (Kagan et al 2006) to 0.26% wt (Schrand et al 2007) possibly reflecting 

sample variation.  Guo et al (2007) found that the level of chelator mediated iron 

release from SWCNT and MWCNT varied greatly between samples and did not 

correlate with total iron content.  Guo et al (2007) calculated the fluid accessible 

amount of iron to be between 1-7% wt and that this could release enough iron to 

cause single strand DNA breaks in an acellular assay.  However what needs to be 

considered in future work is that metal mobilisation will in part be a function of 

surface area in addition to iron content and would therefore be affected by CNT 

aggregation.  Different chelators may also be more or less effective at removing 

residual metals.  Neither Kagan et al (2006), Pulskamp et al (2006), or Schrand et al 

(2007) determined how much of the metal in their samples was bio-available.  The 
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above mentioned studies also disagreed on whether the free radicals generated 

(perhaps) as a result of the presence of residual metals were inorganic (Kagan et al 

2006, Guo et al 2007) or biochemical (Schrand et al 2007) in origin.  Other 

confounding factors not considered included the fact that un-purified CNT contain 

other residuals (graphitic fragments and fullerenes) that may contribute to toxicity.  

Sample purification can itself have effects on CNT that may influence toxicity 

through mechanisms not related to metal content (Guo et al 2007).  Thus comparing 

purified and non purified CNT does not necessary mean that samples vary only in 

their levels of residual metals. 

Although CNT toxicity has been associated with metal contamination, acid cleaning 

of SWCNT has paradoxically also been found to increase their toxicity.  This may be 

due to incorporation of polar functional groups from acid treatment affecting 

solubility, material dispersion, distribution and the way the material partitions in 

biological environment (Guo et al 2007, Bottini et al 2005).  Magroz et al (2006) 

supported this finding with their discovery that the presence of hydroxyl, carboxyl 

and carbonyl functional groups increased MWCNT cytotoxicity. 

Carbon nanotube cytotoxicity towards HaCaT, HeLa and A549 cells and GSH 

depletion in rat lung epithelial cells has been attributed to ROS (Mann et al 2005, 

Sharma et al 2007, Schrand et al 2007) that may damage DNA.  In mouse embryonic 

stem cells and HEK293 cells exposed to MWCNT and SWCNT respectively there 

was found to be increased expression of the tumour suppressor gene p53 and 

numerous DNA repair enzymes indicative of the occurrence of DNA strand breaks 

(Cui et al 2005, Zhu et al 2007).  Exposure of MCF-7 cells to MWCNT resulted in 

micronuclei formation which appeared to result from both double strand breaks and 
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chromosome loss.  This effect and the others outlined above may result from ROS 

production, direct interaction between CNT and DNA or interference of CNT with 

the apparatus of chromosome segregation (Muller et al 2008).  In all of these works a 

mechanism to explain DNA damage needs to be positively identified.  Where metal 

derived ROS are suggested to be the destructive agent then the level of damage 

needs to be related to the available (only a fraction of available metal is likely to be 

active however) metal content of the fibre.  The species and origin of ROS 

responsible also needs to be discovered. 

The level of CNT dispersion in aqueous solution is an important component of CNT 

toxicity as it determines the fraction of total surface area available to engage in 

damaging reactions.  Both Davoren et al (2006) and Wick et al (2007) found that 

aggregated SWCNT to be more toxic than dispersed material.  In a comparison of 

non-dispersed and MWCNT dispersed in pluronic F27 polymer only non-dispersed 

MWCNT induced significant cytotoxicity and IL-8 release from keratinocytes 

(Monteiro-Riviere et al 2005).  Similarly aggregates of carboxylated SWCNT 

reduced smooth muscle cell growth (Raja et al 2007).  None of these studies 

separated out the effect of dispersion from any effect of a protein or polymer coating 

of the CNT, the effect of surface modification was not considered. 

Various works have begun to investigate the effects of CNT on cell activation, 

proliferation and gene expression.  Exposure of human skin fibroblasts to 0.6 and 

6μg/ml MWCNT for 48 hours resulted in apoptosis, necrosis and cell proliferation 

(Ding et al 2006).  Apoptotic responses were also observed in human epidermal 

keratinocytes exposed to 25μg/ml SWCNT for 24 hours (Cui et al 2005).  Schrand et 

al (2007) linked the ability of SWCNT to induce apoptosis to their capacity to 
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activate matrix protein signals.  It should be kept in mind that different CNT types 

may activate cells by different mechanisms (and the morphological nature of CNT at 

the time of their exposure needs to be considered as well as the presence of 

contaminants or covalently bonded functional groups).  Induction of stress response 

pathways and release of pro-inflammatory cytokines has been found to follow CNT 

exposure.  A clear increasing IL-8 dose response was established after HEK 

treatment with 100-400μg/ml MWCNT for 24 hours.  High dose (400μg/ml) 

exposure of HEK to MWCNT for 24 hours caused disruption of cell growth, 

development, proliferation, vesicular trafficking, endocytosis and the actin 

cytoskeleton (Witzman & Monteiro-Riviere 2006).  A comparatively lower dose 

(6μg/ml) of MWCNT was observed by Ding et al (2006) to regulate genes for 

STAT1, IFN7, p38, ERK MAPK and those associated with induction of apoptosis.  

Whilst the aggregate of these works suggests CNT induce cellular apoptosis and 

activate cells to release pro-inflammatory mediators these are studies are difficult 

compare making general conclusions hard to draw.  The studies used widely 

differing doses; effects at different doses may suggest that different CNT have 

different potentials to induce cellular effects.  However this issue may be difficult to 

clarify due to the widely differing sources of CNT and their contaminants.  Dose 

levels may also influence the mechanism that contributes to a given response and 

ideally should represent a level that is physiologically relevant.  The significance of 

the ability of CNT to activate cells needs to be established by comparison (through 

appropriate dose metrics) with other pathogenic materials. 
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Any fibre shaped (high aspect ratio) particles raise the spectre of asbestos; there is 

concern that CNT, which are high aspect ratio nanoparticles (HARN), might have 

asbestos like pathogenicity.  

A comparison of MWCNT, carbon nanofibres, and carbon nanoparticles (minimum 

aspect ratios of 80, 30 and 1 respectively) revealed by MTT assay at doses of 0.2, 

0.02 and 0.002μg/ml for 4 days in H596 lung tumour cells a reduction in viability 

inversely proportional to their aspect ratios.  Carbon particles were concluded to be 

most toxic due to the greater number of dangling bonds (Magrez et al 2006).  This 

might suggest that for CNT at least a fibrous nature is not predictive of toxicity, a 

result that could be supported due to their ability to aggregate.  However Magrez et 

al’s (2006) work can’t be taken at face value.  Several parameters were not 

accounted for; particle size was not expressed in terms of length (important when 

considering fibre toxicology), materials were not characterised fully, and the dose 

metric selected may not have been appropriate for the endpoint being examined (i.e. 

surface area was not considered).  Aspect ratio may also not be a good basis for 

comparison of particle toxicity.  Aspect ratio can be used to characterise a material 

as either a fibrous particle or particulate, however not all fibres are toxic as toxicity 

is partially dependent upon fibre length.  As long as a particle is thin enough it can 

be relatively short (e.g. although MWCNT can be fibrous they aren’t necessarily 

long according to the ability or inability of a macrophage to phagocytose them) and 

still have a high aspect ratio.  Thus SWCNT can have diameters of 1nm or less but a 

length of only several hundred nanometres, but this still gives then as aspect ratio of 

greater than 3:1 and therefore makes them toxicologically speaking a fibre.  It could 

therefore be argued that aspect ratio is not an issue for fibres as thin as CNT 
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(assuming they exist as dispersed individual fibres) and that length is more important 

since being too long can hinder phagocytosis (Donaldson & Tran 2004).  The aspect 

ratio of CNT is also likely to vary depending how aggregated they are, aggregation 

may in any case make the notion of aspect ratio irrelevant as individual fibres are no 

longer being dealt with.  The effect of adsorption of the gelatine dispersant on the 

toxicity of the materials was not controlled for (this issue crops up in numerous 

studies).  Finally Magrez et al (2006) did not compare the toxicity of CNT against 

other known pathogenic particles and fibres.  This too is an issue for other studies 

and it makes it difficult to determine the toxicity of and the level of hazard that CNT 

(with respect to other materials) pose to human health.  A comparison of MWCNT 

825nm long (designated long) with 220nm long (designated short) to induce TNFα 

secretion from THP-1 cells revealed very little difference related to size (Sato et al 

2007).  These fibres however fall far short of definitions of long such as the ability of 

macrophages to phagocytise them completely often used in the context of fibre 

paradigm (Donaldson & Tran 2004). 

Uptake of CNT can occur in some cells following exposure.  Protein functionalised 

SWCNT passively crossed fibroblast membranes (Bianco et al 2005) and was 

endocytosed by HL60 cells as a result of SWCNT binding cell surface receptors 

(Sho Kam & Dai 2005).  The destination of a functionalised CNT appears to depend 

upon its cargo.  In mouse 3T3 and human 3T6 fibroblasts, FITC labelled SWCNT 

accumulated in the cytoplasm whilst protein FITC conjugated SWCNT penetrated 

the nucleus (Pantarotto et al 2004).  Subcutaneous implantation of SWCNT in rats 

(for one week at 0.1mg) indicated length may determine internal cellular 

localisation.  SWCNT of 220nm were found primarily in macrophage lysosomes 
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whilst SWCNT of 825nm were aggregated in macrophage cytoplasm (Pulskamp et al 

2007). In human epidermal keratinocytes MWCNT were retained in cytoplasmic 

vacuoles as well as free in the cytoplasm close to the nucleus (Monteiro-Riviere et al 

2005). 

When examining fibre uptake by cells certain points need to be taken into account.  

The nature of the material (fibrous or aggregated) may determine how it interacts 

with a cell membrane and the nature of internalisation that follows.  The afore 

mentioned works all need to determine if the internalisation observed in the cell 

types used were unique to CNT.  If internalisation is the end point under study then 

the dose may have to be expressed in terms of fibre number with the dose 

internalised also determined.  The relevance of in vitro work to in vivo has to be 

thought about in future studies, inhalation will bring fibres into an environment in 

which they will be modified by surface coatings of endogenous molecules.  How this 

affects fibres abilities to enter cells or be taken up by them needs to be considered.      

1.22f Carbon nanotube toxicity in vivo 

A small but growing body of work has started to examine the effect of CNT in vivo. 

Raw CNT (rCNT), HiPco CNT (hpCNT) and electric discharge CNT (edCNT) 

dispersed in mouse serum and intratracheally instilled into mouse lungs produced 

mortality amongst high dose groups but few clinical signs in low dose groups 

(0.1mg/animal).  At 7 and 90 days post exposure the lungs of high dose groups 

(0.5mg/animal) contained AM harbouring large particle aggregates that had entered 

the alveolar septa and formed granulomas.  This pathologic ability was attributed to 

CNT structure rather than metal content although some fatalities associated with 

edCNT may have been linked to the presence of nickel (Lam et al 2003).  Pulmonary 
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exposure of rats to ground or un-ground MWCNT for 60 days dispersed in 1% 

Tween revealed that the more effectively dispersed ground material caused greater 

inflammation than un-ground material.  However un-ground samples were found to 

be more bio-persistent and induced greater fibrosis with the amplitude of fibrosis 

paralleling the fraction of material retained in the lungs.  Both MWCNT caused 

granuloma formation that was localised bronchially for un-ground material 

(reflecting limited pulmonary dispersion) and interstitially and in alveolar spaces for 

ground material.  In vivo both MWCNTs induced TNFα secretion although in vitro 

un-ground MWCNT failed to induce the same effect in cultured macrophages 

(Muller et al 2005).   

Guinea pigs were pulmonary instilled with a single dose (12.5mg/animal) of five 

different MWCNT.  After 90 days animals were found to have suffered perivascular, 

peribronchial and interstitial infiltration of inflammatory cells, central and peripheral 

emphysema, atelectasis and alveolar exudates. Granulomas were observed centred 

on CNT material although these were few, focal and did not appear to be prominent.  

The observed pathologies appeared to result from a combination of physical 

structure and total insolubility (Grubek-Jaworksa et al 2006). 

Differential effects of instilling or inhaling MWCNT have been studied in mice. 

MWCNT dispersed in 1% Tween-80 induced inflammation at points of deposition 

along bronchial wall and structural damage to alveoli after 24 days.  Inhaled material 

had little impact on the bronchial wall but caused thickening of alveolar walls.  The 

large aggregates formed during instillation were deemed to cause the greater severity 

of response (Li et al 2007).  In mice, pharyngeally aspirated SWCNT formed both 

compact aggregates and dispersed structures, the former being associated with 
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granulomatous inflammation.  Progressive interstitial fibrosis’ but no persistent 

inflammatory response and alveolar wall thickening was observed.  There was also 

dose dependent proliferation of and damage to alveolar type II cells with associated 

depletion of GSH, a short term peak of pro-inflammatory cytokines and delayed but 

significant increase in TGF-β (Shvedova et al 2005).  In mice deficient in vitamin E, 

SWCNT instillation caused reduced body weight, depletion of GSH and ascorbate, 

and accumulation of lipid peroxides.  The deficiency accentuated the increase in 

infiltrating PMNs, elevation of LDH and BAL protein levels and IL-6 and TNFα 

production with enhancement of TGFβ responses.  In normal and deficient mice, 

after 28 days, granulomatous lesions became the major inflammatory response 

(Shvedova et al 2007).  Sparse fibrotic lesions were observed in rats treated with 

SWCNT dispersed in pluronic F68 that were distributed through the alveolar region 

and associated with SWCNT containing AM clusters, no granulomas were described 

neither was an overt inflammatory response.  The SWCNT induced injury was 

blamed on a combination of metal contamination and high surface area (Magnum et 

al 2006). 

As with all in vivo studies of fibre toxicity those examining the toxicity of carbon 

nanotubes need to examine exposure-dose-response relationships, a maximum 

tolerated dose also needs to be established (parameters for which needs to be 

decided).  Before introduction of CNT into an animal it should be fully characterised 

to determine possible physicochemical reasons for toxicity such as the availability of 

metals (the extent of leaching needs to be determined) and the nature of CNT in vivo 

(i.e. the degree of aggregation).  Fibre length and diameter have to be recorded 

(although it is not entirely clear how appropriate this is when CNT aggregate).  It 
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also has to be considered that any observed effects of instillation/inhalation of CNT 

(and mechanisms of action underlying these effects) are the result of the physical 

nature of the material on or as a result of its delivery.  The degree of aggregation will 

affect the extent that CNT disperse in the lungs; this may be exacerbated by 

instillation possibly placing limitations on data.  Some studies have attempted to 

circumvent this problem by pre-dispersing CNT in a surfactant such as Tween-80 

however this may prevent adsorption of endogenous material to CNT in vivo altering 

the nature of toxicity. 

Cardiovascular and systemic effects of carbon nanotubes are increasingly being 

investigated; particular focus has been given to the cardiovascular system.  

Treatment of ApoE-/- mice with SWCNT (32.61mg/m
3
) for 8, 16 and 24 days 

resulted in pulmonary, aortic and cardio activation of haemoxygenase-1, damage to 

aortic cell mitochondrial DNA with depletion of GSH, and plaque formation that 

was significantly increased on a high fat diet.  There was also acceleration of 

atherosclerotic progression with increases in VCAM-1 positive cells and plaque- 

associated macrophages.  Influence of SWCNT upon cardiovascular disease may 

have occurred directly with SWCNT translocation from the lung into systemic 

circulation or indirectly as a result hypoxemia or pulmonary mediators from 

SWCNT exposed lung inflammation (Li et al 2007).  In this instance fibre 

characterisation would be important as translocation depends both on the size and 

dose of the fibre and thus its likelihood could be assessed.  In rabbits dosed 

intravenously with pluronic F108 dispersed SWCNT no significant temporary 

accumulation of SWCNT were found in tissue reservoirs including the kidneys, 

lungs, spinal cord, bone muscle, pancreas, intestine and skin.  Only liver 
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significantly sequestered SWCNT but with no signs of acute toxicity (Cheruki et al 

2006).  Future studies need to compare the kinetics and effects of dispersed CNT 

with non dispersed samples of the same material as modification of the CNT by the 

presence of surfactant may modify their kinetics, retention and toxicity.  Mice 

injected with Yttrium-86 labelled SWCNT concentrated the CNT in kidneys, liver 

and spleen (McDevitt et al 2006).  In the skin granuloma formation was noted in rats 

subcutaneously injected with Hat stacked carbon nanofibres that after four weeks 

was replaced by fibrous connective tissue (Yokoyama et al 2005).  The meaning of 

granuloma formation in general and in Yokoyama et al’s (2005) work in particular 

can be difficult to quantify.  Yokoyama’s (et al 2005) work was uncontrolled in 

respect to any other particle and it is unclear if what they observed was in response 

to the presence of a large amount of un-degradable material.   

The most common effect of pulmonary exposure appears to be a granulomatous 

response either in response to a unique pathogenicity factor of CNT or simply as a 

foreign body response.  The meaning of granuloma formation following CNT 

exposure needs to be established, is it a response that can be tracked over a range of 

doses or does it occur only in response to an acute high dose exposure?  Is it a 

response for which there is threshold dose?  It must be remembered that the affects 

and their underlying mechanisms at high doses may differ to those occurring at low 

doses.  The relevance of granuloma formation as an endpoint in response to CNT 

exposure also needs to be established.  Does it simply occur in response to aggregate 

nature of the material?  This could be could be established by comparing a dispersed 

CNT system with an identical aggregated system over a range of doses.   On a more 

limited basis fibrosis was also observed however an acute inflammatory response 
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does not appear to be key feature of exposure.  This would tend to contradict in vitro 

findings which suggest CNT can induce an inflammatory effect thus the effects of 

CNT in vitro need to be linked to those in vivo. 

1.22g Reports showing low or no toxicity of carbon nanotubes 

The toxicity of carbon nanotubes is not straight forward clear cut or universally 

accepted.  A number of studies have failed to find evidence of CNT pathogenicity.  

The pathogenicity of some particles and fibres has been attributed in part to their 

generation of free radicals. Dispersed in SDS MWCNT were found not to generate 

ROS, instead a free radical scavenging capacity was observed that was ascribed to 

the chemistry of the carbon framework in particular high electron affinity of 

constituent carbon atoms molecular orbital’s.  Based upon these findings it was 

suggested inflammatory responses reported in animals exposed to CNT should be 

attributed to features other than particle generated free radicals (Fenoglio et al 2005).  

These results mirror those of Chen et al (2004) who found C60 incubated with RAW 

264.7 macrophages exhibited antioxidant properties.  Other studies have found that a 

lack of cytotoxicity is associated with CNT exposure.  No evidence of membrane 

damage, apoptosis or necrosis was found after SWCNT or MWCNT treatment of 

NR8383 macrophages for 72 hours, although intracellular ROS and mitochondrial 

damage was detected (Pulskamp et al 2007).   HeLa cells exposed for up to four 

hours to SWCNT dispersed in FBS supplemented DMEM demonstrated no 

cytotoxicity although SWCNT did associate with organelles including the nucleus. 

Cellular growth rates were unaffected and mitochondrial superoxide production was 

unchanged (Yehia et al 2007).  In a comparison of the cytotoxic potential of graphite, 

CNT or C60, graphite induced more extensive macrophage activation (Fiorito et al 
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2007) possibly as a result of the greater number of dangling bonds (Chlopeck et al 

2006).  Functionalization or incorporation in polymers may modulate CNT toxicity- 

for example, a MWCNT - hydroxyapatite matrix supported osteoblast growth 

(Balani et al 2007).  Tert-butylphenylene- functionalised ultra- short and purified 

SWCNT as well as polypropylene fumerate and fumerate diacrylate (PPF/PF-DA) 

composites of the three were found to be non- toxic and allowed fibroblast 

attachment (Shi et al 2007).  The extent of functionalization influences CNT toxicity.  

For example Sayes et al (2006) found that the toxicity of SWCNT appeared to 

decrease proportionally to the extent of functionalization whilst glucosamine 

functionalization of SWCNT improved their compatibility towards 3T3 fibroblasts 

possibly as a result of increasing hydrophilicity reducing their potential to interact 

with cell membranes (Nimmagadda et al 2005).   

Conclusions - The potential of particles and fibres to induce inflammation and 

toxicity appears to depend strongly on their ability to excessively stimulate (e.g. an 

inflammatory response) or disrupt normal physiological processes (e.g. clearance 

from the lungs).  This is often linked to their physicochemical properties, presence of 

contaminants (organic or inorganic) and the nature, extent and duration of exposure.  

Often particle and fibre toxicity and inflammatory potential have been linked to their 

ability to generate or stimulate production of free radicals and induce a state of 

oxidative stress in exposed cells and tissues.  The ability to generate or stimulate 

production of chemically reactive species appears to be due either to the physical 

dimensions of the material (such as during frustrated phagocytosis induced by 

asbestos fibres) and/or to the presence of reactive functional groups or atoms at the 

surface of the material (such as the silanol groups found on the surface of DQ12).  
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As the size of a material decreases and approaches the nanoscale its ability to 

generate reactive species and induce toxicity appears to increase. 

Carbon nanotubes are a relatively new material with nanoscale dimensions that can 

be either fibrous or particulate in nature and significantly bear superficial 

resemblances to materials with known toxic potentials.  Although the toxic potential 

of these materials is as yet undetermined they are set to be increasingly used in a 

broad range of industries as a result of their unique structural and electronic 

properties.  The work presented hear set out to investigate the toxic and 

inflammatory potential of carbon nanotubes in vitro and in vivo according to 

paradigms about what makes a particle or fibre toxic developed from investigating 

the toxicity of Asbestos and quartz.  Thus the ability of carbon nanotubes to generate 

free radicals, induce oxidative stress and cytotoxicity, and ultimately and an 

inflammatory response was investigated.            
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Chapter 2 

Materials and methods 
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2.1 Culture of Human Type II Alveolar epithelial cells (A549) 

The human type II alveolar epithelial cell line, A549, was cultured in Dulbecco’s modified 

eagle medium (DMEM) (Sigma, PAA) supplemented with heat inactivated 10% foetal calf 

serum (FCS or FBS), 2mM glutamate and 100 IU.ml
-1

 streptomycin and penicillin at 37°C in 

a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2.  Cells were cultured to confluent monolayers 

in 162cm
2 

tissue culture flasks (CoStar, Corning) at which point they were washed in 

Ca
2+/

Mg
2+ 

free phosphate buffered saline (PBS-CMF) (Sigma, PAA) then harvested by 

incubation with 3ml Trypsin-EDTA for 5 minutes at 37°C.  Trypsin was deactivated by 

addition of 27ml 10% DMEM and detached cells collected by centrifugation at 1000 rpm for 

5 minutes.  The cell pellet was re-suspended in fresh media and cells seeded at the 

appropriate concentration for experiments or further diluted for continuous cell culture.  

Cells were maintained in culture or used in experiments up to passages 25-30. 

2.2 Particles 

Two types of multi wall carbon nanotube (MWCNT) were obtained from Nanolab Inc. 

(Newton, MA, USA), a sample containing MWCNT of lengths 5-20μm and designated long 

MWCNT (LMWCNT or LMW) and a sample designated short MWCNT that contained 

MWCNT with lengths in the range 1-5μm (SMWCNT or SMW).  The MWCNT were 

synthesised by Catalytic vapour deposition (CVD) over iron nanoparticles on a ceramic 

support and purified using hydrochloric (HCL) and hydrofluoric acid (HF) prior to being 

filtered, neutralised and reground to a powder.  Sample purity was given as 95%wt.  

Ultra fine carbon black (ufCB) (Printex 90) was generously provided by Napier University 

(Edinburgh, UK). 

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) 

DQ12 Quartz (DQ12) 

Diesel Exhaust particles (DEP) 

Short Amosite (SFA) – generously provided by the institute of occupational medicine. 
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Long Amosite (LFA) – generously provided by the institute of occupational medicine. 

2.3 Particle Dispersion 

For most in vitro cellular work particles were suspended in serum free DMEM and ultra-

sonically agitated for up to 14 minutes by bath sonicator to achieve an even suspension 

(judged by eye).  In some instances particles were prepared in cell culture medium 

containing 2% (v/v) FCS that acted as a co-incidental dispersant.  The surfactant Tween-80 

(Sigma) was used during some a-cellular electron spin resonance (ESR) assays at a 1% (v/v) 

concentration to achieve a more stable separation and dispersion of samples following 

sonication.  During a single animal study the surfactant DPPC (Sigma) was used to disperse 

MWCNT and a panel of other particles and fibres in sterile saline prior to peritoneal 

instillation.     

2.4 Particle Characterisation: Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

Both LMWCNT and SMWCNT were characterised by SEM at the Institute of Occupational 

Medicine (IOM, Edinburgh, UK).  Briefly samples were suspended in de ionised distilled 

water at 1mg/ml and sonicated for 14 minutes with manual shaking to prevent 

sedimentation.  Working concentrations of 10, 50 and 100μg/ml were prepared and 50μl 

pipetted onto glass cover slips pre-stuck to SEM stubs, cover-slips were dried over night at 

room temperature (RT) under foil.  Samples were then prepared, examined and images taken 

using SEM equipment at the IOM. 

2.5 Particle characterisation: Metals analysis 

Samples were prepared for analysis of their metal content using a modification of the OSHA 

ID121 and analysed by inductively coupled plasma/Atomic emission spectrometry 

(ICP/AES).  A brief description of the process follows, for full details refer to the OSHA 

ID121 document included.  Samples were aspirated into the flame of an atomic emission 

spectrometer and subjected to nebulisation, desolvation, liquefaction, vaporization, 

atomization, excitation and ionization.  The emission of light during atomization and 
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excitation stages was measured at the characteristic wavelength for the element/s of interest.  

For emission spectroscopy samples were introduced into flame, atomized and excited. The 

light emission from excitation was isolated and measured (the intensity of light emitted 

being proportional to the concentration of the element present).  Samples were analysed for 

the presence of the following transition metal elements: cadmium, cobalt, chromium, copper, 

iron, manganese, nickel, titanium, vanadium and zinc.    

2.6 Particle Characterisation: Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) 

The ability of MWCNT and other particles to generate free radicals was investigated by ESR 

using the spin trapping agent 1-hydroxy-2, 2, 6, 6-tetramethyl-4-oxo-piperidine 

(TEMPONE-H) (Alexis biochemicals).  ESR detects the spins of un-paired electrons 

however in aqueous conditions at room temperature the sensitivity of this technique is 

relatively low and the half life of free radicals is often too short to detect and quantify their 

presence.  Sensitivity is enhanced by spin trapping, a technique in which non paramagnetic 

spin traps react with free radicals and form semi stable paramagnetic compounds that 

accumulate until their concentration reaches detectable levels.  Spin traps are organic 

molecules able to form stable radicals by reacting with free radicals and producing a spin 

trap radical reaction product; with longer half lives these are easier to detect and measure 

(Rohn & Kroh 2005, Bartosz 2006).  Spin traps can be differentiated as specific or non 

specific.  Specific spin traps react with radicals at a double bond producing adducts whose 

ESR signal is characteristic for the original radical.  Unspecific spin traps that include the 

hydroxylamines generally have higher reaction velocities, better stability and can be used at 

much lower concentrations (Rohn & Kroh 2005).  The hydroxylamine TEMPONE-H has 

been used for the detection of superoxide and peroxynitrile radicals (Bartosz 2006).     

The spin trap TEMPONE-H was dissolved in PBS-CMF containing 10
-2

M Ethylene 

diaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) (Sigma) to chelate contaminating metal ions.  Stock 

aqueous dispersions of reference particles and MWCNT were made up to 1mg/ml in PBS-
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CMF or 1% tween-80 (Sigma) PBS-CMF then sonicated for 14 minutes. Assessment of free 

radical activity was carried out on 1ml working solutions containing 10μg/ml particles and 

10μl 10
-1

 M TEMPONE-H/EDTA in PBS-CMF warmed to 37˚C on a heating block, 

working samples were briefly vortexed and transferred to a 10μl capillary tube.  Readings 

were taken from samples every 15 minutes for one hour.  Confirmation of the presence and 

identity of free radicals was investigated using antioxidants. Working concentrations of 

particles and TEMPONE-H/EDTA were prepared in antioxidant solutions at concentrations 

of; 10mM glutathione (Sigma) or 200U Superoxide dismutase (Sigma) made up in PBS-

CMF then assayed as previously described.  With the exception of TEMPONE-H/EDTA all 

samples were prepared fresh on the day of assay. 

2.7 Treatment of Cultured cells with particles  

A549 cells were treated with MWCNT or reference particles in a FCS free (0%) or reduced 

(2%) FCS DMEM medium.  Cells were harvested as previously described and counted by 

haemocytometer before being seeded into 6, 12 or 24 well plates (Corning) at 150,000 

or  ̴ 90,000 cells/ml (seeding concentrations titrated as current cell line aged) respectively.  

Cells were allowed to attach overnight and reach ̴ 70% confluence in 10% DMEM before 

being washed with pre-warmed PBS-CMF and the medium replaced with 0% or 2% DMEM 

for 24 hours (Serum starvation). Starvation medium was removed and cells washed with 

PBS-CMF before treatments were applied.  Treatments were prepared fresh for each 

experiment in pre-warmed 0% or 2% DMEM at stock concentrations of 1mg/ml and bath 

sonicated for 14 minutes (with agitation every couple of minutes to prevent sedimentation) 

prior to working treatment dilutions being prepared (treatments were calculated as μg/cm
2
 of 

well surface) (See table).  Treated cells were incubated at 37˚C and 5% CO2 for times 

according to the assay being performed. 
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Assay Treatment time (hours) Particles Concentration (μg/ml) Concentration (μg/cm
2
)

Plasmid Assay 16 hours LMWCNT, SMWCNT 100, 500 N/A

ufCB 3.8 - 497

ESR
LMWCNT, SMWCNT, DQ12, 

ufCB, TiO2
10 N/A

LDH cytotoxicity 24
LMWCNT, SMWCNT, DQ12, 

TiO2
20 - 200 10.5 - 105.3

Haemolysis
LMWCNT, SMWCNT, DQ12, 

TiO2
1000 - 4000 N/A

IL-8 ELISA 6, 24, 48 LMWCNT, SMWCNT 20 - 200 10.5 - 105.5

DQ12 20 - 80 10.5 - 42.1

Total GSH 24, 48 LMWCNT, SMWCNT, DQ12 100 - 500 10.5 - 52.6

mRNA Extraction 4, 24
LMWCNT, SMWCNT, TiO2, 

ufCB
100, 500 10.4, 52.6

DQ12 100 10.4

NFκB 

Immunocytochemistry
4 LMWCNT, SMWCNT, ufCB, 

TiO2, DEP, DQ12
10, 100 5.3, 52.6

NFκB ELISA 4
LMWCNT, SMWCNT, 

JMWCNT
100 52.6

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.8 Cell Morphology 

A549 cells were seeded onto autoclaved glass cover-slips sterilely placed into six or 12 well 

plates at concentrations of 150, 000 cell/ml and treated with LMWCNT, SWCNT, DQ12, 

DEP, ufCB or TiO2 for four or 24 hours in 0% and 2% DMEM.  Treatments were removed 

and discarded and cells washed twice with PBS-CMF before being fixed and stained by their 

sequential treatment with 1ml methanol, Eosin and haematoxylin for one minute. Stained 

cover slips were washed twice with distilled water, allowed to dry and then mounted onto 

slides with DPX (BDH) for visualisation. 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.1.  Assays performed in vitro and particle concentrations used in μg/ml 

and μg/cm
2
.  A table of the assays performed during the course of this work (from the left, 

column 1), exposure and treatment times (column 2), particles used including; Long multi-

walled carbon nanotube (LMWCNT), short multi-walled carbon nanotube (SMWCNT), ultra-

fine carbon black (ufCB), quartz (DQ12), titanium dioxide (TiO2) and diesel exhaust 

particles (DEP) 
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2.9 Assessment of cytotoxicity: Lactose dehydrogenase (LDH) assay 

The extent of cell damage and death in response to treatments was assessed by measurement 

of plasma membrane damage indicated by the release of the stable cytoplasmic enzyme 

LDH into the cell culture supernatant.  Release of LDH was detected using an LDH assay kit 

(Roche) where enzyme activity is determined in an enzymic test.  Briefly, NAD
+
 (supplied) 

is converted to NADH/H
+
 as LDH in culture medium catalyses the conversion of lactate to 

pyruvate, H/H
+
 from NADH/H

+
 is catalytically transferred (by supplied diaphorase) to a 

yellow tetrazolium salt turning it to a red formazan product.   Increases in the number of 

dead or damaged cells results in increased levels and activity of LDH in cell culture 

supernatant that directly correlates to the amount of red Formazan salt formed in a given 

period of time.  The amount of colour formed (quantified by spectrometry) is directly 

proportional to the number of damaged cells. 

Cells were seeded into 24 well plates at 90 000 cells/ml and cultured over night prior to 

serum starvation (0 or 2% DMEM) and particulate treatment.  Treatments of MWCNT, 

DQ12 and TiO2 were applied at least in duplicate and incubated with cells for 24 hours.  

Assay controls consisted of a medium only back ground control, a low (negative) control 

from medium alone treated cells and high (positive) controls derived from cells treated with 

1% Triton-X100 (Sigma).  At the end of the treatment period plates were centrifuged at 250g 

for 10 minutes and supernatants transferred to labelled eppendorf tubes that were spun down 

in a micro-centrifuge at 13000rpm for 5 minutes (to sediment out remaining particles that 

could interfere with the assay).  Supernatants were transferred to clean labelled eppendorfs 

for temporary storage or 96 well plates for assaying.  To perform the assay spun treated cell 

supernatants were placed in triplicate and diluted 1 in 3 in 96 well plates with DMEM (0% 

or 2% depending on the make-up of the original particle treatments) to a final volume of 

100μl.  Cytotoxicity LDH assay solution A was diluted 1 in 45 into solution B and 100μl 

applied to cell supernatants in 96 well plates.  Plates were covered to protect them from light 
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Cytotoxicity (%) =
Experimental value – Negative control

Positive control – Negative control

X 100

and briefly mixed on a plate shaker before being incubated for a maximum of 30 minutes at 

RT.  Plates were then read on a micro plate reader at 490nm.  Cytotoxicity was calculated 

using the following equation:     

   

2.10 LDH Adsorption assay 

Extraction of LDH from A549 cells cultured to confluence in 10% DMEM in six well plates 

was carried out by first removing growth medium and washing cells in PBS-CMF.  Cells 

were then scraped in 1ml PBS-CMF and transferred to 1.5ml sterile eppendorf tubes that 

were vortexed thoroughly and sonicated in a bath sonicator for 5 minutes with repeated 

vortexing every minute.  Cycles of sonication and vortexing had the effect of mechanically 

disrupting cellular plasma membranes resulting in lysis and release of intracellular LDH into 

the PBS.  Eppendorfs containing lysed cells were micro-centrifuged for 5 minutes at 

13000rpm and supernatants transferred to fresh eppendorf tubes.  Stock 1mg/ml suspensions 

of MWCNT were prepared in PBS or DMEM, sonicated and diluted to create a 

concentration range from 0 - 200μg/ml.  Aliquots of 150μl were transferred from each 

MWCNT concentration to a 96 well plate in triplicate and mixed with 75μl LDH solution; 

plates were incubated for one hour at 37˚C and spun at 250g for 10 minutes.  Volumes of 

33μl of each sample were placed in triplicate into a fresh 96 well plate and diluted 1:3 in 

PBS or DMEM.  Determination of LDH remaining in solution was carried out by LDH 

cytotoxicity kit (Roche) as previously described.  Results were plotted as average optical 

density for each sample (nm) (y-axis) against MWCNT concentration (x-axis). 
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2.11 BCA Total protein assay 

The protein concentrations of samples were measured using the Bicinchoninic acid (BCA) 

protein assay.  The assay is based upon the biuret reaction, protein in a sample oxidises 

copper (II) to copper (I) ions each of which is chelated by two BCA molecules forming a 

purple reaction product that absorbs strongly at 562nm.   

A stock solution of Bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Sigma) was prepared at 2mg/ml in PBS 

and serially diluted in 0.1mg/ml increments to generate standard curve, a volume of 10μl of 

each standard and sample was added in triplicate to a 96 well plate.  Bicinchoninic acid 

solution was generated by diluting copper (II) sulphate solution 1:50 in to Bicinchoninic 

acid, 200μl of BCA solution was then added to samples and standards on the 96 well plates.  

Plates were incubated for 30 minutes at 37˚C and the absorbance read at 570nm on a 

microplate reader.  Linear regression was used to determine the actual protein concentration 

of samples. 

2.12 Assay for the detection of total intracellular glutathione (GSH) 

Glutathione (GSH) is an abundant intracellular antioxidant whose concentration is an 

indicator of oxidative stress; GSH exists in cells in an oxidised sulphydryl (GSSG) or 

reduced sulphydryl (GSH) form.  This assay is designed to spectrographically detect 

oxidation of GSH by 5,5’ –dithiobis[2-nitrobenzoic acid] (DNTB) that forms a yellow 

derivative 2-nitro-5-thiobenzoic acid in the presence of β-Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 

phosphate (NADPH) following the conversion of GSSG to GSH by glutathione reductase.  

The rate of formation of the yellow 2-nitro-5-thiobenzoic acid depends on the concentration 

of total intracellular GSH (GSH+GSSG) within the sample.  The actual GSH concentration 

is determined from a standard curve. 

The intracellular glutathione concentration was determined in A549 cells exposed to 

MWCNT and DQ12 for 24 or 48 hours in 0% or 2% DMEM respectively.  Cells were 

cultured and seeded into six well plates as previously described at concentrations of 150 000 
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cells/ml.  Stock concentrations of MWCNT and DQ12 were prepared in either 0% or 2% 

DMEM, sonicated and diluted to working concentrations of 10.4μg/cm
2 

(100μg/ml), 

31.5μg/cm
2 

(300μg/ml) and 52.6μg/cm
2 

(500μg/ml) in appropriate media.  Treatments 

prepared in 0% DMEM were incubated with cells for 24 hours, treatments prepared in 2% 

DMEM were incubated with cells 48 hours prior to total GSH assay being performed.  To 

carry out the assay particle-containing media was removed and cells washed twice with 2ml 

cold PBS-CMF, cells were then scraped in 1ml ice-cold extraction buffer and transferred 

into 1.5ml eppendorfs.  The cell suspension was vortexed and sonicated repeatedly and cell 

debris collected by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 5 minutes at 4˚C, pellet and supernatant 

were then stored on ice prior to analysis of GSH content.  A glutathione concentration series 

was prepared in 0.1M phosphate buffer with 5mM EDTA (KPE), as well as 2mg/3mls 

DNTB, 2mg/3ml β-NADPH and 40μl/3mls glutathione reductase.  To a blank 96 well plate, 

20μl GSH standards and 20μl samples were added, equal volumes of DNTB and glutathione 

reductase solutions were mixed together and 120μl of this solution was added to each well, 

the plate was then incubated for 30 seconds and the absorbance immediately read at 405nm 

in a microplate reader.  Readings were then taken every 30 seconds for 2 minutes.  This 

process was repeated at least twice more for each sample; the rate of 2-nitro--thiobenzoic 

acid formation was then calculated (from change in absorbance per minute).  Total GSH 

concentration in samples was then calculated by linear regression from the GSH standard 

curve, total GSH was expressed as μM/mg protein.  Total protein in each sample was 

calculated by BCA protein assay. 

2.13 Glutathione Adsorption assay 

The ability of MWCNT to adsorb GSH was tested to indicate possible MWCNT interference 

with the GSH assay.  Particles were made up to 1mg/ml in PBS and sonicated for 14 

minutes; a stock of GSH was prepared in PBS and used to dilute particles to concentrations 

of 100, 300 and 500μg/ml in a final GSH concentration of 25μg/ml.  Particles were 
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incubated in GSH solutions at RT for 1 hour protected from light, a GSH assay was then 

performed as described above  

2.14 ΦX174 plasmid assay 

The plasmid assay is a cell free assay used to detect particle surface associated free radical 

activity.  Free radicals can damage the bonds that hold plasmid DNA in a supercoiled 

compact state causing it to unwind or relax to form a circular DNA molecule.  Further attack 

can linearise circular DNA and continued assaults may cause the DNA molecule to 

fragment.  The extent of this damage can be monitored by DNA agarose gel electrophoresis.  

Supercoiled DNA forms a tight compact ball or knot that migrates easily through the agarose 

matrix, relaxed DNA and linear DNA are both impeded becoming entangled by the agarose 

matrix (but to different extents).  The different forms of DNA thus travel though agarose at 

different rates and are therefore separated from each other in the order (closest to furthest 

from loading point on the gel); relaxed, linear, supercoiled DNA.  The extent of damage to 

the DNA molecules is detected by monitoring depletion in the intensity of the supercoiled 

band on the gel. Serial dilutions of MWCNT were prepared from a stock 1mg/ml solution 

prepared in PBS or 1% PBS/Tween-80.  To assess the potential of MWCNT to cause free 

radical damage dilutions of particles were incubated with 1.16μl (290ng) closed circular 

superhelical ΦX174 RF1 plasmid DNA (Invitrogen) prepared to a final volume of 20μl.  A 

negative control of un-treated plasmid was prepared as was a linear control by digesting 

plasmid DNA with 0.5μl of the restriction enzyme PST-1 (Providenica stuatii) in 2μl of its 

corresponding buffer.  Some particle samples were spiked by the inclusion of 1mM 

hydrogen peroxide.  Samples were incubated at 37˚C over night on a thermomixer 

(Eppendorf).    
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After incubation, 5μl 6x blue/orange loading dye (Promega) was added to each sample.  

Samples were then run on a 0.8% agarose gel in 1XTBE buffer for one hour at 100V.  

Following electrophoresis the gel was stained for one hour in 1x TBE containing 0.01% 

ethidium bromide.  Gels were visualised under UV translumination and photographed, the 

proportion of each of the plasmid forms on the gel was quantified by densitometry.  Free 

Supercoiled DNA

Circular (Relaxed) DNA

Linear DNA

Fragmented DNA

ROS

ROS

ROS

Figure 2.2 The different stages of plasmid DNA cleavage induced by 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) and the different structural states of 

DNA that result.  Plasmid DNA begins in a supercoiled state but after bond 

cleavage induced by ROS (the hydroxyl radical) relaxes to an open circular 

structure described as relaxed.  The supercoiled form of the molecule migrates 

quickly through the agarose, relaxed circular DNA moves most slowly through 

the gel matrix.  Continued free radical attack can cause double strand cleavage 

resulting in a linear piece of DNA.  This migrates through agarose at a velocity 

intermediate between circular and supercoiled forms.  Under extensive free 

radical insult the DNA strand may fragment with the small segments running off 

the gel or forming a smear on the gel.    
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radical damage was expressed as a percentage depletion of supercoiled DNA using the 

equation:                

 

2.15 Haemolysis assay 

Particles including MWCNT, DQ12 and ufCB were weighed out and made up to 5mg/ml in 

sterile 0.9% saline solution then vortexed and sonicated for five minutes.  A stock of red 

blood cells (RBC) was obtained from fresh human venous blood from healthy donors.  A 

volume of 10ml blood was extracted into 1ml citrate buffer to prevent coagulation then 

centrifuged for 10 minutes at 2500rpm.  Plasma was removed and discarded and the cell 

pellet re-suspended to original volume in saline and re-spun.  This process was repeated 

twice more before 1ml of RBC suspension was pipetted into sterile 4x 1.5ml eppendorf 

tubes and centrifuged at 1000rpm for five minutes.  The supernatants were removed leaving 

packed RBCs 100μl of which was aliquoted from each tube and added to 3.6ml 0.9% saline; 

this preparation was left on ice.  In a 96 well plate 150μl of each particle suspension was 

added in triplicate, negative controls consisted of 150μl saline, whilst the positive control 

consisted of 150μl 0.1% Triton X-100.  To each well containing sample or controls 75μl 

blood dilution was added and mixed by pipetting.  Plates were incubated for 10 minutes at 

RT with gentle shaking on an orbital plate shaker.  Plates were centrifuged at 250g for five 

minutes and 75μl supernatant carefully removed from each well and transferred to a fresh 96 

well plate.  Plates were then read on a microplate reader at 540nm.  Optical densities were 

converted to percent haemolysis using the equation:   

 

Depletion (%) = 

Relaxed DNA+ Linear DNA

Total DNA
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X = (y-c)/m Where X = percentage haemolysis
Where Y = Optical density
Where C = mean negative control optical density
Where m = (mean positive control optical density) –
(mean negative control optical density)/100

 

 

 

2.16 Human Interleukin-8 (IL-8) Enzyme linked immuno-sorbant Assay 

(ELISA) 

Human type II alveolar epithelial cells (A549) were harvested and seeded into 24 well plates 

as previously described at 90 000 cells/ml and serum starved over night.  Stock particle 

solutions of MWCNT or DQ12 at 1mg/ml were prepared in 0% or 2% DMEM and diluted to 

desired working concentrations ranging from 10.5 – 105.3μg/cm
2
 (20-200μg/ml) (for carbon 

nanotubes) and 10.5 – 52.6μg/cm
2
 (20 - 100μg/ml) for DQ12 in 0% or 2% DMEM for 

application to cells.  Human recombinant TNFα (R&D Systems ) was applied to cells at 

10ng/ml in 0 or 2% DMEM as a positive control.  Cells were treated at ̴ 70% confluence for 

6, 24 or 48 hours after which plates were centrifuged at 250g for 10 minutes and 

supernatants transferred to 1.5ml eppendorf tubes, re-centrifuged at 13 000rpm for five 

minutes and supernatants stored.  The ELISA assay was performed using DuoSet® ELISA 

development system (R&D Systems).  Briefly, EIA/RIA 96 well flat-bottomed ELISA plates 

(CoStar) where coated over night with 100μl IL-8 monoclonal capture antibody (4μg/ml).  

Plates were washed three times with wash buffer (PBS/0.05% Tween-20) and blocked with 

300μl 1% PBS/BSA for one hour, plates were re-washed (x3) and standards (prepared in 0% 

or 2% DMEM) and samples (100μl) were applied in triplicate then incubated for two hours 

at RT.  After re-washing (x3) plates were coated with 100μl biotinylated, polyclonal 

detection antibody (made up in reagent diluent) for two hours to form antibody-enzyme 

conjugates.  Plates were re-washed (3x) and 100μl streptavidin-HRP added to each well for 

20 minutes.  Streptavidin is a specific substrate that binds biotin producing a blue product.  

After a final wash plates were coated with substrate solution and incubated for 20 minutes in 

the dark to allow the blue colour to develop, the reaction was stopped by addition of 50μl 2N 
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sulphuric acid (resulting in a yellow final product) and plates were read on a microplate 

reader at 450nm.  Averages of triplicate readings for each standard were made and used to 

generate a standard curve.  Linear regression was used to determine IL-8 concentration for 

each sample. 

To account for possible IL-8 adsorption to MWCNT a variation of this protocol was 

adopted.  Cells were treated with DQ12 or MWCNT for 6 or 24 hours in 0% DMEM, 

treatments were then gently washed from the plates with pre-warmed PBS-CMF and 

medium replaced with fresh 0% DMEM.  Cells were re-incubated for a further 24 hours 

before medium was collected and processed as previously described. 

2.17 Isolation of messenger Ribonucleic acid (mRNA) 

Seeded into 6 well plates A549 cells were cultured and treated with MWCNT, TiO2, ufCB, 

DQ12 (positive particle control) at 10.4μg/cm
2
 (100μg/ml), 31.5μg/cm

2
 (300μg/ml) and 

52.6μg/cm
2
 (500μg/ml) or TNFα at 10ng/ml for 4 or 24 hours in 0% DMEM in triplicate.  

Non-treated controls were also prepared in triplicate.  After prescribed treatment periods 

cells were washed in PBS-CMF and incubated for 10 minutes with 0.75ml TRIzol® reagent 

(Gibco) before being scraped and the contents of each well transferred to labelled 2ml phase 

lock gel heavy eppendorf tube (Fischer).  Isolation of RNA was then carried out according to 

the manufacturer’s instructions.  Briefly, 150μl Bromo-chloro-iodo-propane (BCIP) (Sigma) 

was added to each tube mixed and allowed to stand; samples were then centrifuged at 

13000rpm for 15 minutes at 4˚C.  Clear aqueous supernatant was collected from each tube, 

transferred to fresh eppendorfs, and mixed with 375μl iso-propanol. After 10 minutes 

standing samples were re-centrifuged as previously described.  Supernatant was removed 

and discarded and the pellet washed with 750μl 75% ethanol by brief vortexing.  Samples 

were then centrifuged at 13000rpm for 10 minutes at 4˚C and the supernatant removed and 

the pellet allowed to air dry.  The pellets (now of RNA) were then re-suspended in 100μl 

diethylpyrocarbonate (DPEC) treated water, repeat samples were then pooled and heated to 
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A260

0.025
X dilution factorRNAμg/ml = 

55˚C for 15 minutes to ensure RNA was completely in solution. Samples were aliquoted and 

stored at -80˚C until use.  The concentration of RNA obtained was determined by 

spectroscopy and later by microplate assay.  For spectroscopic determination of RNA 

concentration 4μl RNA sample was added to 996μl Tris-EDTA (TE) buffer (Sigma) and the 

absorbance read at 260nm and 280nm.  The ratio of A260/280 was calculated for each sample 

with values of 1.6 or greater sought.  Concentration of RNA was calculated by the equation:      

    

 

 

 

Alternatively 2μl RNA sample was diluted into 498μl TE buffer and 100μl transferred in 

triplicate to a UV transparent 96 well plate where samples were read at 260 and 280 on a 

microplate reader with the ratio of A260/280 calculated. 

2.18 Preparation of complementary DNA (cDNA) 

Complementary DNA (cDNA) is a single stranded DNA molecule complementary to an 

RNA molecule.  To generate cDNA from cellular RNA extracts 2μg RNA from each sample 

were added to sterile eppendorf tubes and made up to a final volume of 25μl with DEPC 

H2O.  A reaction mix containing 5xM-MLV reaction buffer (Promega), 100mM 

Dithiothreitol (DTT) (Promega, Sigma), 100μg/ml oligo(dT) Primer (Promega), 10mM 

deoxy tri-nucleotides (dNTP) (Promega), Rnasin (Promega), and M-MLV reverse 

transcriptase (Promega) was prepared and 25μl added to each 2μg RNA sample.  Samples 

were then incubated for 90 minutes on a heat block set at 37˚C for DNA synthesis, the 

reaction was stopped by increasing the incubation temperature to 90˚C for 10 minutes. 

2.19 Polymerase Chain reaction (PCR) 

Reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction was used to determine IL-8 and TGFβ-1 

RNA levels from treated cells.  The genes tested for included Interleukin-8 (IL-8), Tissue 
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growth factor β (TGFβ-1) and the house keeping gene glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase (GAPDH).  Primer oligonucleotides for these genes were designed and 

purchased from MWG-Biotech.  The following primer pairs were used: 

 

IL-8, sense 5’- AGATGTCAGTGCATAAAGACA-3’ 

IL-8, antisense 5’- TGAATTCTCAGCCCTCTTCAAAAA-3’ 

 

TGFβ1, sense 5’ - GAAACCCACAACGAAATCTAT-3’ 

TGFβ1, antisense 5’ – CCTCCACGGCTCAACCAC-3’ 

 

GAPDH, sense 5’ - CCACCCATGGCAAATTCCATGGCA-3’ 

GAPDH, antisense 5’ – TCTAGACGGCAGGTCAGGTCCACC-3’  

 

Primers were diluted to 100pg/ml in DEPC water.  For each PCR reaction 5μl (or 3μl for 

detection of house-keeping gene) sample cDNA was added to 40μl of a PCR reaction mix 

consisting of 5x storage buffer (Promega), Magnesium Chloride (MgCl2) at a final 

concentration of 2.5mM, dNTP at a final concentration of 2mM, forward and reverse 

primers (100pmol/μl) and sterile nuclease free water.  Each sample was loaded with 0.25μl 

GoTaq DNA polymerase (Promega) and thermal cycling performed. The resulting amplified 

DNA fragments were separated by electrophoresis through a 1.5% agarose gel for 90 

minutes at 60V stained with Gel Red nucleic acid stain.  Bands where visualised and 

scanned by UV transilluminator and quantified by densitometry. 

2.20 Antibody staining and Confocal microscope imaging of NF-κB 

The transcription factor NF-κB is found in resting cells in the cytoplasm anchored there by 

IκB inhibitory proteins.  Upon cellular activation, IκB is removed and degraded allowing 

NF-κB to translocate to the nucleus (Scheidercit 2006) and stimulate the expression of genes 
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including IL-8 (Holtmann et al 1999, Hofmann et al 2002).  This translocation can be 

monitored by immunocytochemistry. 

Cells were cultured in 24 well plates on sterile glass coverslips and treated with MWCNT, 

ufCB, DQ12, and TiO2 for 4 hours.  A positive control consisting of cells treated with TNFα 

and an untreated control were also prepared.  Following treatment cells were washed twice 

in PBS-CMF then fixed in 1ml 3% formaldehyde (made up in PBS) for 20 minutes.  Cells 

were washed (x3 PBS) and incubated for 10 minutes with 50mM Ammonium chloride 

(made up in distilled water) after which supernatants were removed and cells made 

permeable by incubation with 1ml 0.1% Triton X-100/PBS for 4 minutes.  Cells were 

washed and plates blocked (3x PBS, 3x 0.2% BSA, 3x PBS) prior to 1 hour incubation with 

200μl rabbit polyclonal anti-NF-κB p50 subunit primary antibody, diluted 1:200 in 0.2% 

BSA.  Cells were rewashed (3x PBS, 3x 0.2% BSA, 3x PBS) and incubated with 200μl 

FITC labelled anti-rabbit IgG secondary antibody diluted to 1:500 in 0.2% BSA and 

incubated in the dark for 1 hour.  After a final wash (3x PBS, 3x 0.2% BSA, 3x PBS) 

coverslips were briefly air dried then mounted onto slides with 10μl Mowoil (Calbiochem) 

and allowed to dry overnight protected from the light.  Mounted coverslips were viewed on a 

Leica microsystems TCS SP5 LAS AF confocal microscope using an Argon laser set at 

488nm.  Images were captured using supplied LAS AF software. 
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Experiment Treatment time (Hours) Particles Treatment dose Concentration

1 48

LMWCNT, SMWCNT, ufCB, 

DQ12, TiO2, Long Amosite, 

Short Amosite

0.5ml/mouse (i.p.) 100μg/ml in 0.5ml

2 24

LMWCNT, LMWCNT extract, 

SMWCNT, SMWCNT extract, 

Long amosite, Long Amosite 

extract

0.5ml/mouse (i.p.) 100μg/ml in 0.5ml

3 48 LMWCNT, SMWCNT 0.5ml/mouse (i.p.) 200, 500, 750μg/ml in 0.5ml

4 164
LMWCNT, SMWCNT, ufCB, 

Short amosite, DQ12
0.5ml/mouse (i.p.) 200ug/ml in 0.5ml

5 48
LMWCNT, SMWCNT, 

JMWCNT
0.5ml/mouse (i.p.) 200ug/ml in 0.5ml

2.21 In Vivo Analysis 

 

 

2.22 Peritoneal Lavage (PL) 

Mice were killed initially by cervical dislocation and latterly by carbon dioxide exposure.  

The abdominal cavity was exposed to treatments and 2ml 0.9% saline lavage injected 

through the parietal peritoneum into the peritoneal cavity.  The fluid filled cavity was gently 

massaged then the lavage drawn back and transferred into pre-chilled 15ml centrifuge tubes.  

This process was repeated three times for each animal with 5 - 6ml lavage fluid obtained per 

mouse, lavages were kept on ice.  Peritoneal lavages were centrifuged at 1000rpm for 5 

minutes and a 1ml fraction transferred into labelled eppendorf tubes for analysis of protein 

and LDH levels.  Remaining supernatant was discarded and the cells re-suspended in 1 ml 

0.9% saline (in later experiments this was buffered with 0.1% BSA) for cell counting. 

 

 

 

Table 2.2.  In vivo experiments performed upon C57BL/6 male mice.  A table 

showing (from left to right) the experiments performed, with requisite exposure times 

(hours) , particles/treatments utilized, treatments volumes administered by injection to the 

peritoneal cavity (i.p.) and the particle concentrations delivered. 
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2.23 Removal, fixation and histopathology of the diaphragm 

Following peritoneal lavage the diaphragm was carefully removed and submerged in 

methacan fixative.  Slices of the diaphragm were prepared and in embedded in paraffin from 

which sections were cut.  Sections were stained with haematoxylin and eosin or serius Red 

and examined microscopically for the presence of granulomatous inflammation. 

2.24 Total cell counts and cytospins 

Cells were counted using the nucleostain system.   Briefly, 10μl re-suspended lavage cells 

were diluted in 90μl 0.9% saline/0.1% BSA and treated with 100μl lysis buffer and then with 

100μl stabilisation buffer.  The lysed cell preparation was collected into a cell count cassette 

and loaded into the nucelostain counter for analysis.  Using fresh cassettes this was repeated 

for each lavage sample.  Based on total cell counts relevant volumes of each lavage were 

loaded onto cytospins and spun at 300rpm for 3 minutes onto clean glass slides.  Slides were 

stained with haematoxylin and Eosin and mounted under glass coverslips with DPX for 

differential cell counting.  Macrophages, Neutrophils and lymphocytes were identified by 

their characteristic shapes and counted. A minimum of 300 cells were counted per slide. 

2.25 BSA total protein and LDH Cytotoxicity assays  

BCA protein assays were performed as previously described from 1 ml fractions removed 

from peritoneal lavage fluid (PLF) supernatants.  Cytotoxicity assays were performed as 

previously described using Roche LDH cytotoxicity kit; 100μl of the retained PLF 

supernatant (un-diluted) was loaded into a 96 flat bottomed plate and mixed with 100μl LDH 

assay solution then incubated for up to 30 minutes protected from light before being read on 

a microplate reader at 490nm.  Cytotoxicity was assessed by comparative examination of 

absorption at 490nm for each sample.  
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2.26 Experiment 1: Intra-peritoneal injection of DPPC dispersed particles for 

48 hours into C57BL/6 mice. 

To assess the inflammatory affects of MWCNT and a panel of reference particles a cohort of 

36 mice was split into nine groups of four animals.  Animals were treated with 100μg/ml in 

0.5ml DPPC/0.9% saline of MWCNT, ufCB, TiO2, Long amosite and Short amosite asbestos 

by intra-peritoneal injection.  Animals were killed after 48 hours following exposures and 

their peritoneal cavities lavaged. Inflammation was assessed from peritoneal lavage fluid 

(PLF) by total and differential cells counts and total protein assays; cytotoxicity was 

evaluated by LDH cytotoxicity assay (Roche). 

2.27 Experiment 2: Intra-peritoneal injection of aqueous suspensions in saline 

of particles or aqueous particle extracts for 24 hours into C57BL/6 mice.  

The capacity of particle/fibre surface associated materials soluble in aqueous solution to 

contribute to inflammation was assessed by preparing saline extracts of MWCNT and Long 

amosite asbestos.  Fibres were suspended in 0.9% sterile saline at 400μg/ml, sonicated and 

kept on a roller over night.  Suspensions were centrifuged and the supernatant 0.22μm sterile 

filtered as an extract stock solution, fibre pellets were suspended and washed by repeat 

centrifugation (1000g) and re-suspended in 4ml sterile saline.  Upon the final re-suspension 

particles were made up to 400μg/ml then diluted to working concentrations of 100μg/ml; a 

fraction of each particle extract stock solution was diluted to the same extent.  A group of 30 

mice were split into 8 groups, particles and extract treatment groups contained 4 mice and an 

un-treated control group contained 2 mice.  Mice were subjected to intra-peritoneal 

injections of 0.5ml of each treatment (controls were injected with saline alone) and 

sacrificed after 24 hours.  Inflammation was assessed from peritoneal lavage fluid (PLF) by 

total and differential cells counts and total protein assays; cytotoxicity was evaluated by 

LDH cytotoxicity assay (Roche). 
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2.28 Experiment 3: Dose response of LMWCNT and SMWCNT injected I.P. 

into C57BL/6 mice for 48 hours. 

Mice were exposed to increasing concentrations of LMWCNT and SMWCNT to discern 

differences in inflammatory potential between the two carbon nanotubes.  A group of 21 

animals were dived into 7 groups of 3 mice including a saline treated control group.  Stock 

MWCNT suspensions were diluted to working concentrations and injected I.P. into mice at 

concentrations of 200, 500 and 750μg/ml in 0.5ml/mouse.  After 48 hours animals were 

sacrificed and inflammation assessed from peritoneal lavage by total and differential cell 

counts, total protein concentration and LDH cytotoxicity. 

2.29 Experiment 4:  Examination of the diaphragms of C57BL/6 for evidence of 

granulomatous inflammation mice after seven day exposure to a particle panel 

including MWCNT. 

A group of 12 mice were divided into 6 groups including 5 particle treatment groups and 1 

untreated control group.  Animals were exposed to LMWCNT, SMWCNT, SFA, DQ12 or 

TiO2 to examine the capacity of each material to induce a granulomatous response on the 

peritoneal side of the diaphragm.  Mice were exposed by I.P. injection to particles and fibres 

at a concentration of 100μg/ml in 0.5ml prepared in sterile 0.9% saline.  After 7 days mice 

were sacrificed and their diaphragms were removed for processing (as previously described) 

and then microscopic examination. 

Data Analysis 

Data from all experiments was analysed by analysis of variance with the Tukey multiple 

comparison test.  Analysis was carried utilising Graphpad Instat® 3.06 statistical software 

(32 bit for Windows). 
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Chapter 3 

The in vitro free radical generating capacity 

and cytotoxicity of MWCNT 
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Chapter 3 

In vitro cytotoxicity and free radical generating capacity of CNT 

and control particles 

3.1 Introduction 

In the paradigm of fibre toxicity there is a continuum of respirable industrial fibres 

including asbestos that vary in harmfulness based upon their dimensions (Hesterberg 

& Barrett 1984, Har et al 1994, Ye et al 1999, Riganti et al 2003, Zeidler-Erdely et al 

2006) and ability to persist in the lungs (Donaldson & Lang Tran 2004).  An 

increasing body of work hints at the inflammatory potential and cytotoxicity of both 

MWCNT and SWCNT in vitro (Monteiro-Riviere et al 2005, Murr et al 2005, Soto 

et al 2005, Kagan et al 2006, Tian et al 2006) and in vivo (Lam et al 2004, Muller et 

al 2005, Shvedova et al 2005, Grubek-Jaworska et al 2006).  The harmful effects of 

CNTs may be a result of free radical production derived from residual metal catalyst, 

or from an inherent ability of CNTs or a combination of the two.  The aims of the 

research in this chapter were to assess the toxicity of two different sizes of MWCNT 

and a range of reference particles in relation to their metal content, surface reactivity 

and free radical production.  The cytotoxicity of carbon nanotubes and other 

environmental particles has been attributed in part to free radical production derived 

from their metal content or to the presence of a reactive surface.  This was 

investigated by use of electron spin resonance (ESR) and DNA scission assays to 

quantify free radical production in an aqueous environment and haemolysis assays to 

assess the extent of surface reactivity of the particles under scrutiny.  
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3.2 Metal content analysis of MWCNT and Reference particles 

Previous discoveries of the contribution of metals to environmental particle toxicity 

and the current uncertain role of metals in the reported toxicity of CNT has made 

characterisation of metal content of CNT samples used in this research vital.  In 

addition to the metal content of CNT, that of a panel of reference particles was also 

quantified. 

The percent residual cadmium (Cd), cobalt (Co), chromium (Cr), copper (Cu), iron 

(Fe), manganese (Mn), nickel (Ni), titanium (Ti), vanadium (V) and zinc (Zn) 

concentrations are shown in table 3.1.  With the exception of both forms of titanium 

dioxide and ultrafine carbon black the principal metal impurity was found to be iron.  

Nano long (LMWCNT) and nano short MWCNT (SMWCNT) (Nanolab Inc, MA, 

USA) that had been acid purified still retained >1%  (wt%) iron (1.16 and 1.76% 

respectively), both also contained negligible levels of copper (0.01%), nickel 

(0.01%) was also detected in SMWCNT samples.  Although derived from 

LMWCNT, SWCNT were found to contain slightly greater residual iron levels than 

LMWCNT.  Similarly there was a higher iron content of short (1.81%) compared to 

long fibre amosite (0.04%).  Unlike long amosite, short amosite samples contained 

low levels of zinc (0.01%), titanium (0.02%) and manganese (0.14%).  The mineral 

particle DQ12 was found to have the greatest metal content, the majority of which 

was iron (2.79%) with smaller amounts of manganese (0.25%), titanium (0.01%) and 

trace levels of the other metals.  Japanese MWCNT contained around 3.4 and 5 times 

less residual iron (at 0.34%) than LMWCNT and SMWCNT respectively and only 

0.01% cobalt.  Only trace amounts (<0.01%) of all the metals tested for were found 

in ultrafine carbon black.  Diesel exhaust particles were found to contain low levels 
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of iron (0.04%) and zinc (0.04%) and trace amounts of all other metals assayed for 

(<0.01%).  Both anatase and rutile TiO2 were found to contain small amounts of iron 

(0.01%) and zinc (0.02 and 0.04% respectively).  Table 3.2 shows the amount of 

metal (wt %) that could be mobilised into solution.  Despite a relatively high iron 

content compared to other samples only trace amounts of iron (<0.01%) could be 

solubilised from either LMWCNT or SMWCNT, similarly for all other samples with 

the exception of long and short amosite asbestos (0.09% and 0.06% respectively) 

less than 0.01% iron could be released into solution.  Only trace levels (<0.01%) of 

the other metals were detected with the exception of Rutile TiO2 where 0.29% Ti 

was liberated. 
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Metal Concentration (%)
Sample Cd Co Cr Cu Fe Mn Ni Ti V Zn

Carbon 
black

<0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Nano long <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.01 1.16 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Nano short <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.01 1.76 <0.01 0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Japanese  
MWCNT

<0.01 0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.34 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Diesel 
exhaust 
particles

<0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.04 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.04

Long 
Amosite

<0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.04 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Short 
Amosite

<0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 1.81 0.14 <0.01 0.02 <0.01 0.01

DQ12 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.01 2.79 0.25 <0.01 0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Rutile TiO2 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.01 <0.01 <0.01 1.88 <0.01 0.04

Anatase
TiO2

<0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.01 <0.01 <0.01 1.18 <0.01 0.02

Table 3.1. Metal content of a panel of MWCNT and reference particles. 

Metal Concentration (%)

Sample Cd Co Cr Cu Fe Mn Ni Ti V Zn

Carbon black <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Long MWCNT <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Short MWCNT <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Japanese 
MWCNT

<0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Diesel exhaust 
particles

<0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Long Amosite <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.09 0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Short Amosite <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.06 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

DQ12 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Rutile TiO2
<0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.29 <0.01 <0.01

Anatase TiO2
<0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Table 3.2. Soluble metal content of a panel of MWCNT and reference particles. 
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3.3 MWCNT particle morphology 

All of the CNT used during this research were hydrophobic and flocculated in 

aqueous solutions.  To better understand the morphology of MWCNT in aqueous 

solution scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was employed.  SEM micrographs of 

the LMWCNT and SMWCNT dispersed in water by sonication are shown in figure 

3.1 A-F. These images clearly show that both types of MWCNT are tightly 

compacted into particulate matter despite ultrasonic treatment.  Emanating from the 

surface of the compacted particles, ropes of LMWCNT can be observed (Figures 

3.1A, B and C) whilst closer examination of the CNT aggregates reveals a matted 

surface composed of compacted LMWCNT ropes (figure 3.1C).  The surface of the 

SMWCNT particles also consists of a tangled mass of ropes of nanotubes (Figures 

3.1D, E, and F) with SMWCNT ropes projecting from their surface at four points 

(Figures 3.1E and F).  These images clearly show that following limited ultrasound 

dispersion in aqueous solution, the MWCNT are substantially more particle than 

fibrous in nature.  The visible MWCNT projections do not appear rigid straight ropes 

but present as more flexible hair like extensions.  Figures 3.2 A-E show scanning 

electron micrographs of LMWCNT dispersed in methanol by ultrasound, Figures 

3.2A and B reveal aggregated LMWCNT interspersed with both iron catalyst and 

catalyst support particles (indistinguishable from each other in these images), the 

nanotubes are individually dispersed but highly tangled.  The tubes do not appear 

rigid and are of varying widths with variations in both tube inner and outer core 

diameters (figures 3.2C, D, and E), the outer and inner layers of some of the 

MWCNT appear discontinuous and may contain vacancies (holes) (figure 3.2C) 

whilst there appears to be a break in the side wall of a nanotube in figure 3.2E.  The 
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end of an individual MWCNT is evident in figure 3.2D but appears faint and 

disrupted no other end caps are visible.        
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Figure 3.1 Scanning electron microscope micrographs of MWCNT.  All images 

are of MWCNT dispersed in distilled deionised water at a concentration of 

100μg/ml by short ultrasound treatment.  A) LMWCNT (magnification x 3000), B) 

LMWCNT (magnification x 7000), C) LMWCNT (magnification X 10000), D) 

SMWCNT (magnification x12000), E) SMWCNT (magnification x 10000), F) 

SMWCNT (magnification x 15000). 
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Figure 3.2 Scanning electron micrographs of Long MWCNT.  All images are of 

LMWCNT dispersed in methanol with ultrasound treatment.  Figures A and B 

show low resolution images of LMWCNT with residual particles visible.  Figures 

C, D, and E are high resolution images of LMWCNT clearly showing the layer 

multiple walls of the nanotubes.  Samples were prepared by Craig Poland, 

University of Edinburgh.  All images are courtesy of Craig Poland (University of 

Edinburgh) and Steve Clark (Institute of occupational medicine, Edinburgh). 
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3.4 Acellular production of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) by MWCNT 

The production of ROS has been implicated as a factor in the pathogenicity of 

particles and fibres (Lund et al 1994, Pan et al 2004) and this has often been 

attributed to the presence of transition metals undergoing Fenton chemistry or the 

surface reactivity of the material (Donaldson et al 1996, Stone et al 1998, Jimènez et 

al 2000, Dick et al 2003, Pan et al 2004).  The ability of MWCNT to generate ROS 

due either to the presence of residual transition metals or inherent surface reactivity 

was investigated by plasmid DNA scission assay.  This assay has been used to probe 

production free radicals (Halliwell & Okezie 1991, Pogozelski & Tullius 1998), in 

particular hydroxyl radicals, and to investigate the damage inflicted to DNA by 

particles and fibres (Kukielka & Cederbaum 1994, Lund et al 1994, Donaldson et al 

1996). 

Super-coiled plasmid DNA was incubated with either 100 or 500μg/ml of 

LMWCNT or SMWCNT in the presence or absence 1mM hydrogen peroxide.  

Hydrogen peroxide was included as an initiator for possible Fenton chemistry.  From 

visual assessment of the agarose gels (Figure 3.3) in the absence of any kind of 

treatment most plasmid DNA remained in its super-coiled form whilst 1mM 

hydrogen peroxide appeared to increase the proportion of relaxed DNA.  Incubating 

plasmid DNA with either 100 or 500μg/ml LMWCNT or SMWCNT in the absence 

of 1mM hydrogen peroxide appeared not to increase the conversion of super-coiled 

DNA to relaxed or linear forms of DNA.  Incubation of plasmid DNA with either 

MWCNT did result in a decrease in the size and fluorescent intensity of the bands on 

the gel, the exception to this was the DNA band corresponding to relaxed DNA at 

100μg/ml SMWCNT + 1mM hydrogen peroxide.  At the 100μg/ml of LMWCNT or 
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SMWCNT in the presence of 1mM hydrogen peroxide there was slight conversion 

of super-coiled to linear DNA that was most apparent with SMWCNT. 

 

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3 The effect of LMWCNT or SMWCNT on super-coiled DNA plasmid.  

LMWCNT or SMWCNT (100 or 500μg/ml) were incubated with φX174 RF1 plasmid 

DNA for 16 hours (over-night) at 37˚C.  A linear control was prepared using the restriction 

enzyme PST-1.  This figure is a representative plasmid DNA gel, treatments were repeated 

three times. 
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Electron spin resonance (ESR) was used as an additional method of detecting and 

quantifying free radical production from MWCNT and reference materials by spin 

trapping using the hydroxylamine TEMPONE H (1-hydroxyl-2, 2, 6, 6-tetramethyl-

4-oxo-pipieridine).  In this process the spin trap, TEMPONE-H (that detects 

peroxynitrile and superoxide radicals), combines with the radical (a diamagnetic 

molecule) to form a more stable nitroxide radical that can be detected (Dikalov et al 

1997a, 1997b, Bartosz 2006). 

The particles LMWCNT, SMWCNT, DQ12, TiO2, Long fibre amosite (LFA) and 

short fibre amosite (SFA) (10μg/ml) were incubated with TEMPONE-H/EDTA in 

PBS for one hour at 37˚C during which time measurements of radical formation 

were taken every 15 minutes (Fig 3.4).  A spin trap control was set up consisting of 

TEMPONE-H alone, the TEMPONE-H control progressively autooxidised in air 

resulting in accumulation of its nit oxide radical and an increasing ESR signal over 

time that was subtracted from readings taken from test materials.  Both LMWCNT 

and SMWCNT (figure 3.4) caused a dramatic time dependent increase in formation 

of a radical at each time point.  Reference materials DQ12, TiO2, and long amosite 

(LFA) (figure 3.4) failed to generate detectable levels of the radical over the course 

of the one hour assay resulting in lines touching the x-axis.  Short amosite (SFA) 

(Figure 3.4) also time dependently produced free radicals that increased above those 

of DQ12, TiO2 and LFA after 30 minutes.  Free radical production from these 

materials did not reflect the metal content of respective particles particularly the 

difference in iron content between DQ12 and MWCNT.  This suggests either 

differences in metal availability between MWCNT and particles’ including DQ12 or 

that free radical production was independent of the  
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Figure 3.4. Free radical production by particles and fibres over one hour.  Time 

course of comparative free radical production over one hour from particles and fibres 

including LMWCNT, SMWCNT, DQ12, TiO2, LFA, and SFA, all particles were 

assayed at a concentration of 10μg/ml.  LMWCNT and SMWCNT generated a large 

ESR output in comparison to all other test materials.  DQ12, TiO2 and LFA did not 

generate a species that could react with TEMPONE-H whilst SFA slowly began to 

generate a reactive species after 15 minutes.  The graph represents the mean of four 

experiments, bars represent S.E.M.   
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Figure 3.5.  Effect of 10mM GSH or 200U SOD on the auto-oxidation of 

TEMPONE-H.  The spin trap TEMPONE-H was incubated for one hour with 

either 10mM GSH or 200U SOD at 37°C, readings were taken every 15 minutes.  

Although the signal intensity for SOD decreased slightly towards the end of the 

assay in the presence of GSH the signal created by TEMPONE-H auto-oxidation 

was almost completely abolished. The graph represents the mean of three 

experiments.  The bars represent the S.E.M. 
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Figure 3.6.  The effect of antioxidants on the ESR signal generated by 

LMWCNT and SMWCNT.   LMWCNT and SMWCNT were incubated at 

37°C for one hour with our without 10mM GSH (A) or 200U SOD (B) and 

readings were taken every 15 minutes.  GSH completely abolished the signal 

generated by both MWCNT; this may have been partly due to reduction of 

the spin trap in addition to mopping up a reactive species generated by CNT.  

SOD also reduced the signal generated by MWCNT although not to the same 

extent as GSH.  As SOD acts specifically against superoxide anions its 

reduction of the MWCNT signal suggests the CNT may be spontaneously 

producing superoxide anions.  Graphs represent the mean of three 

experiments with bars representing the S.E.M.   

A 

B 
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Figure 3.7.  Effect of Tween-80 on the intensity of ESR signal 

generated by LMWCNT and SMWCNT.  Both LMWCNT and 

SMWCNT were dispersed in 1% Tween-80 and incubated for one hour 

with TEMPONE-H; readings were taken every 15 minutes.  In only PBS, 

both MWCNT generated a large ESR signal that was diminished upon their 

dispersion in a 1% v/v solution of the non-ionic surfactant Tween-80.  The 

graphs represent the means of three experiments with bars representing the 

S.E.M. 
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metals present in the samples.  A large difference in the rate of free radical formation 

between both MWCNT and SFA was also apparent; an obvious time lag between the 

start of the assay and production of the free radical by SFA existed that did not occur 

for either of the two MWCNT. 

In order to confirm the ESR signal of MWCNT and short fibre amosite was due to a 

reactive species the assay was repeated in the presence of glutathione (GSH).  

Glutathione was included to mop up free radicals, as an antioxidant it is able to 

neutralise oxidising species including hydrogen peroxide, superoxide, and hydroxyl 

radicals (Yu et al 1994).  Figure 3.5 shows the progressive auto-oxidation of 

TEMPONE-H to its nitroxide radical.  This was diminished by GSH suggesting the 

antioxidant reduced nitroxyl radicals back to TEMPONE-H.  In the absence of GSH 

both LMWCNT and SMWCNT increased ESR signal intensity above the control at 

all time points (figure 3.6A).  Upon inclusion of LMWCNT and SMWCNT (figure 

3.6A), GSH reduced the ESR signal below control levels by preventing free radical 

accumulation.  From this it is possible to infer that MWCNT produce a level of free 

radicals that increases over time.   In future assays a much lower concentrations of 

GSH might be sufficient to reduce the activity of MWCNT.   

As TEMPONE-H detects superoxide and peroxynitrile radicals the enzyme 

superoxide dismutase (SOD) was included in the assay system in an attempt to 

identify the species.  The enzyme SOD has been used previously to demonstrate that 

TEMPONE-H could be used for quantitative determination of superoxide radicals 

both in acellular and cellular environments (Dikalov et al 1997).  Figure 3.6B shows 

that at a concentration of 200U SOD had little impact on the auto-oxidation of 

TEMPONE-H.  In the presence of LMWCNT or SMWCNT SOD reduced 
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accumulation of free radicals by half (Fig 3.6B).  These results suggest that 

MWCNT are spontaneously generating superoxide anions in aqueous solution.  A 

higher concentration of the enzyme may have reduced the ESR signal closer to the x-

axis. 

Noticeable in all ESR studies is the variability in the maximum level of reactive 

species generated by MWCNT at 60 minutes.  This was theorized to be as a result of 

variation in the level of MWCNT dispersion between assays.  To investigate this 

MWCNT were dispersed in a 1% solution of Tween-80 (figure 3.7).  Dispersed in 

Tween-80, the ESR output of both MWCNT was dramatically reduced.  This Might 

indicate an antioxidant effect of the surfactant; alternatively Tween-80 may interfere 

in the ability of MWCNT to generate a reactive species or with detection of the 

reactive species.   
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3.5 Determination of the surface reactivity of LMWCNT and SMWCNT by 

human erythrocyte haemolysis assay 

The pathogenicity of materials such as silica has been attributed to their capacity to 

damage cell membranes; the membrane of red blood cells has been used as a model 

for the interaction between a particle or fibre and a biological membrane 

(Summerton & Hoenig 1977).  The haemolysis assay is a simple procedure for 

estimating and comparing toxicities between particles (Ottery & Gormley 1978).  

The particles LMWCNT, SMWCNT TiO2 and DQ12 were tested for their 

haemolytic capacity by incubation with human RBC’s for 10 minutes.  The particle 

DQ12 quartz (Figure 3.8A) was the only material to cause significant (***p<0.001) 

concentration dependent haemolysis at each of the doses, 2-4mg/ml, during an 

incubation time of 10 minutes, causing a maximum of 63.9% (±5.7%) haemolysis at 

the maximum concentration of 4mg/ml.  The increase in haemolysis was found to be 

relatively linear up to 4mg/ml at which point it began to plateau.  A concentration 

dependent increase in haemolysis caused by DQ12 was also observed by Ottery & 

Gormley (1977) although using lower concentrations and longer incubation times.  

The particles TiO2 (Figure 3.8B), LMWCNT (Figure 3.8C), and SMWCNT (Figure 

3.8D) also caused slight concentration dependent increases in the levels of 

haemolysis but these were all non significant with maximum levels of haemolysis 

not extending above 10%.  It was observed that concentration for concentration 

LMWCNT caused a greater degree of haemolysis than the equivalent amount of 

SMWCNT, none of these differences were found to be significant however (data not 

shown). 
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Figure 3.8.  Effect of particles on the integrity of RBC membranes as 

measured by percent haemolysis.  RBC were incubated for 10 minutes with 1, 

2, 3, or 4mg/ml (A) DQ12, (B) TiO2, (C) LMWCNT, (D) SMWCNT.  Each 

graph represents the mean of three experiments in triplicate, bars represent 

S.E.M.  ***p<0.001 compared to lowest experimental concentration.   

A 
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3.6 Cytotoxicity of Carbon nanotubes, TiO2 and DQ12 quartz 

Haemolysis has been considered as an indicator of cytotoxicity (Ottery & Gormley 

1978), data from the previous section would suggest DQ12 is the most toxic particle 

with TiO2, LMWCNT and SMWCNT demonstrating limited, if any, affect.  To 

establish cytotoxicity of LMWCNT, SMWCNT, DQ12 and TiO2 release of the 

cytosolic enzyme Lactose dehydrogenase (LDH) from A549 cells into culture 

medium was quantified.  The enzyme LDH is released from cells upon damage or 

rupture of their plasma membrane, the amount of enzyme activity detected in culture 

supernatant therefore correlates with the number of lysed or damaged cells.  In this 

assay A549 cells were cultured after a period of serum starvation for 24 hours with 

particles ranging in concentration from 10.5-105.3μg/cm
2
 (20-200μg/ml).  As 

apparent from figure 3.9 only DQ12 and TiO2 caused dose dependent increases in 

the cytotoxicity of A549 cells, concentrations of DQ12 of 21.1μg/cm
2
 and above 

caused significant cell death after 24 hours (p<0.001) compared to untreated 

controls.  Concentrations of TiO2 above 31.6μg/cm
2
 caused significant cell death 

after 24 hours exposure compared to control but there were no significant increases 

in cytotoxicity between increasing concentrations of the particle.  Interestingly the 

cytotoxicity of TiO2 indicated by LDH was not paralleled in the haemolysis assay.  

The increase in cytotoxicity of DQ12 occurred in two stages with a steep increase in 

cytotoxicity between 10.1-31.6μg/cm
2
 and a shallower increase from 31.6-

105.3μg/cm
2
.  The initial increase in DQ12 toxicity was one of 38% over a 

concentration range of 21.1μg/cm
2
, compared to the second gentler increase in which 

a 37% increase in cytotoxicity occurred over a range of 73.7μg/cm
2
.  In comparison 

there was a much more linear increase in cytotoxicity of TiO2 between 10.5-
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105.3μg/cm
2
 although this was shallower than either of those caused by DQ12 

mirroring the lesser toxicity of this particle.  Neither LMWCNT nor SMWCNT 

demonstrated any evidence of cytotoxicity according to LDH assay after 24 hours 

reflecting the result of the haemolysis assay described previously.  A slight decrease 

in toxicity towards A549 cells upon MWCNT exposure (fig. 3.9) may be due to 

adsorption of LDH to the CNT however the closeness of the lines to the base line 

suggests that this may not be a real effect.  Differences in length of the two MWCNT 

were not accompanied by differences in the extent of cytotoxicity as had been 

indicated by the haemolysis assay. 
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Figure 3.9.  Release of LDH from A549 cells after 24 hours exposure to 

particles and MWCNT.  LDH release is expressed as a percentage of the total 

LDH measured in cell lysate after 24 hours treatment with DQ12, TiO2, 

LMWCNT and SMWNCT.  The graph represents the mean of three 

experiments conducted in triplicate, bars represent S.E.M.  *p<0.05, **p<0.01, 

***p<0.001 compared to cells untreated with particles throughout the 

experiment.   
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3.7 Adsorption of LDH to carbon nanotubes 

The possibility that the slight decrease in A549 toxicity exposed to an increasing 

concentration of MWCNT may have represented adsorption of LDH to MWCNT 

was investigated by LDH adsorption assays.  Carbon nanotubes have been shown to 

have a high capacity for adsorption of some proteins including bovine serum 

albumin (Valenti et al 2007), fibrinogen (Song et al 2006), complement (Salvador-

Morales et al 2006) and streptavidin (Bradley et al 2004).  In the previous 

experiment both MWCNT caused decolouration of the serum free DMEM culture 

medium as result of adsorption of phenol red pH indicator an effect previously 

described by Casey et al 2007.  Both Casey et al (2007) and Zhu et al (2006) have 

described how components of culture medium adsorb to SWCNT and MWCNT.  

The adsorptive capacity of MWCNT towards LDH was investigated by dispersion of 

increasing concentrations of LMWCNT or SMWCNT in PBS or 2% foetal calf 

serum (FCS) supplemented DMEM culture medium with cell derived LDH.  The 

level of LDH remaining in solution was then measured after a prescribed period of 

time using the LDH detection system used for determination of cytotoxicity. 

Dispersed only in PBS LMWCNT caused a significant concentration (***p<0.001) 

dependent increase in adsorption of cell derived LDH over the course of one hour 

(figure 3.12), this was completely attenuated in the presence of 2% FCS in cell 

culture medium although a small (non significant) concentration dependent increase 

in adsorption is still observable.  The SMWCNT dispersed in PBS caused a similar 

significant (***p<0.001) concentration dependent increase in adsorption of LDH 

that was also almost totally attenuated by the presence of FCS.  There was a 

divergence in the adsorptive capacity of the two MWCNT; from 100μg/ml 
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LMWCNT adsorbed significantly more LDH than the same concentration of 

SMWCNT.  Based upon absorbance values of MWCNT in 2% DMEM closely 

matching those of LDH alone (control) (data not shown) the probability that residual 

MWCNT interfered in the LDH assay system itself was substantially decreased.  

These results suggest that in a cell culture medium not supplemented with FCS 

MWCNT would strongly adsorb extracellular LDH (possibly including the limited 

amount that would constitute a back ground level in a cell based assay).  In this 

instance it is unlikely that LDH adsorption would explain the limited level of 

cytotoxicity determined biochemically for MWCNT by LDH assay.  This is based on 

the lack of cytotoxicity of MWCNT at doses where adsorption would have a limited 

impact on percent cytotoxicity (10-40μg/cm
2
) compared to particles such as DQ12 or 

TiO2. 
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Figure 3.10. Extent of adsorption of LDH to MWCNT after one hour 

incubation at 37°C.  MWCNT were dispersed in PBS or DMEM containing 2% 

FCS by ultrasonic treatment then incubated for one hour in LDH extracted from 

A549 cells.  The level of LDH remaining was assessed as a percent of the negative 

control.  The graph represents the mean of three experiments performed in 

triplicate, bars represent S.E.M.  *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 LMWCNT in 

PBS compared to SMWNCT PBS at equivalent concentrations.  In the absence of 

serum all concentrations of both LMWCNT and SMWCNT adsorbed significantly 

(***p<0.001) more LDH than when dispersed in DMEM containing 2% serum. 
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Discussion 

Metal content.  The CNT purchased from Nanolab Inc. (MA, USA) for this study 

were grown on iron nanoparticles and were acid cleaned to a purity of >95%.  From 

analysis of the metal content of LMWCNT and SMWCNT the level of residual iron 

was found to be 1.16% and 1.76% respectively.  Inclusion of metal catalyst particles 

enables nucleation of carbon atoms for CNT growth to occur (Ding et al 2006, 

Amara et al 2008).  At the start of their growth, carbon atoms form tight associations 

with metal nanoparticles that results at the end of synthesis with metal nanoparticles 

encapsulated within multi-layer graphitic shells or trapped in the tips of central 

cavities of CNT.  This can protect catalyst particles from removal during purification 

(Zhang et al 2000, Thiên-Nga et al 2002, Jurkschat et al 2006, Li et al 2006).  The 

iron content of LWCMT was found to be slightly less than SMWCNT; similarly the 

iron content of SFA was greater than LFA.  The difference in iron content between 

MWCNT may simply be accounted for by a greater number of fibres per given mass 

of sample (of SMWCNT compared to LMWCNT) containing by chance slightly 

more iron.  An alternative explanation may be that the additional acid treatment used 

to shorten LMWCNT to SMWCNT exposed fresh (additional) metal from with the 

CNT or graphitic capsules.  Some of this may have been mobilised but without 

sufficient time for removal by the acid would have re-absorbed onto the SMWCNT 

(Lin et al 2008).  DQ12 contained the greatest quantity of iron possibly complexed to 

its surface (Ghio et al 1992, Ghio et al 1994, Fubini et al 2000, Fubini & Hubbard 

2003). 

Very little iron could be mobilised into solution indicating a strong association 

between metal nanoparticle and CNT.  This adds weight to the idea that residual iron 
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was encapsulated or trapped within the CNT (not exposed and surface bound) and 

inaccessible.  This may indicate that in vitro in short term assays this iron is 

toxicologically irrelevant.  Additional acid treatment, vigorous sonication and aging 

may increase availability (Mukhopadhyay et al 2002, Guo et al 2007).  Liu et al 

(2008) suggested encapsulated nickel was stable for up to two months in simulated 

physiological oxidising conditions (2X phagolysosomal stimulant fluid, 2mM 

hydrogen peroxide, 2mM ascorbate and 0.2mM iron sulphate).  The effect of longer 

times than this in oxidising conditions (in vivo relevant) needs to be established. 

Electron microscopy.  T.E.M. revealed MWCNT to be highly aggregated and 

compacted.  Bundles of nanotubes were visible emanating from larger (tens of 

microns) particles, thus in aqueous solution MWCNT could be said to be more 

particulate than fibrous in nature.  Aggregation is a result of extensive van der waals’ 

forces (Bandyopadhyay et al 2002, Vaisman et al 2007).  T.E.M. indicates that in 

aqueous solution, with limited sonication the designation of LMWCNT or 

SMWCNT was for designation only.  S.E.M. of methanol dispersed tangled ropes 

revealed residual particles indicating purification was not wholly effective at 

removing impurities.  Higher resolution S.E.M. of LMWCNT revealed 

discontinuities in side walls that could result from acid cleaning or ultra-sonication.  

These can represent regions of chemical reactivity due to the presence of dangling 

carbon bonds (Lu et al 1996, Monthioux et al 2001, Fenoglio et al 2008).  

Micrographs also revealed a mixture of curved and straight tubes; curvature can 

result from mechanical stress or structural defects (carbon rings other than hexagons) 

in the MWCNT side walls (Tsang et al 1993, Ebbesen & Takada 1994, Iijima et al 

1996, Qian et al 2002).   
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Plasmid assays.  Plasmid assays were conducted as an indirect measure of free 

radical production by MWCNT.  Hydrogen peroxide alone did not cause 

linearization of DNA but with the inclusion of 100μg/ml MWCNT linearization 

occurred.  This may suggest that MWCNT has some catalytic effect converting 

hydrogen peroxide to a more reactive species.  Graphite can decompose and activate 

hydrogen peroxide to more reactive species (Lücking et al 1998) whilst graphitic 

carbon atoms at structural defects possess unpaired electrons that act as reductive 

centres and form ROS in solution (Miura & Morimoto 1988, Kung & Wang 1997, 

Vorob ‘ev-Desyatovskii et al 2006, Narayan 2007).  This can also occur at the 

surface of some metal oxides where an electron is transferred (from the oxide) to 

molecular oxygen resulting in superoxide formation (Anpo et al 1999).  Hydrogen 

peroxide (formed from spontaneous dismutation of superoxide) would react with 

superoxide to generate DNA cleaving hydroxyl radicals (Fridovich 1983).  This 

could be a mechanism by which MWCNT may generate DNA damaging free 

radicals.  Addition of hydrogen peroxide in the assay conducted with MWCNT may 

have fuelled a similar process or processes.   Formation of hydrogen peroxide in 

close proximity to a transition metal catalyst could also result in Fenton chemistry 

and hydroxyl radical formation (Lesko et al 1980, Fridovich 1983, Halliwell & 

Cederbaum 1994, Peirre & Fontecave 1994, Koppenol 2001, Cooke et al 2003, Guo 

et al 2007).  The likelihood of residual metal encapsulation with the lack of evidence 

of bio-available metal makes this latter mechanism to explain DNA cleavage 

unlikely however.  The lack of an effect at higher MWCNT doses may have been 

due to poor dispersion and flocculation reducing the effective surface area of the 

MWCNT (a factor linked to increased particle reactivity) (Donaldson et al 1996, 
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Brown et al 2001, Höhr et al 2002).  Noticeable on the gel image was the low 

fluorescent intensity and small sizes of most bands where DNA had been incubated 

with MWCNT.  This could be due to adsorption of DNA to the CNT as has been 

demonstrated (Zhao and Johnson, Nakashima et al 2003, Zheng et al 2003, Singh et 

al 2005, Haggenmueller et al 2008).  It is also possible that the interaction of DNA 

with MWCNT caused extensive condensation of plasmid DNA preventing ethidium 

bromide from intercalating with nucleic acids producing a correspondingly weak 

signal (Singh et al 2005). 

E.S.R.  LMWCNT and SMWCNT appeared to both spontaneously generate a 

reactive species.  On the surface of activated carbons and carbon fibres and in 

solution in close proximity to their surfaces ROS (particularly superoxide ions) can 

be formed as a result of the contact of aqueous oxygen with radical type defects 

(Vorob ‘ev-Desyatovskii et al 2006).  Defect sites exist on CNT (Yokomichi 2004) 

forming an active surface area (Vix-Guterl et al 2001) and this could explain ESR 

activity observed in this study.  However the extent and number of defect sites and 

whether they are capable of activity in either LMWCNT or SMWCNT is unknown.  

After 45 minutes SFA was also observed to generate an ESR signal, similar activity 

was not observed for LFA.  SFA was derived from grinding LFA; a process that 

Zalma et al (1987) observed increased its ESR signal using the spin trap DMPO.  

They also proposed an initial surface redox reaction that could generate superoxide 

(that TEMPONE-H is sensitive to) possibly explaining SFA’s observed ESR profile.  

Milling/grinding can alter the iron chemistry of fibres (Graham et al 1999) one 

apparent change is the increase in the proportion of ferrous to ferric iron in SFA 

compared to LFA.  In its reduced (ferrous) form iron can reduce molecular oxygen to 
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superoxide (Valko et al 2005).  A higher proportion of ferrous iron in SFA may 

therefore explain its ESR signal.   

 

 

 

Grinding and milling also increases a materials surface area and exposes fresh non-

oxidised surfaces possibly also contributing to the difference in ESR profile between 

LFA and SFA.  Importantly the substantial difference between the ESR profiles of 

SFA and MWCNT suggests the presence of iron in CNT was not responsible for its 

signal (as the iron content of SFA was greater than that of MWCNT). 

Glutathione (GSH) significantly reduced the ESR signal generated by MWCNT, this 

indicates that MWCNT were in fact generating a reactive species (i.e. the result was 

not an artefact) although GSH also reduced the spin trap to an ESR silent form.  In 

the presence of 200U superoxide dismutase (SOD) the ESR signal was also reduced 

to a lower level.  This indicates the species generate by MWCNT may be the 

superoxide anion.  A higher SOD concentration may have been required to produce a 

more marked effect, i.e. like GSH to reduce the ESR signal closer to the base line.  

Figure 3.13 The reduction of oxygen to superoxide by transfer of electrons from 

donor sites on the surface of asbestos, in this example the active site is an OH2 in 

low coordination with and linked to Fe
2+

 (Adapted from Zalma et al 1987). 
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An alternative possibility is that SOD activity was reduced by its adsorption to 

MWCNT.  CNT have been shown to adsorb proteins (Karajanagi et al 2003, Bradley 

et al 2004, Chen et al 2004, Asuri et al 2006, Bi et al 2006, Song et al 2006, Ito et al 

2007, Valenti et al 2007) affecting their activity.  However Bi et al (2006) 

demonstrated retention of SOD activity even upon adsorption to CNT suggesting 

adsorption to MWCNT may not diminish activity in this assay.  SOD adsorption (if 

it occurs upon MWCNT) may concentrate the enzyme activity close to the source of 

free radical formation. 

Tween-80 (a non ionic surfactant) was found to significantly reduce the ESR signal 

generated by MWCNT.  In recent studies by Fenoglio et al (2006, 2008) MWCNT 

dispersed in SDS appeared to scavenge free radicals.  SDS was ruled out as the 

reason for the reduction in radical activity however SDS has been found to scavenge 

hydroxyl radicals (Sostaric & Riesz, Mieisel et al 1977, El-Bagory et al 2007) as has 

Triton X-100 (Perkoski et al 2005).  The relevance of this is that surfactants may 

interfere with the production or detection of free radicals generated during ESR 

possibly explaining the effect of Tween-80 in this assay and the scavenging capacity 

of CNT described by Fenoglio et al (2006, 2008). 

Haemolysis.  Neither LWMCNT nor SMWCNT caused significant haemolysis at 

the highest concentration of 5mg/ml; this was also true for TiO2.  In contrast DQ12 

caused a significant dose dependant increase in haemolysis that reached 60% (of 

maximum) at 5mg/ml.  This is line with previous studies (Summerton & Hoenig 

1977, Ottery & Gormley 1978, Razzaboni & Bolsaitis 1990, Fubini 1998, Hadnagy 

et al 2003).  The basis of quartz induced haemolysis is thought to be the silanol 

group (Pandurangi et al 1990, Fubini et al 1999, Hadnagy et al 2003) that hydrogen 
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bonds with and abstracts membrane components enabling potassium efflux and 

osmotic shock and cell lysis (Summerton et al 1977, Pandurangi et al 1990).  

Quartz’s surface can also generate aqueous free radicals (due to surface bound 

radicals and/or surface bound iron) that may contribute to membrane damage (Fubini 

& Hubbard 2003).  The inability of MWCNT to initiate haemolysis may be due to a 

failure to interact with erythrocytes as a result of their hydrophobic aggregate nature. 

Cytotoxicity.  MWCNT were not found to exert a cytotoxic effect upon A549 cells.  

There also appeared to be no relationship between their apparent capacity to generate 

free radicals (observed by ESR and to a more limited degree plasmid assay) and a 

cytotoxic effect.  This was also true of haemolysis assays.  This may indicate that 

aqueous free radicals have a limited impact upon toxicity generally and damage to 

cells is a result of a physical interaction between a particle/fibre and a cell or the 

intracellular generation of free radicals in close proximity to cell critical components.  

Also possible is that free radical production by MWCNT was not great enough to 

produce a cytotoxic effect that the species of radical produced was not reactive 

enough to have a significant detrimental effect (superoxide anions seem the most 

likely candidate) on the cells, or that constituents of the media buffered cells from 

free radical production.  The aggregate nature, hydrophobicity and absorptive 

capacity of MWCNT likely also had a bearing on the lack of toxicity (and 

haemolyis) by limiting MWCNT exposure to cells and ensuring cultures were 

exposed to fine or course carbonaceous aggregates rather than nanosized fibres.  

That MWCNT exert a toxic effect towards cell in culture has been established in the 

human lung tumour cell lines H596, H446, Calu-1 and A549 by MTT assay (Magrez 

et al 2006, Lanone  et al 2008), in a rat lung epithelial cell line by LDH and MTT 
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assay (Muller et al 2008), in the rat macrophage cell line NR8383 by MTT assay 

(Pulskamp et al 2007), in Murine alveolar macrophage cell lines RAW 264.7, RAW 

267.9 and J774.1 by MTT assay, (Murr et al 2005, Soto et al 2005, Hirano et al 

2008), in human macrophages by MTT assay (Schrand et al 2007),  in fibroblasts by 

MTT assay, trypan blue exclusion assay, Hoechst nuclear stain and propidium iodide 

staining (Tian et al 2006, Ding et al 2007, Pensabene et al 2007), in human T-

lymphocytes and the Jurkat T-lymphocyte cell line by Trypan blue exclusion (Bottini 

et al 2005) and human epidermal keratinocytes by neutral red assay (Monteiro-

Riviere et al 2005).  Although a number of papers have reported very no limited or 

no cytotoxicity observed during in vitro cell assays (Flahaut et al 2005, Chlopek et al 

2006, Fenoglio et al 2006, Murugesan et al 2007, Pulskamp et al 2007, Usui et al 

2008). 

In contrast to MWCNT, TiO2 and DQ12 exerted significant dose dependent 

increases in cytotoxicity.  The toxicity of TiO2 contrasts with its lack of haemolytic 

ability and ESR silence.  A longer exposure time of cultured cells to titanium 

particles compared to erythrocytes may explain this difference although a 

substantially higher maximum dose used to haemolysis assays might be expected to 

compensate.  Nano TiO2 has been reported to generate hydroxyl radicals (Reeves et 

al 2008), that may have gone undetected in a TEMPONE-H based ESR assay.  The 

cytotoxicity observed towards A549 cells in this study is supported by literature 

reports of TiO2 toxicity towards human dermal fibroblasts, A549 cells and goldfish 

s-K1 cells (Sayes et al 2006, Reeves et al 2008).  Toxicity has also been reported in 

vivo in mice and rats (Chen et al 2006, Warheit et al 2007).  TiO2 toxicity can be 

substantially increased by UV illumination (Sayes et al 2006, Reeves et al 2008) due 
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photo-generated hydroxyl radicals.  Photo-excitation of TiO2 creates electron-hole 

pairs energetic enough to oxidise or reduce surrounding molecules (Noda et al 1992, 

Chen et al 1997).  Photo-generated electrons are trapped by titanium atoms: 

Ti
4+

 + e
-
 → Ti3+ 

Superoxide anions can be formed by interfacial electron transfer from these reduced 

sites: 

Ti
3+

 surf + O2 → Ti
4+

   O2
- 
 

Positive holes can be trapped on lattice oxide ions and at surface hydroxyl groups 

forming hydroxyl radicals: 

Ti
4+

 - O
2-

 + h
+
 → Ti

4+ 
- O

- 
 

OH
-
 + h

+
 → OH∙ 

Other surface reactions may also occur resulting in the production of hydrogen 

peroxide: 

2OH∙ → H2O2 

(Murphy & Giamello 2002, Sayes et al 2006).  Surface activity is concentrated at 

defect and edge and step edge sites and as particle size decreases the proportion of 

these atoms as a fraction of the total number in the nanoparticle increases (Quig-

Gong et al 2006).  Evidence has been put forward that TiO2 nano-particles will 

generate hydroxyl radicals without photo-excitation (Reeves et al 2008).  The 

toxicity demonstrated by TiO2 in this study may therefore be attributable to hydroxyl 

radical generation.   

Toxicity caused by DQ12 to A549 cells may result from several processes; (1) once 

in the presence of cells silica particles are believed to strongly adsorb membrane 
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components as a result of their silanol groups (Summerton &Hoenig 1977, Otterly & 

Gormley 1978, Singh et al 1983, Fubini 1998, Fubini et al 1999, Hadnagy et al 2003) 

and generate free radicals (Shi et al 1994, Schins et al 2002) as a result of the silanol 

dissociating in water (Merchant et al 1990, Fubini et al 1998) and surface transition 

metals that catalyse Fenton chemistry (the ability of silicates to catalyse oxidant 

generation in vitro has been found to be proportional to the amount of surface 

complexed Fe
3+

) (Ghio et al 1992) by reacting with hydrogen peroxide generated at 

the minerals reactive surface (Razzaboni & Bolsaitis 1990).  From metals analysis 

(Figure 3.1) it was found DQ12 quartz held the most iron of the listed materials.  The 

adsorption of membrane components results in holes in the cell plasma membrane 

from which cytosolic constituents can leak out (Summerton & Hoenig 1977) whilst 

generation of free radicals from adsorbed silica may cause membrane damage or 

increase paracellular permeability by lipid peroxidation (Merchant et al 1990, Shi et 

al 1994).  (2) Quartz particles may also gain entry into alveolar cells by binding to 

the cell membrane (Elias et al 2000).  Kato et al (2003) demonstrated that alveolar 

type I and II cells could import lecithin coated beads by non phagocytic mechanisms 

whilst Geiser et al (2005) reported movement of ultrafine particles through cells.  

Hydrogen peroxide that either diffuses into the cell from its site of generation at the 

quartz particle or is generated within the cell could react with iron present on the 

surface of internalised quartz particles and by Fenton chemistry generate hydroxyl 

radicals.  The production of both intracellular and extracellular free radicals and 

ROS results in oxidative stress and depletion of intracellular antioxidants such as 

reduced glutathione (Zhang et al 1999, Fenoglio et al 2003, Lin et al 2006).  Quartz 

particles transported into the cells by phagocytic or endocytic mechanisms would be 
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incorporated in membranous vesicles (3) from which they may escape to the 

cytoplasm by Fenton mediated disruption of intracellular vesicle membranes 

(Pearsson 2005).  Through the production of free radicals particles of DQ12 can 

cause damage to nucleic acids inflicting double strand breaks (Shi et al 1994, 

Saffiotti et al 1994).  Double strand DNA breaks are attributed to the hydroxyl 

radical implying that for quartz to cause DNA strand scission it must be in close 

proximity to the nucleic acid (Halliwell & Aruoma 1991, Kukielka & Cederbaum 

1994, Nunoshiba et al 1999, Fanizza et al 2006).  It has been suggested that DNA 

binds to the surface of the quartz particle, indirect evidence for this comes from the 

observation that modification of the particles surface with aluminium lactate or 

PVNO attenuates DNA damage (Knaapen et al 2002).  A physical interaction 

between quartz particles and DNA has been shown by Fourier transform infrared 

spectroscopy.  Co-incubation of DNA and quartz in aqueous solution resulted in a 

change in the spectra of both suggesting the formation of a complex between the two 

probably as a result of hydrogen bonding between the phosphate sugar back bone 

and silanol groups on the quartz (Saffiotti et al 1994).  
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Figure 3.16 Possible mechanism of TiO2 toxicity to cultured A549 cells.  1. The 

surfaces of TiO2 react with dissolved oxygen and water to generate hydroxyl and 

superoxide radicals (Noda et al 1992, Murphy et al 2002, Sayes et al 2006, Reeves et al 

2008). 2. Extracellular free radicals react with and damage the cell membrane (Halliwell & 

Gutteridge 1984, Betteridge 2000, Schafer et al 2000). 3. Superoxide spontaneously 

dismutases to hydrogen peroxide 4. crossing the plasma membrane into the cell, 

intracellularly superoxide is also subject to enzyme catalysed dismutation by superoxide 

dismutase (Halliwell & Gutteridge 1984, Zhu et al 1998, Bandyopadhyay et al 1999).   5. 

Superoxide generated intracellularly can release iron from iron (Fe) storage proteins such 

as ferritin and from [4Fe-4S] containing clusters of dehydratases (Biemond et al 1986, 

Liocehv & Fridovich 1994).   Fe
2+

 iron reduces hydrogen peroxide to the hydroxyl radical 

(Miller et al 1990, Pierre & Fontecave 1999).  6. The hydroxyl radical in particular but 

also hydrogen peroxide depletes cellular antioxidants resulting in oxidative stress and 

damages cell apparatus and cell critical molecules (Farber 1994).  7. TiO2 nanoparticles 

may gain access to the cytoplasm through endocytic or non endocytic mechanisms; this 

would affect their localisation within the cell (Fletcher et al 1994, Davada & Labhasetwar 

2002, Geiser et al 2005, Garcia-Garcia et al 2005).  8. Silica particles have been shown to 

escape lysosomes into the cytoplasm through iron mediated rupture of their membranes; 

this has been attributed to intralysosomal Fenton type chemistry (Persson 2005). 

Generation of hydroxyl radicals by TiO2 particles could also enable such an escape.  In the 

cytoplasm the reactive surface of free particles would be able to continue generating 

reactive oxygen species.  9. A combination of intracellular and extracellular damage 

reduces the integrity of the cell membrane allowing the escape of LDH.       
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Figure 3.17 Potential mechanisms of silica toxicity to cells.  A diagrammatic 

representation of the possible interaction of particles of DQ12 (Grey 12 point stars) with 

an A549 epithelial cell, blue arrows: Movement of free radicals/ROS, double blue tram 

lines: Plasma/vesicle/nuclear membrane, broken blue arrows: DQ12 interactions with 

plasma membrane or cell membrane proteins by hydrogen bonding, blue ovoids: 

Membrane bound proteins, broken red arrows: Damaging free radical interactions, red 

explosion: Free radical/ROS induced damage, broken black arrows: Movement of 

DQ12 particles, green boxes: Reduced (GSH)/oxidised  glutathione (GSSG), green 

arrows: Movement/interaction of GSH with free radicals/ROS. 
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To summarise results from this section: 

1. MWCNTs contain comparatively high levels of iron none of which could be 

mobilised. 

2. In aqueous solution MWCNT form tight compact aggregates closer in 

resemblance to particles than fibres. 

3.  MWCNTs have a very limited capacity to cleave DNA and may adsorb DNA. 

4.  MWCNTs spontaneously generate a reactive species (as demonstrated by ESR) 

that could be diminished by GSH and more importantly by SOD.  Diminution in 

ESR signal by SOD suggests MWCNT spontaneously generate superoxide anions. 

6.  MWCNT did not demonstrate any haemolytic potential even at extremely high 

concentrations (1-4mg/ml), in sharp contrast DQ12 was found to highly haemolytic. 

7.  In an aggregated state MWCNT demonstrated no cytotoxic potential to 

pulmonary type II epithelial cells.  Both DQ12 and TiO2 caused significant toxicity, 

in the case of TiO2 this may be attributed to reactive edges generating free radicals 

and for DQ12 to silanol groups reacting with cell membranes and generating reactive 

species.     
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Chapter 4 

The oxidative stressing and inflammatory potential in vitro of Multi-

walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) and control particles towards 

the alveolar epithelial cell line A549. 

4.1 Introduction 

Oxidative stress is the imbalance between levels of free radicals/ROS and cellular 

and tissue anti-oxidant defences in favour of oxidation resulting in activation of anti-

oxidant defences, inflammation or cellular injury (Nel et al 2006).  For cells, this 

may result in activation of oxidative stress responsive pathways and potentially 

apoptosis and necrosis (Farber 1994, Chandra et al 2000, Kochevar et al 2000, 

Simon et al 2000).  Such processes may result in inflammation, fibrosis, 

mutagenesis, carcinogenesis or tissue destruction (Wright et al 1994, Rahman et al 

2006).  To combat oxidative stress cells posses self sustained highly diverse but 

coordinated defences including glutathione (Sies 1993, Pal Yu 1994).  Reduced 

glutathione (GSH) is a tri-peptide of γ-glutamyl-cysteine-glycine that is abundant in 

mammalian cells with intra-cellular concentrations ranging from 0.5-10mM.  GSH 

reacts readily with free radicals and is a key epithelial cell anti-oxidant (Ray et al 

1999).  Oxidative stress can be expressed in terms of the ratio of reduced glutathione 

(GSH) to oxidised glutathione (GSSG) (Xia et al 2006).  This ratio is frequently 

described in paradigms of particle toxicity (Xia et al 2006) including for silica, 

ufCB, and TiO2 (Zhang et al 1999, Monteiller et al 2008).  Decreases in GSH levels 

have been linked to activation of pro-inflammatory genes (and ultimately production 

of pro-inflammatory mediators) (Ginn-pease & Whisler 1996, Wilhelm et al 1997).  
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In response to oxidative stress epithelial cells may release inteleukin-8 (IL-8) 

(Martin et al 1997).  This is a pro-inflammatory chemokine of the C-X family that is 

chemotactic and mediates neutrophil recruitment, it is produced through cooperative 

action of the transcription factors NF-κB and AP-1 (possibly also p38) (Baldwin et al 

1990, Deforge et al 1993 Feghali and Wright 1997, Mukaida 2002, Kim et al 2005).  

It has been demonstrated to be produced in response to oxidative stress (Yamamoto 

et al 2003, Yang et al 2006, Boncoeur et al 2008) and has also been observed to be 

produced in response to ufCB exposure by a mechanism involving particle mediated 

oxidative stress (Stone et al 1998, Stone et al 2000, Jijon et al 2002, Li et al 2002, 

Gilmour et al 2003, Swain et al 2004, Kim et al 2005 Mroz et al 2007).  To be 

effective and not destructive inflammation must be controlled and proportionate.  

This control is exercised partly through the cytokine tissue growth factor-β (TGF-β) 

(Sheppard et al 2004).  Triggers for TGF-β production may include ROS and 

oxidative stress (Nath et al 1998, Bellocq et al 1999).  This chapter explores the 

oxidative stressing capacity of MWCNT by examining the extent of depletion of 

glutathione in A549 cells following exposure.  It was also predicted that exposure of 

epithelial cells may result in the induction of a pro-fibrotic response detectable by 

production of TGF-β. 
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4.2 The effect of long and short Multi-walled carbon nanotube exposure on 

intracellular GSH levels in alveolar epithelial cells. 

Glutathione is an important cellular antioxidant a decline in the levels of which has 

been taken as an indicator of oxidative stress.  The total GSH content of exposed 

cells was determined by spectroscopy based on its reduction of the sulphydryl 

reagent DTNB to its yellow product 2-nitro-5-thiobenzoic acid in the presence of 

NADPH.  Assessment of A549 cell GSH content after exposure to MWCNT was 

conducted to determine if the free radical production detected by ESR resulted in 

oxidative stress.  Treatment of A549 cells with LMWCNT and SMWCNT resulted 

in a dose dependent significant depletion of total GSH (fig 4.1).  Treatment of cells 

with DQ12 resulted in a significant depletion of GSH (p<0.001) at the lowest tested 

concentration, with higher concentrations reducing GSH content to almost 

undetectable levels. 

Total intracellular GSH concentration was analysed again after treatment with 

MWCNT dispersed in 2% FCS medium (fig 4.2).  Serum was included as a natural 

dispersant to achieve a more stable finer dispersion of MWCNT, it was also 

considered possible that serum may act as buffer against the effects of reactive 

species generated by particles.  All three materials caused significant dose dependent 

depletions of total GSH that were similar in scale, for both MWCNT GSH 

reductions became significant (p<0.001) at a concentration of 31.6μg/cm
2
 and for 

positive control DQ12 at 10.5μg/cm
2
.  DQ12 caused the greatest GSH depletion at 

the lowest dose compared to the MWCNT, however the gradient of the reduction 

with increasing concentration was less than that observed for MWCNT resulting in 

the highest dose (52.6μg/cm
2
) for all tested materials causing very similar levels of 
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GSH depletion.  This observation might suggest that a protective capacity of serum 

exerted towards treated cells.  Of the two MWCNT, SMWCNT was found to inflict a 

slightly greater reduction in total GSH levels at the highest dose than LMWCNT.  

This observation was also made for cells treated in serum free medium. 

Cells were exposed to particles for 48 hours and their GSH content quantified (fig 

4.2).  It was apparent that extended culture of cells appeared to result in a decrease in 

their GSH content, this was apparent from the dramatic reduction in control cell 

GSH levels compared to previous assays.  Cells exposed to the lowest concentration 

(10.5μg/cm
2
) of MWCNT had a significantly higher total GSH levels than the 

control.  The GSH content of cells exposed to 10.5μg/cm
2
 DQ12 remained very 

similar to control levels.  Exposure to increasing concentrations of LMWCNT and 

SMWCNT resulted in a concentration dependent decrease in total GSH levels.  From 

31.6μg/cm
2
 LMWCNT significantly decreased total cellular GSH.  The GSH content 

of DQ12 treated cells decreased between the lowest and highest concentrations but 

not concentration dependently and not significantly, in fact it was observed that the 

control levels of GSH after 48 hours were lower than those cells treated with 

52.6μg/cm
2
 of DQ12.  Both MWCNT caused a greater depletion in GSH than DQ12 

after 48 hours.  The comparative lack of effect of DQ12 upon total GSH after 48 

hours may represent a protective effect of the serum. 
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Figure 4.1.  Effect of LMWCNT, SMWCNT and DQ12 on the total GSH 

content of A549 cells.  (A) GSH content was assessed in cells serum starved 

for 24 hours then exposed to particles in serum free conditions for 24 hours.  

(B) GSH content was assessed in cells exposed to reduced serum (2%) 

conditions for 24 hours and then exposed to particles for 24 hours in 2% 

serum.  Histograms represent the means of three experiments performed in 

triplicate, bars represent S.E.M.  *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.   
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Figure 4.2. Effect of LMWCNT, SMWCNT and DQ12 on the total GSH of 

A549 cells.  GSH content was assessed in cells cultured for 24 hours in 2% serum 

then exposed to particles for 48 hours in 2% serum.  Histogram represents the 

means of three experiments performed in triplicate, bars represent S.E.M. 

*p<0.05, ***p<0.001. 
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4.3 Assessment of the capacity of MWCNT to adsorb GSH 

The ability of MWCNT to adsorb glutathione was examined under serum free (in 

PBS) and reduced (2%) serum media conditions to assess the capacity for these 

materials to interfere in the assay or give a false impression of oxidative cellular 

depletion of GSH.  MWCNT particles not incubated in serum containing medium 

overnight prior to incubation with a solution GSH demonstrated a concentration 

dependent ability to adsorb GSH that increased significantly with increasing 

concentration (fig 4.3A).  This capacity was only slightly apparent for DQ12 that 

nominally adsorbed GSH in a concentration dependent manner.  Following overnight 

incubation in DMEM supplemented with 2% FCS the capacity of either LMWCNT 

or SMWCNT to adsorb GSH was abolished (fig 4.3B).  With increasing 

concentration of MWCNT the GSH concentration remained constant and stable as 

indicated by the plateau of the dose response lines.  The lack of any apparent GSH 

adsorption by MWCNT demonstrated in figure 4.3B also suggests GSH was unable 

to competitively bind to the surface of nanotube particles and replace adsorbed FCS. 
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Figure 4.3. Adsorption of GSH to (A) MWCNT and DQ12 in PBS and 

(B) MWCNT and DQ12 in 2% DMEM.  (A)Particles were prepared in PBS 

for one hour at RT with GSH.  (B) Particles were sonicated and incubated 

over night in 2% DMEM prior to being spun down and supernatants re-

suspended in GSH prepared in PBS, particles and GSH were incubated for 

one hour at RT.   Graphs represent the means of three experiments performed 

in triplicate, bars represent S.E.M.***p<0.001. 
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4.4 Ability of MWCNT to induce pro-inflammatory effects in alveolar epithelial 

cells. 

Based on their ability to generate free radicals and cause depletion of intra-cellular 

GSH, evidence of a resultant inflammatory response to this stress in epithelial cells 

was sought by measuring IL-8 production.  Cells of the alveolar epithelial cell line 

A549 were exposed to LMWCNT, SMWCNT, DQ12 (positive control particle) or 

TNF-α (positive control for IL-8 production) for 6, 24 or 48 hours in serum free or 

2% FCS DMEM and their IL-8 response assessed.  After 24 hours treatment in 

serum free medium neither LMWCNT nor SMWCNT appeared to generate a 

detectable IL-8 response (fig 4.4).  In fact background levels of IL-8 production were 

found to be significantly greater than those generated in response to MWCNT 

exposure (p<0.001, data not shown).  In sharp contrast DQ12 caused a substantial 

dose dependent release of IL-8 that became significant (***p<0.01) at 31.5μg/cm
2
.  

The complete lack of an IL-8 response to MWCNT even equivalent to background 

levels suggested adsorption of IL-8 to the test material.  This notion is supported by 

published descriptions of the ability of CNT and carbon black to adsorb biological 

molecules including inflammatory mediators.  To analyse this possibility a strategy 

of limited cellular exposure followed by a period of continued incubation in the 

absence of MWCNT was adopted.  This was based on the idea that stress or injury 

inflicted during time limited exposures of MWCNT to cells might be responded to 

by prolonged production of IL-8 which, in the absence of MWCNT, might be 

detectable.  Following six hours exposure to test materials A549 cells were washed 

and re-incubated in fresh serum free medium for 24 hours, IL-8 levels were then 

measured (figure 4.5).  The pattern of IL-8 production was similar to that described  
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Figure 4.4. Effect upon IL-8 production by A549 cells of 24 hours exposure 

to LMWCNT, SMWCNT or DQ12.  A549 cells were serum starved for 24 

hours to test materials or TNFα.  The histogram represents IL-8 levels in culture 

medium following this exposure period.  Three independent experiments were 

conducted, bars represent S.E.M.  ***p<0.001 compared to untreated control. 
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Figure 4.5.  The effect upon IL-8 production by A549 cells of 6 or 24 hours 

particles exposure followed by 24 hours post exposure incubation in fresh 

medium.  (A) Cells were serum starved then exposed for six hours to particles; 

particles were removed by washing and cells re-incubated in fresh medium for 

24 hours.  Il-8 released into culture medium was measured in fresh culture 

medium.  (B) Cells were serum staved and treated with test materials for 24 

hours, particles were removed by washing and cells culture for 24 hours in fresh 

medium.  Il-8 levels were analysed in cell culture supernatant.  Histograms 

represent means of three independent experiments, bars represent S.E.M.  

***p<0.001 compared to untreated control.   

A 

B 
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in fig. 4.4, DQ12 caused a concentration dependent increase in IL-8 levels that 

became significant (p <0.001) at 31.5μg/cm
2
.  The stepped concentration increase 

was not evident, a dramatic jump was observed between 10.5 and 31.5μg/cm
2 

that 

began to plateau thereafter.  Removal of a substantial fraction of the particles by 

washing reduced the IL-8 output by about half.  Compared to fig. 4.4 a very small 

increase in IL-8 levels was apparent at a LMWCNT concentration of 10.5μg/cm
2
 

that disappeared with increasing concentration, this was not noticeable at any 

concentration of SMWCNT.  The lack of IL-8 release even after washing the first 

treatment off could be due to continued adsorption of IL-8 by residual nanotubes 

tightly associated with the cell monolayer combined with a limited inflammatory 

ability that may not peak above control levels.   

In response to the loss of the presence of TNF-α, the secretion of IL-8 was 

diminished.  Whereas removal of a substantial fraction of DQ12 by washing still 

resulted in significant IL-8 production removal of most TNFα resulted a more 

immediate reduction in induced IL-8 production.  This may represent a continued 

stress response to damage that takes time to repair as opposed to receptor mediated 

induction of IL-8 production that is quickly down scaled once the stimulus has been 

largely removed.  The remaining level of IL-8 response may be a combination of the 

effect of residual TNFα (e.g. that bound to cells during washing) and a stress 

response to the washing and change of media itself.  

This experiment was then repeated extending the exposure period prior to cell 

washing and re-incubation in fresh serum free medium up to 24 hours (Fig 4.5B).  

This was performed to determine if a prolonged exposure would produce a more 
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substantial IL-8 response that could be quantified.  The overall pattern of results was 

similar to that described in fig. 4.5A; at 10.5μg/cm
2
 LMWCNT and SMWCNT both 

demonstrated a level of IL-8 (unlike at six hours) production that was approximately 

1/8
th

 of the level of the untreated control.  At higher MWCNT concentrations no IL-8 

production was detected.  The positive control DQ12 induced IL-8 production at all 

concentrations that increased in a concentration dependent manner but were not 

significantly greater than the control.  The extent of the cytokines production at 

10.5μg/cm
2
 DQ12 was actually less than the negative control.  The extent of IL-8 

release from A549 cells in response to DQ12 was less at 24 hours than that detected 

at six hours indicating substantial cell death in the succeeding hours.  The level of 

IL-8 release in response to TNF-α was increased significantly over that seen in fig 

4.5A although with a substantial error bar.   

It had previously been demonstrated by acellular assay that adsorption of FCS to 

CNT reduced the extent of adsorption of detectable bio-markers such as LDH and 

GSH to the surface of the nanotubes.  In light of this it was thought that exposure of 

cells to particles in 2% serum containing medium may prevent adsorption of IL-8 to 

the surface of nanotubes by physical blockade by FCS.  Particles were therefore 

prepared in 2% DMEM and cells treated for 24 or 48 hours, cell medium supernatant 

levels of IL-8 were analysed.  After 24 hours (fig 4.6a) no evidence of induced IL-8 

production from A549 cells in response to LMWCNT or SMWCNT exposure could 

be observed, DQ12 on the other hand caused a concentration- dependent increase in 

IL-8 production that was significantly (p<0.001) greater than control at the 

31.6μg/cm
2
.  The primary cytokine TNFα induced a significant (p<0.001) level of 

IL-8 release after 24 hours.  After 48 hours (fig 4.6b) an IL-8 response from A549 
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cells in response to treatment with LMWCNT was detected.  This was observed to 

decrease with increasing concentration of LMWCNT indicating possible adsorption 

of the cytokine to the surface of the nanotube.  Similarly, in response to the lowest 

concentration of SMWCNT (10.5μg/cm
2
) a small increase in IL-8 production was 

noticeable but disappeared as MWCNT concentration increased.  As for 24 hours 

exposure treatment with DQ12 caused a concentration dependent increase in IL-8 

secretion that became significantly (p<0.001) greater than control at 31.5μg/cm
2
. 

After 48 hours, treatment more than doubled the amount of IL-8 liberated from A549 

cells in response to all concentrations of DQ12 indicating a possible time as well as 

concentration dependent effect.  This result was repeated in the response of cells to 

TNF-α, exposure to this primary cytokine caused a significant (p <0.001) release of 

IL-8 substantially greater than that recorded at 24 hours. 
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Figure 4.6.  Effect of 24 or 48 hour treatment of A549 cells with 

MWCNT or DQ12 in 2% DMEM.  (A) Cells were serum reduced before 

24 hour treatment with test materials dispersed in 2% serum.  Cell culture 

medium was removed and analysed for IL-8.  (B) Cells were serum reduced 

prior to 48 hour exposure to test materials, cell culture medium was 

removed and IL-8 levels measured.  Histograms represent means of three 

independent experiments, bars represent S.E.M. ***p<0.001 compared to 

untreated control.  
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4.5 The effect of MWCNT and DQ12 particles on IL-8 and TGF-β gene 

expression in alveolar epithelial cells 

The IL-8 gene expression profiles of nanotube treated epithelial cells were examined.  

To determine the pro-inflammatory status of MWCNT reverse transcriptase PCR 

was used to examine changes in the steady state level of IL-8 gene expression of 

A549 cells.  The gene expression profile of TGF-β was also examined, it had been 

suggested that in vivo CNT caused a very limited acute inflammatory response 

followed by a rapid and more severe fibrotic response characterised by increased 

levels of TGF-β (Shvedova et al 2005, 2007, 2008).  Initially cells were exposed to 

the lowest MWCNT concentration tested during the IL-8 ELISA assays 

(10.5μg/cm
2
) because their inflammatory potential was an unknown.  Cells were also 

cultured with a variety of control particles including positive particle control DQ12, 

negative particle control TiO2, and ufCB at 10.5μg/cm
2
 and 10ng/ml the primary 

cytokine TNF-α (positive control) to serve as basis of comparison.  Cells were 

treated for four and 24 hours with each of the particles types and TNF-α. 

After four hours the only particle found to increase IL-8 expression above the level 

of the control was DQ12 (Fig 4.7), neither MWCNT induced an increase in IL-8 

mRNA expression.  Exposure of cells to TNF-α induced the greatest increase in IL-8 

expression.  To determine the influence of exposure time on IL-8 expression 

following MWCNT treatment the period of exposure was extended to 24 hours (Fig. 

4.8).  The particle DQ12 induced the greatest increase in IL-8 expression compared 

to the control.  Smaller increases in expression were induced by both TiO2, the 

cytokine TNF-α also induced a significant increase in IL-8 expression (p< 0.01).  All 

other particles matched the un treated control in terms IL-8 mRNA production. 
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Figure 4.7.  IL-8 gene expression profiles for A549 cells exposed for four hours to 

10.5μg/cm
2
 MWCNT and control particles.  Cells were exposed for four hours to 

each particles in 0% DMEM, RNA was extracted and isolated and IL-8mRNA 

quantified by RT-PCR.  (A) Representative PCR gel showing IL-8 and GAPDH bands; 

(1) LMWCNT (2) SMWCNT (3) DQ12 (4) TiO2 (5) ufCB (6) untreated (7) TNFα.  (B) 

Histogram of IL-8 gene expression as a percent of the untreated control (control level 

represented by dashed line).  Histogram represents the mean of three experiments 

conducted on pooled triplicate samples.  Il-8 expression was quantified from gels by 

densitometry and values expressed as a ratio of IL-8:GAPDH then as a percentage of 

the negative control.  Bars represent S.E.M.  
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Figure 4.8.  IL-8 gene expression profiles for A549 cells exposed for 24 hours to 

10.5μg/cm
2
 MWCNT and control particles.  Cells were exposed for four hours to 

each particles in 0% DMEM, RNA was extracted and isolated and IL-8mRNA 

quantified by RT-PCR.  (A) Representative PCR gel showing IL-8 and GAPDH bands; 

(1) LMWCNT (2) SMWCNT (3) DQ12 (4) TiO2 (5) ufCB (6) untreated (7) TNFα.  (B) 

Histogram of IL-8 gene expression as a percent of the untreated control (control level 

represented by dashed line).  Histogram represents the mean of three experiments 

conducted on pooled triplicate samples.  Il-8 expression was quantified from gels by 

densitometry and values expressed as a ratio of IL-8:GAPDH then as a percentage of 

the negative control.  Bars represent S.E.M.  
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To explain a possible concentration dependent component to MWCNT induced IL-8 

expression A549 treatment concentrations were increased from 10.5μg/cm
2
 to 

52.6μg/cm
2
 for 24 hours (DQ12 concentration was maintained at 10.5μ/cm

2
).  An 

additional MWCNT was also included for comparison, designated Japanese multi-

walled carbon nanotube (JMWCNT) after its manufacturing origin.  After 24 

exposures at 52.6μg/cm
2
 (appendix VI) neither LMWCNT nor SMWCNT caused 

A549 cells to express IL-8 to a level greater than the untreated control.  IL-8 

expression was increased by JMWCNT to levels double background and those 

induced by LMWCNT and SMWCNT, IL-8 mRNA production was also slightly 

above that following ufCB exposure.  As a result of treatment with TiO2 IL-8 gene 

expression was increased fourfold above the level of the untreated control but also 

non-significantly.  It was observed that only DQ12 substantially increased the 

expression of Il-8 cells after treatment. 

A549 cells were cultured with LMWCNT, SMWCNT and the control particles TiO2, 

DQ12, ufCB (at a concentration of 10.6μg/cm
2
) as well as TNF-α (at 10ng/ml) for 

four (Fig. 4.9) and 24 hours (fig 4.10).  The mRNA of treated cells was isolated and 

quantified by RT-PCR.  After four hours (fig 4.9) all particle treatments appeared to 

reduce TGF-β expression to levels below that of the untreated control with the 

greatest decrease following LMWCNT exposure, other particles reduced TGF-β 

mRNA production in the order; DQ12 > SMWCNT > TiO2 > ufCB.  The level of 

TGF-β mRNA synthesis after TNF-α treatment closely matched that of the untreated 

control.   After 24 hours (fig 4.10) TGF-β expression following particle exposure 

was still less than control levels although TNF-α caused a slight increase in 

expression of TGF-β.   
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Figure 4.9. TGF-β gene expression profiles for A549 cells exposed for 4 hours 

to 10.5μg/cm
2
 of MWCNT and control particles.  Cells were exposed for four 

hours to each particle in 0% DMEM, RNA was extracted and isolated and TGF-β1 

mRNA quantified by RT-PCR. (A) Representative PCR gel showing IL-8 and 

GAPDH bands; (1)Control (untreated) (2)LMWCNT (3) SMWCNT (4) DQ12 (5) 

TiO2 (6) ufCB (7) TNFα.  (B) Histogram of TGF-β gene expression expressed as a 

percent of the negative control.  The histogram represents the mean of three 

experiments conducted on pooled triplicate samples.  TGF-β expression was 

quantified from gels by densitometry and values expressed as a ratio of TGF-

β:GAPDH and then as a percent of the negative control.  Bars represent S.E.M.   
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Figure 4.10. TGF-β gene expression profiles for A549 cells exposed for 24 

hours to 10.5μg/cm
2
 of MWCNT and control particles.  Cells were exposed for 

four hours to each particle in 0% DMEM, RNA was extracted and isolated and 

TGF-β1 mRNA quantified by RT-PCR. (A) Representative PCR gel showing IL-8 

and GAPDH bands; (1)Control (untreated) (2)LMWCNT (3) SMWCNT (4) DQ12 

(5) TiO2 (6) ufCB (7) TNFα.  (B) Histogram of TGF-β gene expression expressed 

as a percent of the negative control.  The histogram represents the mean of three 

experiments conducted on pooled triplicate samples.  TGF-β expression was 

quantified from gels by densitometry and values expressed as a ratio of TGF-

β:GAPDH and then as a percent of the negative control.  Bars represent S.E.M.   
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4.6 Discussion 

Work in this chapter was undertaken to examine a possible link between the free 

radical generating capacity of MWCNT and an ability to induce oxidative stress.  

Cellular levels of GSH have been established as markers for oxidative stress and 

determine susceptibility to ionising radiation and oxidants (Meister & Anderson 

1983, Rahman 1998).  GSH levels may also modulate pro-inflammatory cytokine 

production by exerting influence over signalling pathways and transcription factors 

(Deforge et al 1993, Wilhelm et al 1997, Gosset et al 1999, Rahman & MacNee 

2000, Yamamoto et al 2003, Ji et al 2006).  Central to oxidatively induced IL-8 

synthesis in NF-κB (Desaki et al 2000), its activation can be indirectly mediated by 

oxidants (Anderson et al 1994, Janssen-Heininger et al 1999, Rahman et al 2002) 

and appears to be tied to the redox status of the cell, in particular the GSH:GSSG 

ratio (Gutter et al 1994, Ginn-Pease & Whisler 1996, Obin et al 1998, Manna et al 

1999, Rahman & MacNee et al 2000). 

Depletion of GSH.  Exposure of serum starved cells for 24 hours to either 

LMWCNT or SMWCNT resulted in a significant concentration dependent depletion 

of total GSH at medium and highest doses.  The extent of depletion was virtually 

identical perhaps suggesting the mechanism responsible was the same and unrelated 

to physical differences between samples.  DQ12 significantly depleted total GSH at 

the lowest concentration and reduced GSH levels close to zero at high 

concentrations.  The capacity of MWCNT to deplete GSH may be related to their 

ability to generate a reactive species as detected by ESR.  As for ufCB, this ability 

appears to be independent of transition metals (Stone et al 1998, Brown et al 2000, 

Greenwell et al 2002, Wilson et al 2002, Gallagher et al 2003, Koike & Kobayashi et 
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al 2006, Yamawaki & Iwai 2006, Mroz et al 2007) and may be derived from reactive 

dangling bonds located at defect and edge sites (Kang & Wang 1997, Mannivannan 

et al 1999, Boehm 2002, Ungar et al 2002, Vorob’ev-Desyatovskii et al 2006, 

Cabrera-Sanfelix & Darling 2007) on carbon nanotubes from which electrons can be 

transferred (Ebbesen & Takada 1995, Kosaka et al 1995, Kang et al 1997, 

Mawhinney et al 2000, Vix-Guterlet al 2001, Banks et al 2004, Li et al 2005) to 

produce free radicals.  The depletion of GSH in response to free radical production 

could occur as a result of lipid peroxidation in the plasma membrane (Pal Yu et al 

1994) or as a result of flooding cells intracellular environment with an oxidising 

species (Farber et al 1994, Mulier et al 1998).  Superoxide ions (one of the species 

possibly generated by MWCNT based on the limited radical specificity of the spin 

trap TEMPONE-H and the ability of SOD to reduce the MWCNT ESR signal) could 

compound this by liberating intracellular protein bound iron (Biemond et al 1986, 

Liochev & Fridovich 1994) providing iron for Fenton chemistry.  This however 

would require that MWCNT exist free in the cells intracellular environment as 

superoxide anions would be incapable of crossing the plasma membrane. 

DQ12 significantly depleted GSH.  Its greater capacity to do so may be as a result of 

the mineral causing membrane damage and enabling efflux of GSH from the cell 

(Merchant et al 1990, Pandurangi et al 1990, Zhuo et al 1999).  Haemolysis caused 

by DQ12 has been explained by a mechanism involving membrane damage that 

allows efflux of the contents of erythrocytes (Summerton et al 1977, Pandurangi et al 

1990).  MWCNT appeared unable to cause significant membrane damage (based on 

the results of haemolysis assays) possibly explaining their comparatively more 

limited effect on the GSH content of A549 cells.  Reactive species generated  
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Figure 4.11. Diagrammatic representations of the hypothetical mechanisms of 

glutathione depletion following exposure to MWCNT.  (1) Water reacts with 

reactive sites upon MWCNT aggregates to generate hydrogen peroxide that undergoes 

further oxidisation upon reactive sites to hydroxyl radicals.  (2) Generated in close 

proximity to the plasma membrane hydroxyl radicals oxidise its lipid constituents.  (3)  

Hydrogen peroxide derived from the reaction of water with reactive carbons diffuses 

through the plasma membrane into the cytosol. (4)  Hydrogen peroxide reacts with 

accessible residual ion particles and produces hydroxyl radicals that attack the cell 

membrane.  (5) Residual iron particles reduce aqueous oxygen to superoxide 

molecules that dismutase to hydrogen peroxide and permeate into the cell cytosol.  (6) 

Changes in the permeability of the cell membrane as a result of oxidative damage 

allow an efflux of glutathione into the cell medium.  (7) Lipid radicals (L˙) generated 

by reaction with hydroxyl radicals are countered by vitamin E resulting in the 

production of a vitamin E radical and lipid molecules (L).  Vitamin E radicals are 

returned to their reduced state by GSH resulting in the production of GSSG, at the cost 

of NADPH GSSG is re-reduced to GSH.  (8) Hydrogen peroxide that gains access to 

the cytosol is countered by GPx utilising GSH.  (9) Un-relenting expenditure of 

NADPH on the reduction of GSSG will result in its depletion ending with cellular 

reliance solely upon GSH and the thiols accelerated depletion.  (10) Internalised 

MWCNT aggregates spontaneously produce superoxide radicals either as a result of 

the reaction of aqueous oxygen with reactive carbons or as a result of cytochrome 

P450 reduction of quinone groups on MWCNT (11).  (12) Superoxide generated from 

MWCNT reacts with Iron containing proteins liberating iron particles freely into the 

cytosol.  (13)  Free iron can react by Fenton chemistry with hydrogen peroxide to 

generate hydroxyl radicals and further add to an increasingly oxidised cellular 

environment.        
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aqueously (hydrogen peroxide, hydroxyl radicals, superoxide anions, singlet oxygen) 

from the reaction of surface silanol groups with water could also act as drain on GSH 

as a result of oxidative membrane damage (Pal Yu et al 1994) or by permeating the 

cell (e.g. hydrogen peroxide) and acting as a direct drain on GSH reserves (Farber 

1994, Wright et al 1994, Mulier et al 1998, Zhuo et al 1999).  DQ12 can also be 

ingested (Fanizza et al 2007) which potentially could result in free radicals generated 

intracellularly also depleting GSH.  GSH can reduce ferric iron bound to the surface 

of particles to its reduced ferrous form, in this way GSH could speed up its own 

depletion by initiating Fenton chemistry (Fenoglio et al 2003, Fubini & Hubbard 

2003). 

Exposure of A549 cells to LWMCT, SMWCNT or DQ12 in 2% DMEM for 24 

hours dose dependently and significantly decreased GSH.  The overall GSH content 

of cells appeared higher (compared to cells serum starved and treated in 0% DMEM) 

possibly as a result of the presence of cysteine in the serum boosting cells 

intracellular cysteine pool and ultimately GSH content (Mulier et al 1998).  The lack 

of cysteine in 0% DMEM could act as a limiting factor for GSH synthesis (Kang et 

al 1990, Attene-Ramos et al 2005).  Particle driven depletion of GSH was 

consistently more substantial for cells treated in 0% DMEM than for cells treated in 

2% DMEM.  This may represent a combination of increased GSH synthesis or a 

coating (or buffering) effect of serum proteins shielding cells from the reactive 

surfaces or reactive species of or generated by DQ12 or the MWCNT. 

Culture of cells for 48 hours in 2% DMEM halved basal GSH levels (control at 24 

hours compared to control at 48 hours) with a similar effect for particle treated cells 

at the lowest concentration (24 vs. 48 hours).  This decrease might be due to a 
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reduction in GSH synthesis by cells approaching or reaching confluence combined 

with an increase in ROS levels and the use of redox equivalents for other processes 

(such as ATP synthesis) that also occurs during the plateau phase of cell growth 

(Kang et al 1990, Ray et al 1999).  The GSH content of A549 cells exposed to the 

lowest dose of MWCNT for 48 hours was significantly greater than control.  A 

slower rate of proliferation due to the presence of low dose MWCNT may have 

meant GSH synthesis not being reduced to the same extent as control cells.  Higher 

doses of MWCNT resulted in significant depletion of GSH suggesting either the 

effect of a continuous production of a MWCNT generated reactive species or a 

combined effect of a MWCNT generated reactive species depleting GSH reserves 

already diminished as a result of extended culture and growth phase.   

Comparatively, at 48 hours exposure DQ12 had no effect on GSH levels.  If the 

under lying mechanism of DQ12 driven GSH depletion was efflux driven then this 

may represent blocking of this mechanism by serum coating of particles (Roach et al 

2006).  The cytotoxicity of quartz has been found to be reduced following coating of 

its surface (REF!!!). 

Overall MWCNT have an apparent capacity to diminish GSH content of A549 cells 

that is diminished in the presence of serum.  DQ12 also has a significant ability to 

deplete intracellular GSH but this capacity is substantially reduced in the presence of 

serum, more so than for MWCNT.  This may represent different mechanisms by the 

different materials at causing GSH depletion e.g. an efflux driven mechanism 

requiring a physical interaction between particle and cells and blockaded by protein 

adsorption to the particles surface as opposed to a mechanism based on the 

generation of an aqueous reactive species. 
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GSH Adsorption.  Both MWCNT demonstrated significant capacity to adsorb GSH 

that was abolished in the presence of serum.  This indicates that in this instance GSH 

could not out compete the protein component of serum to bind to the surface of 

MWCNT.  Very little adsorptive capacity was demonstrated by DQ12 for GSH. 

IL-8 and TGFβ production.  Neither LMWCNT nor SMWCNT induced a 

detectable IL-8 protein response after 24 hours exposure in 0% DMEM; in contrast 

DQ12 caused a significant dose dependent increase in IL-8 production.  The 

complete lack of IL-8 response (not even to basal levels as demonstrated by the 

control) could have been due to adsorption of IL-8 protein to MWCNT for which 

CNT have a high and varied capacity (Karajanagi et al 2003, Bradley et al 2004, 

Chen et al 2004, Asuri et al 2006, Bi et al 2006, Song et al 2006, Ito et al 2007, 

Valenti et al 2007).  Exposure followed by removal of treatments at six or 24 hours 

then continued culture in fresh media (interrupted exposure) produced a dose 

dependent IL-8 release from DQ12 (significant at 6 hours exposure) but no response  

from MWCNT treatments.  Adsorption may have continued to have played a role 

even after washing due to the difficulty of fully removing CNT from the cell 

monolayer.  Also as with other assays, cells were unlikely to be fully exposed to the 

full dose of MWCNT due to their hydrophobicity and the consequent tendency of a 

proportion of the dose to flocculate well above the cell layer. 

The ability of quartz to generate free radicals at its surface (Fubini et al 2003, 

Albrecht et al 2005, Øvrevik et al 2005, Fanizza et al 2007, Singh et al 2007) has 

been found to have an inverse relationship with the GSH content of exposed cells 

(Zhuo et al 1999, Fenoglio et al 2003, Lin et al 2006).  Given the association 

between oxidative stress and elevated IL-8 production (Deforge et al 1993, Rahman 
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Figure 4.12.  The correlation between GSH content (nM.mg protein) and IL-8 

protein production (pg/ml) of A549 cells after 24 hours exposed to either DQ12 and 

LMWCNT in 2% FCS DMEM.  (A)  The graph shows an inverse correlation between 

cellular GSH content and IL-8 production in cells exposed to DQ12 in 2% FCS DMEM 

for 24 hours, at higher GSH contents the extent of IL-8 production is lower.  As the GSH 

content of the cell decreases the output of IL-8 appears to be raised.   

et al 2003, Yamamoto et al 2003, Bonceoeur et al 2008) this might suggest DQ12 

generated ROS induce oxidative stress that activates transcriptional events (Schins et 

al 2000, Øvrevik et al 2004, 2005, 2005a) culminating in IL-8 production.  This 

tallies with the inverse correlation between the extent of DQ12 induced GSH 

depletion and IL-8 production (Figure 4.11).  Depletion may not necessarily be due 

solely to ROS, as has been suggested earlier GSH efflux may be occurring also.  The 

physical damage to the cell combined with the increasingly oxidising conditions 

(owing to loss of GSH) could also stimulate IL-8 release.   

       

    

     

 

 

  

        

 

 

 

 

 

Following 24 hours interrupted exposure DQ12 induced IL-8 production was 

substantially decreased compared to that at six hours possibly as a result of a 

reduction in cell numbers.   
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Cells exposed to DQ12 in 2% DMEM for 24 hours dose dependently induced IL-8 

secretion but to a level less than that seen for cells exposed in 0% serum.  Again this 

may represent a protective effect of serum.  After 48 hours exposure DQ12 

significantly increased IL-8 production to an extent greater than that seen at any 

concentration following 24 hours exposure indicating a time and dose dependent 

effect. 

Only DQ12 (10.6μg/cm
2
) and TNFα up regulated IL-8 mRNA production in A549 

cells after 4 hours, MWCNT, TiO2 and ufCB had no effect.  After extension of 

treatment time to 24 hours DQ12 increased IL-8 output fourfold indicative of a time 

dependent effect.  MWCNT, TiO2and ufCB were once again observed to have no 

effect.  Increasing dose levels to 52.6μg/cm
2
 for 24 hours resulted in a substantial 

level of IL-8 production from DQ12 exposed cells.  IL-8 levels were elevated only 

slightly by MWCNT, TiO2and ufCB.  DQ12 has a reported capacity to induce pro-

inflammatory signalling pathways resulting in IL-8 transcription (Desaki et al 2000, 

Schins et al 2000 Øvrevik et al 2004, 2005).  Its limited effect after four hours may 

have the result of the relatively small dose and short treatment time, its lack of effect 

at anything but the highest dose might be a reflection of the aged nature of the 

quartz.  Despite appearing to spontaneously generate a reactive species and deplete 

GSH levels (indicative of oxidative stress) of A549 cells this was not translated into 

IL-8 production.  This may be partly due to the limited exposure of cells owing to 

the flocculated nature of the MWCNT, it may also represent a need for a threshold 

level of GSH depletion before a pro-inflammatory response such as IL-8 release in 

stimulated. 
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In vivo work has suggested CNT may induce a fibrotic response over a primary 

inflammatory response (Shvedova et al 2005, Mangum et al 2006, Li et al 2007).  

With the chance that MWCNT may have initiated a more fibrotic response in vitro 

from A549 cells the levels of TGFβ were measured in response to MWCNT 

exposure.  TGFβ can be produced by alveolar epithelial cells (Bellocq et al 1999, 

Sheppard et al 2007, Stramer et al 2007) possibly in response to ROS or penetration 

of cells by mineral particles (Dai et al 1998).  No particle was observed to induce 

TGFβ production, instead levels of this cytokine appeared to be reduce below the 

level of the control.  This may have been due to under amplification of TGFβ 

products relative to the GAPDH housekeeping gene. 

Summary.  Both MWCNT were able to deplete GSH in A549 cells in a manner that 

was dependent on dose and duration of exposure.  DQ12 also depleted GSH.  

Depletion of GSH was reduced in the presence of serum suggesting a protective 

effect for FCS.  Neither MWCNT induced a pro-inflammatory response as measured 

by extent of IL-8 production, only DQ12 was able to induce a pro-inflammatory 

response from A549 cells.  In aggregate flocculated form neither MWCNT appears 

to have an inflammatory potential despite a capacity to produce a reactive species (as 

quantified by ESR) and deplete total cellular GSH.  MWCNT thus appear to be non 

toxic and non inflammatory.      
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Chapter 5 

The effect of MWCNT upon activation of the transcription factor 

nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB) in the alveolar epithelial cell line 

A549. 

5.1 Introduction 

 

NF-κB is a member of the Rel family, a group of proteins sharing sequence homology of 

over 300 amino acids that serve as transcription factors.  They exist as homo or heterodimers 

each with slightly different binding preferences for a decameric sequence of DNA.  The 

classically activated form of NF-κB is a construct of the proteins p65 (Rel A) and p50, other 

subunits such as p105, p100, c-rel and Rel B combine to form alternative forms of the 

transcription factor.  In an un-stimulated cell NF-κB is held in the cytoplasm in an inactive 

form by the inhibitory protein Inhibitory-κB (IκB) that covers the transcription factors 

nuclear translocation signal preventing it from entering the nucleus.  Stimulation of the cell 

results in the phosphorylation and detachment of IκB and phosphorylation of NF-κB and the 

addition of ubiquitin molecules to both.  Freed of IκB, NF-κB moves to the nucleus and 

binds specific promoter regions of target genes resulting in their transcription and expression 

(Rahman & MacNee 1998).  NF-κB is responsible for transcriptional regulation of a variety 

of genes (table 5.0) including IL-8 (Hoffman et al 2002, Jijon et al 2002) in response to a 

multitude of stimuli including oxidative stress and the products of oxidative stress 

(Anderson et al 1994, Ekstrand-Hammarström et al 2006) (although a central pathway 

involving ROS or oxidative stress has been questioned) (Bowie & O’Neill 2000).  For 

example the ratio of GSSG to GSH has been found to be a factor in the activation of NF-κB 

and associated components (Galter et al 1994, Ginn-pease & Whisler 1996, Obin et al 1998, 
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Genes regulated by NFκB
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p53
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inflammatory 
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IL-6 Eotaxin C-reactive protein CD48

IL-12 RANTES 12-lipoxygenase

Manna et al 1999, Rahman et al 2003) combined with the activity of histone deacetylases 

(Rahman et al 2002). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The inflammatory response of cells exposed to particulates has been linked to the activation 

of NF-κB through mechanisms that involve production of free radicals and/or reactive 

oxygen species and the induction of oxidative stress.  Quartz has been demonstrated to 

activate NF-κB in vitro (Schins et al 2000, Hubbard et al 2002) through a free 

radical/oxidative stressed based mechanism (Chen et al 1998, Desaki et al 2000).  Cellular 

exposure to fibres can result in the activation of NF-κB; this has been demonstrated upon 

macrophage ingestion of glass fibres in a manner related to fibre length and generation of 

ROS (Ye et al 1999).  Also, in the synthesis and release of IL-6 by asbestos and H202 in 

A549 and Bronchial epithelial cells mediated by NF-κB.  This was diminished by treatment 

with antioxidants suggesting a role for free radicals (Simeonova et al 1997).  Oxidative 

stress and generation of free radicals and ROS by carbon based particulates (Stone et al 

1998, Dellinger et al 2001, Pan et al 2004, Xia et al 2006) have widely been incorporated as 

Table 5.1 Categories of genes regulated by the transcription factor NF-κB.  Adapted 

from Rahman & MacNee. 1998. Role of transcription factors in inflammatory lung 

diseases. Thorax 53: 601-612. 
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part of the mechanisms leading to NF-κB activation (Takizwa et al 1999, Jimènez et al 2000, 

Shukla et al 2000, Mroz et al 2007).  Its activation may be also insinuated following 

particulate exposure through the production and release of factors that require NF-κB 

transcriptional control such as IL-8 (Bayram et al 1998, Abe et al 2000, Monn & Becker 

1999, Takano et al 2002, Gilmour et al 2003) although care should taken making this link 

(Kim et al 2005).  Oxidative stress following keratinocyte exposure to SWCNT has been 

identified as the causative mechanism responsible for activation of NFκB (Manna et al 

2005).   

 

5.2 A study of the effect of MWCNT and control particles upon activation of the 

transcription factor nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB) in the alveolar epithelial 

cell line A549 

This investigation into possible toxicity of MWCNT has demonstrated an apparent ability to 

generate a free radical species and deplete the total glutathione of cultured epithelial cells.  

Based on the abundant literature links between these two events and the activation of the 

transcription factor NF-κB (oft associated with inflammatory outcomes), the capacity of 

LMWCNT and SMWCNT to activate NF-κB compared to a panel of control particles was 

investigated.  Cells were exposed to two concentrations of MWCNT or particles (10.6 or 

52.6μg/cm
2
) for four hours.  The proportion of NF-κB having migrated to the nucleus was 

investigated by immunocytochemistry and measured qualitatively by visual judgement of 

the extent of nuclear staining.  This was aided by conversion of coloured images to black 

and white in which the density of black pixels correlated with areas of high p50 staining 

intensity.   
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Figure 5.1 (A) Confocal image of untreated cells exposed to serum free 

conditions for four hours prior to staining.  Darker stained green areas 

represent p50 sequestered in the cytoplasm whilst brighter green areas are 

p50 that has translocated into the nucleus. (B)  The local maxima of 

luminescence of confocal image (A), for this image luminescence was 

defined as the average of colours with dark areas representing brighter 

stained nuclei and lighter pixelated areas the cytoplasm.  With no treatment 

little distinction in staining density could be made between nuclear and 

cytoplasmic regions suggesting little translocation of NF-κB into the nucleus 

(C) The numbered outlines of cells counted and measured by ImageJ. The 

scale bars represent 25μm. 
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Figure 5.2 (A) Confocal image of TNFα treated cells in serum free 

conditions for four hours prior to staining.  Darker stained green areas 

represent p50 sequestered in the cytoplasm whilst brighter green areas are 

p50 that has translocated into the nucleus.  In this image compared to the 

untreated cells the majority of nuclei posses a bright green hue indicative 

of the TNFα stimulated translocation of NF-κB.  The scale bar represents 

25μm.  (B) The local maxima of luminescence of confocal image (A), 

for this image luminescence was defined as the average of colours with 

dark areas representing brighter stained nuclei and lighter pixelated areas 

the cytoplasm.  In Comparison to the un-treated control most of the cells 

display clearly demarcated black nuclei indicating extensive luminescence 

and movement of the p50 unit of NF-κB into the nucleus, the scale bar 

represents 25μm.  (C) The numbered outlines of cells counted and 

measured by ImageJ.  

A 

B C 
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Figure 5.3 (A) Confocal image of cells treated with 10.5μg/cm
2
 

LMWCNT in serum free conditions for four hours prior to staining.  

Darker stained green areas represent p50 sequestered in the cytoplasm whilst 

brighter green areas are p50 that has translocated into the nucleus.  

LMWCNT (10μg/cm
2
) failed to demonstrate extensive NF-κB translocation.  

The scale bar represents 50μm.  (B) The local maxima of luminescence of 

confocal image (A), most of the cells failed to show darkening of the nuclear 

region.  Pixel distribution was uniform indicating a lack of accumulation of 

NFκB sub unit in the nucleus.  The scale bar represents 50μm.  (C) The 

numbered outlines of cells counted and measured by ImageJ.  

A 

B C 
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Figure 5.4 (A) Confocal image of cells treated with 52.6μg/cm
2
 

LMWCNT in serum free conditions for four hours prior to staining.  

Darker stained green areas represent p50 sequestered in the cytoplasm whilst 

brighter green areas are p50 that has translocated into the nucleus.  A higher 

concentration of LMWCNT (52.6μg/cm
2
) caused more extensive movement 

of NF-κB into the nucleus in this individual assay.  The scale bar represents 

50μm.  (B) The local maxima of luminescence more clearly shows a greater 

number of cells with a greater density of pixels localised to the cell nucleus 

indicating movement of NFκB.  As this effect was amplified at 52.6 as 

opposed to 10.5μg/cm
2
 it is suggestive of a concentration dependent effect, 

the scale bar represents 50μm.  (C) The numbered outlines of cells counted 

and measured by ImageJ.  

A 

B C 
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Figure 5.5 (A) Confocal image of cells treated with 10.5μg/cm
2
 

SMWCNT in serum free conditions for four hours prior to staining.  

Darker stained green areas represent p50 sequestered in the cytoplasm whilst 

brighter green areas are p50 that has translocated into the nucleus.  A 

concentration of 10.5μg/cm
2 

SMWCNT caused only slight movement of 

NFκB into the nucleus in this assay.  The scale bar represents 50μm.  (B) 

The local maxima of luminescence showed few cells with heavily stained 

nuclei, the majority of cells demonstrated uniform pixel density and thus 

limited NF-κB translocation. The scale bar represents 50μm.  (C) The 

numbered outlines of cells counted and measured by ImageJ.  

A 

B C 
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Figure 5.6 (A).  Confocal image of cells treated with 52.6μg/cm
2
 

SMWCNT in serum free conditions for four hours prior to staining.  

Darker stained green areas represent p50 sequestered in the cytoplasm 

whilst brighter green areas are p50 that has translocated into the nucleus.  

A concentration of 52.6μg/cm
2
SMWCNT failed to cause an obvious 

extensive increase in the level of nuclear staining.  The scale bar represents 

50μm.  (B). The local maxima of luminescence showed no obvious 

increase in nuclear staining density and thus little movement of NF-κB into 

the nucleus.   The scale bar represents 50μm.  (C). The numbered outlines 

of cells counted and measured by ImageJ.  

A 

B C 
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Figure 5.7 (A).  Confocal image of cells treated with 10.5μg/cm
2
 TiO2 

in serum free conditions for four hours prior to staining.  Darker 

stained green areas represent p50 sequestered in the cytoplasm whilst 

brighter green areas are p50 that has translocated into the nucleus.  A 

concentration of 10.5μg/cm
2
 TiO2 caused some movement of NFκB into 

the nucleus in this assay.  The scale bar represents 50μm.  (B). The local 

maxima of luminescence demonstrated few cells with densely stained 

nuclei.  In comparison to other images there appeared to be a greater 

scattering of pixels between cells (outside of and between regions of high 

pixel densities corresponding to cells).  This may represent interference 

of residual TiO2 particles with confocal imaging.  The scale bar 

represents 50μm.  (C). The numbered outlines of cells counted and 

measured by ImageJ.  

A 

B C 
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Figure 5.8 (A) Confocal image of cells treated with 52.6μg/cm
2
 TiO2 

in serum free conditions for four hours prior to staining.  Darker 

stained green areas represent p50 sequestered in the cytoplasm whilst 

brighter green areas are p50 that has translocated into the nucleus.  A 

concentration of 52.6μg/cm
2 

TiO2 failed to increase the level of nuclear 

staining compared to 10.5μg/cm
2
.  The scale bar represents 50μm.  (B) 

The local maxima of luminescence showed no obvious increase in cells 

with heavily stained nuclei.  As with the lower concentration of TiO2 

there appeared some interference from residual nanoparticles.  The scale 

bar represents 50μm.  (C) The numbered outlines of cells counted and 

measured by ImageJ.  

A 

B C 
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Figure 5.9 (A) Confocal image of cells treated with 10.5μg/cm
2
 DQ12 

in serum free conditions for four hours prior to staining.  Darker 

stained green areas represent p50 sequestered in the cytoplasm whilst 

brighter green areas are p50 that has translocated into the nucleus.  A 

concentration of 10.5μg/cm
2
 DQ12 caused no movement of NF-κB into 

the nucleus.  The scale bar represents 50μm.  (B) The local maxima of 

luminescence indicated uniform pixel density with no concentration in 

the nuclear region suggesting little to no translocation of p50.  The scale 

bar represents 50μm.  (C) The numbered outlines of cells counted and 

measured by ImageJ.  

A 

B C 
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Figure 5.10 (A) Confocal image of cells treated with 52.6μg/cm
2
 DQ12 in 

serum free conditions for four hours prior to staining.  Darker stained 

green areas represent p50 sequestered in the cytoplasm whilst brighter green 

areas are p50 that has translocated into the nucleus.  A concentration of 

52.6μg/cm
2 

DQ12 caused extensive nuclear staining compared to 

10.5μg/cm
2 

and the negative control.  The scale bar represents 50μm.  (B)  

Following exposure to a higher concentration of DQ12 a dramatic increase 

in the pixel density of nuclei became apparent matching the heavy staining 

seen in 5.10A and indicating extensive movement of p50 into the nucleus. 

The scale bar represents 50μm.  (C)  The numbered outlines of cells counted 

and measured by ImageJ.  

A 

B C 
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Figure 5.11 The extent of NF-κB p50 translocation from the cytoplasm 

to the nucleus of A549 cells after four hours particle treatment with 

either 10.5 or 52.6μg/cm
2
.  Cells were grown on coverslips and treated for 

four hours with each particle prior to being exposed to antibodies 

recognising the p50 subunit of NF-κB.  The extent of p50 translocation was 

visualised by immunofluorescence using confocal microscopy.  Assessment 

of particle induced nuclear translocation was made by counting positive p50 

nuclei staining cells and expressing these as a percentage of the total cells.  

Solid black bars represent the negative control, cells treated with 10ng/ml 

TNFα and cells treated with 10.5μg/cm
2
 particle.  White bars represent cells 

treated with 52.5μg/cm
2
 particles.  This chart is representative of three 

experiments performed in duplicate.  
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Figures 5.1 – 5.10 represent individual assays, the aggregate result of three assays revealed 

no significant induction of nuclear translocation of p50 by any particle at any concentration 

into the nucleus of A549 cells (Fig. 5.11).   Fig 5.11 reveals a high back ground level of p50 

translocation (52.2 ± 6.4%) and comparatively little effect of TNFα (52.3 ± 13.5%), the only 

particle to induce greater p50 translocation than TNFα and the negative control was 

SMWCNT (61.3 ± 10.3 and 62.9 ± 7.9% at 10.5 and 52.5μg/cm
2
 respectively).  All other 

particles; LMWCNT (32.8 ± 3.6% and 36.9 ± 4.7% at 10.5 and 52.6μg/cm
2
 respectively), 

DQ12 (29.4 ± 11.5% and 37.5 ± 8.7% at 10.5 and 52.6μg/cm
2
 respectively) and TiO2 (39.8 ± 

23 9% and 21.3 ± 15.2% at 10.5 and 52.6μg/cm
2
) failed to cause p50 translocation to the 

nucleus to an extent similar or greater than the negative control.   
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5.3 Discussion 

 
Exposure of lung cells to a wide assortment of different particles including carbon and 

combustion derived particles, mineral particles and metal particles is associated with the 

generation of oxidative stress and inflammation by activation of the redox sensitive 

transcription factor NF-κB (Stone et al 1998, Arimoto et al 1999, Chen et al 1998, Takizawa 

et al 1999, Abe et al 2000, Brown et al 2000, Elias et al 2000 Shulka et al 2000, Greenwell 

et al 2002, Hubbard et al 2002 Takano et al 2002, Gilmour et al 2003, Albrecht et al 2004, 

Dybdahl et al 2004, Pan et al 2004, Felix et al 2005, Kim et al 2005, McNeilly et al 2005, 

Lin et al 2006, Mroz et al 2007).   

Carbon nanotubes have been purported to generate ROS and /or oxidative stress (Manna et 

al 2005, Kagan et al 2006, Pulskamp et al 2007a, b, Sharma et al 2007, Yan et al 2007).  

Adverse effects have also been linked to the physical interactions of these materials with 

cells (Cui et al 2005, Monteiro-Riviere et al 2005, Tian et al 2006, Pensabene et al 2007, 

Hirano et al 2008).  A general capability of CNT (in their own right) to generate ROS is not 

established; a couple of groups have reported ROS scavenging activity for nanotubes (Watts 

et al 2003, Fenoglio et al 2006, Muller et al 2008) and the possible contribution of residual 

(largely transition) metals can’t be ignored (Kagan et al 2006, Pulskamp et al 2007, Muller 

et al 2008).  The presence of transition metals is important not only due to their established 

ability to produce free radicals (Ghio et al 1992, Stohs & Bagchi 1995, Urbański & 

Beresewicz 2000, Fenoglio et al 2003, Felix et al 2005, Valko et al 2005) but also due their 

ability to activate NF-κB through both ROS dependent and independent mechanisms.  Many 

metals posses a duel activation/inhibition capability for NF-κB depending on their 

concentration (Chen & Shi et al 2002).  For this reason metal availability should be an 

important consideration in the study of the effect of CNT on the activation status of 

transcription factors such as NF-κB.     
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In this study individual assay results indicated particle driven NF-κB activation, a dose 

dependent effect of LMWCNT and DQ12 was observed, however this was not substantiated 

consistently over three repeats.  The relatively muted effect of particles and TNFα upon NF-

κB translocation reflects a greater than expected levels of positive staining nuclei amongst 

negative control cells.  This is partly a function of the variation in the number of countable 

nuclei between treatments and likely technical issues with the assay such as variations of 

fluorescent signal intensity between assays and loss of signal due to bleaching of the fluoro-

probe during the image capturing process.  A more effective method may be to quantify the 

amount of NF-κB in the nucleus after various treatments (relative to an untreated control) 

rather than looking at the cell as a whole, assay techniques such as by EMSA technique or 

NF-κB ELISA should therefore be used in addition to or in place of confocal imaging..      

In a large body of published literature quartz generated free radicals mediate oxidative stress 

that is associated with NF-κB activation (Ghio et al 1992, Xu et al 1999, Desaki et al 2000, 

Deshpande et al 2002, Fenoglio et al 2003, Fubini et al 2003, Rahman et al 2003, Albrecht et 

al 2005, Fanviza et al 2007, Boncoeur et al 2008).  Quartz has been hypothesised to 

modulate NF-κB activity directly as a result of the action of ROS on components of the 

transcription factors activation chain (Flohè et al 1997, Chen & Shi et al 2002), through 

activation of possible histone acetylation regulatory MAPK pathways that enhance NF-κB 

activation (Gilmour et al 2003, Øvrevik et al 2006), through proteins such as APE/Ref-1 

(Albrecht et al 2005) and/or by changing the cells internal redox environment through the 

depletion of intracellular antioxidants such as GSH.  Changes in the redox state of GSH can 

regulate the activity of proteins with redox sensitive thiols (Kang et al 1990) that may 

include a protein/s affecting the phosphorylation status of IκB (and therefore the activation 

status of NFκB) (Flohè et al 1997).  Previous results indicated a correlation between 

depletion of GSH and increased production of the NF-κB regulated cytokine, IL-8 (Xu et al 

1999, Desaki et al 2000, Rahman et al 2003, Øvrevik et al 2004, Boncoeur et al 2008) 

(although NF-κB may not have the monopoly on control of production of this cytokine 
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[Singh et al 2007]).  This indirectly lends credence to results indicating NF-κB nuclear 

translocation did occur following DQ12 exposure.  Unfortunately no conclusions can be 

drawn about the effect of MWCNT upon the position of NF-κB, previous assays assessing 

levels of IL-8 mRNA expression, IL-8 protein production and GSH depletion failed to 

indicate any differences between MWCNT that may explain or should be reflected in NFκB 

translocation.  No dramatic differences in the residual metal content of either sample were 

also apparent to offer explanation.   

Probably as a result of technical issues, assays to study the effect of MWCNT on the 

occurrence of NF-κB translocation failed to return consistent results.  Positive controls, both 

particle (DQ12) and non particle (TNFα), did not appear to stimulate NF-κB activation and 

translocation that previous published works suggested could be expected.  This was 

compounded by higher levels of translocation demonstrated in untreated cells (or rather 

higher levels of fluorescent signal).  As a result of this it cannot be concluded that 

aggregated MWCNT either caused translocation or failed to cause translocation of NF-κB 

following exposure to A549 cells.  
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Chapter 6 

 

The inflammatory potential of LMWCNT and SMWCNT in vivo. 

 

6.1 Introduction 

 

Cell free assays (ESR) demonstrated a free radical generating capacity for MWCNT 

although of insufficient quantity, or not of the necessary species to directly cleave 

DNA.  In vitro models (to investigate the molecular mechanisms of potential 

inflammatory responses induced by MWCNT) failed to reveal clear signs of acute 

toxicity or inflammatory responses to MWCNT.  Neither was there any in vitro 

markers indicating a rapidly developing fibrotic response to nanotubes that some 

animal studies have suggested occurs in the absence of chronic inflammation. 

The peritoneal cavity of C57BL/6 mice was chosen as the site of exposure of 

MWCNT to study their inflammatory and fibrogenic potential in vivo.  

Intraperitoneal (IP) injections represent an alternative to inhalation studies as 

inflammation and fibrosis (and mesotheliomas) can be produced in this region in 

addition to the lungs (Donaldson et al 1982).  The peritoneal cavity, despite 

questions of relevance of this mode of exposure to human beings, has been a site of 

interest for carcinogenicity screening of fibres and as a site that can model all the 

responses of pleura exposed to fibres – inflammation, fibrosis and mesothelioma.  

The inflammatory response in the peritoneal cavity has also been found to be acutely 

responsive to fibres and much less so towards particles (Donaldson 1996).  The 

apparent selectivity of the peritoneal cavity to fibres posed the question of how a 
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theoretically (or ideally) fibrous material with an aggregate morphology more akin to 

a particle would interact with serosal cells and the type and intensity of response that 

would be elicited. 

To date exposure of animals (principally mice and rats) to CNT have focused largely 

on pulmonary instillation with granulomatous inflammation being a common (but 

not universal) outcome of exposure.  The formation of granulomas is usually in 

response to persistent pathogens, pathogen products or inert poorly soluble foreign 

materials.  They are characterised by monocytic derived cells directed at walling off 

and eliminating foreign bodies (Williams & Williams 1983, Diaz et al 2000).  Both 

host factors and the nature of the foreign material determine the course of a 

granulomatous reaction (Williams & Williams 1983).  The cause of CNT induced 

pulmonary granulomas is not clear but has been attributed to the presence of 

insoluble aggregates in the lungs (Muller et al 2005, Shvedova et al 2005, Grubek-

Jaworka et al 2006, Li et al 2007) sometimes contained in macrophages (Mangum et 

al 2006, Chou et al 2008) as a foreign body response.  Studies have also reported 

effects distant from localised aggregates including thickening of interstitium 

(Mangum et al 2006) and alveolar walls (Li et al 2007) possibly related to:  

a) Better distribution 

b) Some factor produced by granulomas that has its own effect on alveolar walls and 

interstitium.  

This chapter focuses upon the effect of MWCNT injected directly into the peritoneal 

cavity of C57BL/6 mice by measurement of LDH leakage and protein levels, the 

extent of inflammatory cell infiltration and by histological examination. 
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6.2 STUDY 1 – Assessment of the effect of instillation of DPPC dispersed 

MWCNT, Asbestos and a panel of control particles into the peritoneal 

cavity of C57BL/6 mice. 

 

Stock suspensions (concentration 200μg/ml) of TiO2, DQ12, ufCB, short fibre 

amosite (SFA), long fibre amosite (LFA), long fibre amosite (saline dispersed- LFA 

SAL), long multi-walled carbon nanotubes (LMWCNT) and short multi-walled 

carbon nanotubes (SMWCNT) were prepared in sterile physiological saline and 

sonicated.  Immediately prior to injection samples were diluted to working 

concentrations (100μg/ml) in a sterile solution of DPPC and sonicated again.  Male 

C57BL/6 mice were divided into treatment groups of four animals, each treatment 

group was injected I.P. with 0.5ml working concentration of each particle/fibre or 

0.5ml DPPC solution alone (negative control).  After 48 hours exposure mice were 

sacrificed and their peritoneal cavities lavaged three times with 2ml saline, lavages 

(peritoneal lavage fluid or PLF) were pooled into chilled 15ml falcon tubes and cell 

death assessed by measurement of LDH and the extent of inflammation assessed by 

cell counts and protein levels. 

After 48 hours only LFA and LFA (Sal) induced a large increase in the number of 

cells infiltrating the peritoneal cavity compared to the negative control (22.3 ± 2.6 x 

10
6
 and 17.2 ± 6.7 x 10

6
 respectively compared to control 0.11 ± 0.03 x 10

6
) (Fig. 

6.1A).  The total inflammatory cell infiltration induced by SFA and SMWCNT was 

8.3 ± 3.8 x 10
6
 and 8.0 ± 2.1 x 10

6
 respectively, for LMWCNT total cell numbers 

were found to be just over half that of SMWCNT at 4.6 ± 2.0 x 10
6
.   The effect of 

the particles TiO2, DQ12 and ufCB upon the total cell numbers was found to be no 
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different from the negative control at 3.0 ± 0.3 x 10
6
, 1.5 ± 0.4 x 10

6
 and 2.4 ± 0.7 x 

10
6
 respectively compared to that induced by saline/DPPC at 2.6 ± 0.7 x 10

6
.  

Median levels (figure 6.1B) of cell influx induced by TiO2, DQ12, LMWCNT and 

ufCB were found to be very similar to the low levels induced by the negative control 

DPPC.  The control (DPPC), TiO2, DQ12 and ufCB demonstrated very little spread 

in data; greater variability was seen for LMWCNT with a skew towards the low end 

of cell influx.  Overall LMWCNT demonstrated no real capacity above that of the 

control to induce substantial cell influx following instillation.  The median level of 

cell influx induced by SMWCNT and SFA were also of a similar level, about four 

times greater than the DPPC control.  LFA and LFA (Sal) induced the greatest effect 

that was in fact very similar based on the closeness of their median values.  There 

was greater variability in infiltrating cell numbers induced by LFA (sal) compared to 

LFA.     

Acute inflammation is characterised by an influx of neutrophils (neutrophilia), and 

so the total neutrophils were determined from differential counts (Fig. 6.2A).  The 

neutrophil influx induced by MWCNT was not substantially greater than the 

negative control.  Neutrophil infiltration induced by TiO2, DQ12, ufCB or SFA was 

equal to or only slightly greater than the control.  Only LFA and LFA (Sal) increased 

the neutrophil influx into the peritoneal cavity substantially (7.8 ± 0.83 x 10
6
 and 

4.25 ± 1.77 x 10
6 

cells respectively).  Analysis of median levels of neutrophil influx 

(figure 6.2B) induced by DPPC (control), TiO2, DQ12, SFA, LMWCNT and ufCB 

were almost identical underlying their lack of effect.  Neutrophil infiltration was 

greatest for LFA>LFA (sal)>>SMWCNT.  Median levels of neutrophil influx 

induced by LFA and LFA(sal) was about half the number of the induced macrophage 
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influx, for SMWCNT, median neutrophil levels were about a quarter of the median 

macrophage levels indicative of a comparatively much lower inflammatory potential   

To further quantify the effect of each particle or fibre indices of inflammation and 

cell damage were assessed in PLF including protein levels (a measure of cell and 

capillary permeability and damage) and total LDH levels (a measure of damage to 

cell membranes).  Analysis of total protein levels (figure 6.3A) reveals three levels 

of response. The greatest level of response was induced by LFA (DPPC dispersed) 

that caused a significant accumulation of protein in the peritoneal cavity 

(***p<0.001).  The secondary level of response was caused by LFA (Sal) and 

SMWCNT that also significantly (p<0.001) increased protein levels.  There was also 

a significant difference between LMWCNT and SMWCNT (p<0.001)  The third and 

lowest level of response was caused by SFA, LMWCNT, TiO2, DQ12 and ufCB that 

had no effect upon protein levels in the peritoneum.  A relatively consistent pattern 

of results was evident between total cell counts, neutrophil counts, and protein whilst 

the LDH pattern (figure 6.3B) did not quite follow the trend of the others and there 

were no significant differences. This suggests a common mechanism underlying 

neutrophil influx, protein leakage and to a lesser degree particle induced 

cytotoxicity.  Also apparent was the long fibre specific effect as evidenced by the 

greater influx of neutrophils and greater protein and LDH leakage induced by LFA 

and LFA (Sal) compared to particulate materials and shortened LFA (SFA).  This 

trend was upset to an extent by SMWCNT that matched LFA (Sal) in its ability to 

cause protein and LDH leakage into the peritoneal cavity although not in its ability to 

cause neutrophil influx.  Also apparent was an augmentation of the inflammatory 

potential and toxicity of LFA dispersed in DPPC/saline compared to LFA in saline 
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alone.  The link between inflammatory cell influx and protein leakage into the 

peritoneal cavity was strengthened by plotting the two data sets against each other 

resulting in a positive correlation with an R
2
value of 0.788(Fig. 6.4), thus the high 

degree of cell influx prompted by LFA was also associated with a high degree or 

protein leakage whereas the limited cell infiltration caused by TiO2 or DQ12 was 

associated with a lack of protein leakage into the peritoneal cavity. 
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Figure 6.1.  Total number of neutrophils in PLF 48 hours after instillation of 

MWCNT, asbestos fibres and a panel of control particles.  Mice were i.p. instilled with 

either saline/DPPC, TiO2, DQ12, ufCB, LMWCNT, SMWCNT, SFA and LFA dispersed in 

DPPC/saline or LFA dispersed in saline alone (LFA [Sal]).  Particles were instilled at a 

concentration of 100μg/ml in 0.5ml.  Each treatment group contained four animals exposed 

for 48 hours to particles prior to sacrifice and peritoneal lavage.  (A) Histogram of the 

mean number of total cell infiltrating the peritoneal cavity 48 hours after particle influx.  

Dashed line represents the mean level of cell influx induced by the DPPC control.  Bars 

represent the S.E.M.  (B) Box and whisker plot of the total cell influx into the peritoneal 

cavity 48 hours after particle instillation.  This plot demonstrates the spread (variability) of 

the data within each treatment group and compares the distribution of data between groups.    
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Figure 6.2.  Number of neutrophils in PLF 48 hours after instillation of MWCNT, 

asbestos fibres or control particles (100μg/ml in 0.5ml).  (A) Histogram of the mean 

number of neutrophils infiltrating the peritoneal cavity 48 hours following treatment.  

Neutrophil and macrophage counts were performed form cytospins prepared from 

lavages from each animal in a treatment group (four animals per treatment group) and 

then averaged across the treatment group.  (B) Box and whisker plot of neutrophil counts 

for each treatment group (C) Box and whisker plot of infiltrating macrophage numbers 

for each treatment group. 
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Figure 6.3. (A) Total protein levels in PLF after 48 hours following instillation of 

particles and fibres (100μg/ml in 0.5ml).  Significant (p<0.001) increases in protein 

levels were caused by LFA, LFA (sal) and SMWCNT.  There was also a significant 

(p<0.001) difference in the level of protein found in PLF between LMWCNT and 

SMWCNT treated mice $$$p<0.001) and between LFA and LFA (sal) p<0.001. The 

histogram represents the mean results from four animals per treatment group with 

protein levels for each animal analysed in triplicate.  The dashed line represents the 

mean level of protein in PLF from control treatments as a minimum level of effect.  

Bars represent S.E.M.  ***p<0.001 compared to DPPC control.  (B) Total LDH 

levels measured in PLF after 48 hours following instillation of 100μg/ml in 0.5ml 

particles and fibres.  LDH levels were measured in PLF from each animal of a 

treatment group in triplicate; the histogram represents the mean LDH levels of each 

treatment group.  The dashed line represents the level of LDH caused by control 

treatments as a measure of the minimum level of effect. Bars represent S.E.M.      
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Figure 6.4.  The correlation between the extent of total inflammatory cell influx 

and the level of protein leakage into the peritoneal cavity of mice.  Mean data of 

four animals for total cells was plotted against mean total protein levels in PLF for 

each particle following 48 hours treatment.  The extent of total inflammatory cell 

influx into the peritoneal cavity induced by each treatment was found to be 

positively associated with the extent of protein leakage with an R
2
 value of 0.788.  
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6.3 STUDY 2 – Markers of injury in peritoneal lavage fluid from mice 

following 24 hour instillation of MWCNT, long and short amosite 

asbestos and soluble extracts derived from test materials. 

 

In the assessment of the toxicity of a variety of particles it has become clear that 

there is a quantifiable contribution of soluble factors.  For example organic 

components adsorbed to the carbonaceous nuclei of diesel exhaust particles 

(Yanagisawa et al 2003) and the extractable metal fractions from environmental 

particulate matter (PM) (Dye et al 1999) or welding fumes (McNeilly et al 2005).  

The importance of extractable particle components to particle toxicity was 

effectively demonstrated when it was shown that washing nano-sized welding fume 

particles eliminated their inflammatory potential as a result of the loss of a transition 

metal fraction (McNeilly et al 2005).   

In the previous section it was shown that SMWCNT showed a trend towards greater 

levels of inflammation than LMWCNT.  Previous data confirm that for fibres length 

can be a critical parameter in the materials toxicity and long fibres are more 

damaging than short fibres (Donaldson et al 1989, Hesterberg & Barrett 1984, 

Ohyama et al 2001, Riganti et al 2003, Castranova et al 2006).  The state of the 

MWCNT assessed in these studies was more akin to particles (similar in size and 

nature to each other) than fibres thus a toxicological distinction between the two 

based on length was not likely (and based upon previous results, contrary to 

published works since the short had more activity than the long). 

It has been suggested that LMWCNT and SMWCNT might differ in terms of 

availability of metals forming part of, or adsorbed to these structures.  Jurkschat et al 
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(2007) found that even after vigorous acid washing single walled carbon nanotubes 

contained significant quantities of iron.  Although largely encapsulated either by 

graphitic shells or within the CNT structure a proportion of residual iron is fluid-

accessible (Guo et al 2007).  One possibility therefore is that shortening of CNT by 

extensive refluxing could make trapped residual iron more accessible.  

 Suspensions of 0.4mg/ml LMWCNT, SMWCNT, LFA and SFA were prepared in 

sterile 0.9% physiological saline, sonicated and kept on a roller overnight.  Leachate 

was separated from particles by centrifugation and the test materials (solid fraction) 

washed by repeated cycles of centrifugation and re-suspension in sterile saline.  The 

solid test fraction was diluted to a working concentration of 100μg/ml and leachates 

equivalently diluted.  Thirty mice (C57BL/6) were divided into six test groups of 

four, a single control group of four saline treated animals with a single untreated 

control group of two animals.  Suspensions of particles (0.5ml) were injected I.P. 

and the mice treated for 24 hours before being sacrificed and the peritoneal cavity 

lavaged three times with 2ml saline.  Lavages were spun down at 1000rpm and 1.5ml 

supernatant collected for quantification of protein and LDH levels.  Cell pellets were 

re-suspended for cytospins and total cell counts. 

After 24 hours exposure only LFA substantially increased the total number of 

infiltrating inflammatory cells in the peritoneal cavity (12.05±1.97 x 10
6
) compared 

to the negative control (4.12±0.47 x 10
6
) (Fig. 6.5A).  Neither LMWCNT (2.59 ± 

0.40 x 10
6) 

nor SMWCNT (3.62 ± 0.69 x 10
6
) increased the numbers of 

inflammatory cells found in the peritoneal cavity above control levels.  Aqueous 

extracts made from each of the three materials did not increase the total number of 

inflammatory cells above those counted in untreated animals.  Median total cell 
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influx (fig. 6.5B) for LMWCNT (2.8 x 10
6
), SMWCNT (3.5 x 10

6
) and their extracts 

(LMWe and SMWe) were on a par with or less than negative control levels (4.0 x 

10
6
).  Median levels of cell influx induced by LFA fibre (13.05 x 10

6
) were 

substantially greater than the negative control with median levels induced by LFA 

extract (LFAe) (3.6 x 10
6
) almost identical to negative control levels.  This further 

confirms that the extracts had no inflammatory effect.  

Quantification of the number of neutrophils (Fig. 6.6A) revealed LFA (3.1 ± 1.7 x 

10
6
) induced a dramatic increase in numbers infiltrating the peritoneal cavity.  The 

effect of LMWCNT (0.2 ± 0.04 x 10
6
) and SMWCNT (0.4 x 10

6
) was not found to 

be greater than induced by injection of saline alone (0.5 ± 0.28 x 10
6
).  Of the 

extracts, those derived from LFA caused a slightly increased peritoneal neutrophil 

level compared to MWCNT and controls, that induced by MWCNT was no greater 

than the effect of injection of saline alone.  Analysis of median levels of neutrophil 

and macrophages (fig. 6.6B) revealed no inflammatory potential for the extracts with 

very little spread in the data and the medians never more than the negative control.   

Instillation LMWCNT and SMWCNT (0.92 ± 0.18, 0.55 ± 0.05 and 0.68 ± 

0.11mg/ml respectively) increased total protein levels in PLF (Fig. 6.7A) above 

those found in untreated (0.45 ± 0.01mg/ml) and saline (0.49 ± 0.02mg/ml) controls 

although not significantly.  LFA was found to cause significant protein leakage into 

the peritoneal cavity (p<0.001) paralleling its effect on the level of cell infiltration.  

Of the extracts only that derived from LFA (0.58 ± 0.04mg/ml) increased protein 

levels above controls but this effect was non-significant.  Analysis of LDH levels 

(Fig. 6.7B) produced no clear particle/fibre specific or extract specific effect or 

increase that was significantly greater than untreated or saline controls.  Of the solid 
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materials the greatest release of LDH was caused by SMWCNT (681.7 ± 437.9) (a 

result similar to that seen in study 1 comparing SMWCNT to LFA [saline]) followed 

by LMWCNT (409.1 ± 83).  None of the extracts increased LDH levels significantly 

above those achieved as a result of instillation of saline alone. 

These results suggested that the inflammatory effect of LFA and the limited effects 

of LMWCNT and SMWCNT were centred on the presence of the solid material in 

the peritoneal cavity rather than as a result of easily extractable/soluble elements 

(certainly over a 24 hour time period).  The materials LFA, LMWCNT and 

SMWCNT could consistently be ranked (LFA>SMWCNT>LMWCNT) in terms of 

their ability to increase the levels of inflammatory cells and protein in the peritoneal 

cavity.  The extent of LDH release however did not conform to this pattern.  In 

comparison to the inflammatory effect LFA exerted over 48 hours that seen in this 

study over 24 hours was considerably less suggestive of a time dependent effect.  

The slightly greater toxicity and inflammatory potential of SMWCNT over 

LMWCNT observed in the mean data was carried over into this study but to a much 

more limited degree.  This could suggest a time dependent effect however given the 

variability of the total inflammatory cell influx (fig 6.1B) and the degree of overlap 

between smallest and largest outliers for LMWCNT and SMWCNT this may suggest 

that this is not a real difference in toxicity between the two materials. 
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Figure 6.5. (A) Total cells in PLF following 24 hours exposure to 100μg/ml in 0.5ml 

of LMWCNT, SMWCNT or LFA or aqueous extracts of particles.  Following 24 

hours exposure to particles or their aqueous extracts mice were sacrificed and peritoneal 

cavities lavaged.  Control animals consisted of mice left un-treated for the duration of 

the experiment or i.p. injected with 0.9% physiological saline alone.  Treatment groups 

contained four animals.  Histogram represents the mean total number of cells from 

peritoneal lavages from four animals.  Untreated control group consisted of two animals.  

Bars represent S.E.M.  (B) A box and whisker plot of total cell data for particle and 

extract treated mice.  Although mean levels of LFA extract appear to suggest an effect 

slightly greater than control this is not borne out by similarities in median values.  

LMWe = LMWCNT extract, SMWe = SMWCNT extract, LFAe = LFA extract. 
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Figure 6.6. The number of neutrophils in PLF following 24 hours exposure to 

LMWCNT, SMWCNT, LFA and their aqueous extracts (LMWe, SMWe, and 

LFAe).  (A) Neutrophils counts were performed on cytospins prepared form lavages 

from each animal of each treatment group, numbers were averaged across treatment 

groups.  The histogram represents the mean number of neutrophils counted for each 

treatment in groups containing four animals.  Bars represent S.E.M.  (B) Box and 

whisker diagrams for neutrophil and macrophage counts for each treatment group 

comparing the spread of data and medians between groups.     
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Figure 6.7. (A) Total protein levels in PLF following 24 hours exposure to 

particles and fibres and their aqueous extracts.  Total protein levels in PLF were 

measured, the histogram represents the mean results of four animals per treatment 

group with protein levels of each animals analysed in triplicate.  Only protein 

leakage induced by LFA installation was found to differ significantly from both 

controls (***p<0.001) after 24 hours.  Bars represent S.E.M.  (B) Total LDH levels 

in PLF following 24 hours exposure to particles, fibres and their aqueous 

extracts.  LDH levels of each PLF sample were analysed in triplicate, the histogram 

represents the mean level of LDH in PLF for each treatment group (four animals 

per group).  Dashed line represents the level of LDH measured in the untreated 

mice.  Bars represent S.E.M.   
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6.4 STUDY 3 – An investigation into the capacity of MWCNT to induce a 

dose dependent inflammatory effect in the peritoneal cavity of C57BL/6 

mice after 48 hours exposure. 

 

To explore the possibility of a difference in the inflammatory capacity of LMWCNT 

and SMWCNT the peritoneal cavities of C57BL/6 mice were instilled with 

increasing concentrations of both MWCNT for 48 hours.  Suspensions of 200, 500 

and 750μg/ml LMWCNT and SMWCNT were prepared in sterile 0.9% 

physiological saline and sonicated to disaggregate.  A total of 24 mice were divided 

into seven treatment groups of three animals, two groups were set aside as control 

groups, one untreated and one instilled (I.P. injection) with saline alone.  The 

remaining six groups of three animals received by I.P. injection 200, 500 or 

750μg/ml of LMWCNT or SMWCNT in 0.5ml saline and treated for 48 hours.  

After treatment mice were sacrificed and the peritoneal cavity lavaged three times 

with 2ml saline.   Peritoneal lavage fluid was spun down and 1.5ml supernatant was 

set aside for biochemical analysis, the cell pellet was re-suspended in 1ml 0.9% 

physiological saline and used for total cell counts and preparation of cytospins. 

After 48 hours instillation of MWCNT induced an influx of cells into the peritoneal 

cavity that was more than twice as great as the saline only control (Fig. 6.8A).  A 

slight concentration dependent effect was observed for LMWCNT resulting in total 

cell counts of 14.1 ± 4.2 x 10
6
, 15.2 ± 3.0 x 10

6
 and 15.5 ± 1.45 x 10

6
 for 200, 500 

and 750μg/ml respectively.  The magnitude of the increase in total cell numbers did 

not appear to be proportional to level of the concentration increase however.  No 

concentration dependent increase in total cell numbers was observed for SMWCNT, 
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the level of increase at each concentration was less than that induced by LMWCNT 

(11.8 ± 2.8 x 10
6
, 12.6 ± 1.5 x 10

6
 and 12.4 ± 3.5 x 10

6
 induced by 200, 500 and 

750μg/ml respectively).  Compared to the previous study carried out over 48 hours 

(study 1) the inflammatory effect of LMWCNT (in terms of total cell numbers) was 

greater than of SMWCNT in a reversal of the previous results.  The median levels of 

total inflammatory cell numbers infiltrating the peritoneal cavity are also greater than 

the negative controls (fig. 6.8B) however there is no evidence of a dose related effect 

and the spread of the data shows a great deal of overlap between increasing dose 

groups.  Also apparent is the variation between animals of the same treatment group 

in the numbers of infiltrating cells.  This may result from flocculation of MWCNT 

affecting to some extent the size of the dose delivered to each animal.  The increase 

in cell numbers in response to instillation of MWCNT appears to be a non specific 

effect.  Borne out in both mean and median data is the greater influx of inflammatory 

cells induced by LMWCNT compared to SMWCNT.   

Increasing the concentration of instilled MWCNT did not increase numbers of 

neutrophils in the peritoneal cavity (fig. 6.9A) in a concentration dependent capacity 

although all treatments increased the number of neutrophils above that of the 

negative control (0.5 ± 0.2 x 10
6
).  The greatest increase was caused by SMWCNT at 

a concentration of 500μg/ml (5.6 x 10
6
).  The lack of a concentration dependent 

increase in neutrophil numbers combined with the lack of a parallel between total 

cell numbers and neutrophil numbers (either within a treatment group or between 

LMWCNT and SMWCNT) indicates these materials have little inflammatory 

potential in vivo and the effect of their instillation in the peritoneal cavity upon 

inflammatory state was a non-specific response to the presence of a non soluble mass 
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of material.  Analysis of box plots for macrophage and neutrophil influxes (fig. 

6.9B) in response to increasing concentrations for MWCNT reveals the pattern of 

macrophage numbers matches that described for total cells.  Neutrophil influx data is 

highly variable both within and between groups and shows no dose dependence.  

Although median neutrophil levels following both LMWCNT and SMWCNT 

instillation are greater than controls the lack of a dose dependent effect and 

variability in the spread of the data between groups suggests this is not related to 

increasing inflammatory potential with increasing dose of MWCNT.   

Examination of total protein levels (Fig.6.10A) revealed all concentrations of 

LMWCNT and SMWCNT increased levels above that of the saline control (not 

significantly).  For LMWCNT treatments protein concentration did not increase in 

parallel with nanotube concentration with protein levels being less at 750μg/ml 

(0.73mg/ml ± 0.26) than at 500μg/ml (0.85μg/ml ± 0.10), for SMWCNT there was a 

concentration dependent increase in protein levels.  Upon assessment of PLF LDH 

levels it was determined that increasing MWCNT concentration did not consistently 

increase LDH release; all treatments increased the level of LDH in PLF above that of 

the saline control but none significantly. For LMWCNT the greatest measurement of 

LDH was taken at 750μg/ml (1380.6 ± 405.9) whilst SMWCNT induced the greatest 

release at 500μg/ml (1214 ± 331.9). 

Across all of the assessed markers of inflammation and toxicity neither LMWCNT 

nor SMWCNT consistently produced an upward or downward trend, although all 

markers were increased above those of the negative control.  Instillation of 

nanotubes into the peritoneal cavity results in an inflammatory outcome although 
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this appears to be non-specific and does not appear to be due to a particular aspect of 

the material (a toxicity factor). 
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Figure 6.8. (A) The total cell numbers in PLF following 48 hours exposure to 

increasing doses of LMWCNT and SMWCNT.  Mice wee i.p. instilled with saline or 

200, 500, or 750μg/ml LMWCNT or SMWCNT dispersed in saline.  The histogram 

represents the mean number of cells counted for each treatment group, treatments groups 

consisted each of three animals.  Bars represent S.E.M.  (B) Box and whisker plot of the 

total cell count data.  Although no dose dependent effect was apparent the median levels 

of cell influx induced by LMWCNT were consistently greater than that induced by 

SMWCNT mirroring the pattern of result observed in mean data. 
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Figure 6.9. (A) The total neutrophil numbers in PLF following 48 hours exposure to 

increasing doses of LMWCNT and SMWCNT.  Neutrophil counts were taken from 

cytospins prepared from each animal of each treatment group.  The histogram represents 

the mean number of neutrophils per treatment group of three animals.  No dose dependent 

pattern to the data was observed.  (B) Box and whisker plots for macrophage and 

neutrophil numbers obtained from cytospins.  Median macrophage numbers and spread of 

the data indicates no difference in influx induced by either LMWCNT or SMWCNT at 

any dose.  Plot for neutrophil numbers indicates no relation between MWCNT or dose in 

terms of neutrophil response as indicated by median results and data spread.   
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Figure 6.10. (A) Total protein levels in PLF following 48 hours exposure to 

increasing doses of LMWCNT and SMWCNT.  PLF form each animal was analysed 

for protein levels in triplicate, the histogram represents the mean level of protein 

measured in PLF from each treatment group of three animals.  Only the highest dose of 

SMWCNT (750μg/ml) was found to cause a significant level of protein leakage into the 

peritoneal cavity (**p>0.01).  Bars represent S.E.M.  (B) Total LDH levels measured in 

PLF following 48 hours treatment with increasing doses of LMWCNT or SMWCNT.  

PLF samples were analysed in triplicate for LDH, the histogram represents the mean level 

of LDH measured in each treatment group of three animals.  Bars represent S.E.M. 
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6.5 STUDY 4 – A study of the cellular effects of LMWCNT and 

SMWCNT on the peritoneal surface of the diaphragms of C57BL/6 mice 

after seven days exposure. 

 

Groups of two C57BL/6 mice were exposed by peritoneal injection to 100μg/ml of 

LMWCNT, SMWCNT, DQ12, SFA or ufCB delivered in 0.5ml sterile saline with 

exposures lasting seven days.  Animals were then sacrificed and their diaphragms 

removed and placed in methacan fixative for histological processing.  Microscopic 

analysis of H & E stained sections of diaphragms revealed no inflammatory change 

to their exposed peritoneal surfaces following SFA (Fig. 6.20), DQ12 (Fig. 6.19) or 

ufCB (Fig. 6.18) exposure.  Examination of PSE stained sections revealed no 

evidence of a fibrotic response.  In mice exposed to DQ12, SFA or ufCB no particles 

were seen at microscopy.  In contrast in mice exposed to either LMWCNT (Fig. 6.14 

& 6.15) or SMWCNT (fig. 6.16 & 6.17) residual particles could be observed tightly 

corralled in multi-cellular structures forming part of or sitting just above the 

mesothelial lining of the diaphragm.  It should be noted that the mesothelial cell 

layer has become detached from the underlying musculature along most of the 

lengths of the diaphragms during processing.  In both cases these lesions formed 

above and were localised to a small area of the central tendinious window of the 

diaphragm. Close examination of these structures revealed the presence in high 

numbers of macrophages and multi-nucleated giant cells surrounding large (much 

greater than cell size) aggregates of particles.  A comparison of the nature of the 

aggregates formed by LMWCNT and SMWCNT and trapped within the structures 
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reveals that SMWCNT formed much more compact and tight bundles whilst 

LMWCNT  formed looser bundles although still very much particulate in nature.  

This conformed to observations made about the particles in vitro and to the nature of 

the MWCNT when dry.   
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Figure 6.11.  The diaphragm of a C57BL/6 mouse 

following exposure to 100μg/ml LMWCNT in 0.5ml 

for seven days.  Treatments were prepared in sterile 

saline and delivered into the peritoneal cavity by 

injection.  After seven days diaphragms were removed to 

methacarn fixative and processed for histology.  The 

abdominal and thoracic sides of the diaphragm are 

indicated.  Black arrows indicate the formation of a 

cellular reaction to the LMWCNT on the peritoneal side 

of the structure.  The black scale bar represents 100μm.  

Images were captured individually using pro-capture Q 

software and a microscope with a x10 objective.   

Abdomen 
Peritoneal cavity 

Thorax 
Pleural cavity 
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Figure 6.12.  The diaphragm of a 

C57BL/6 mouse following 

exposure to 100μg/ml LMWCNT 

in 0.5ml for seven days.  

Magnified images of the section of 

fig. 6.13 marked by arrows to more 

clearly distinguish the cellular 

response to LMWCNT.  The black 

scale bar represents 100μm.  The 

abdominal and thoracic sides of the 

diaphragm are indicated.  

Abbreviations: MSL – 

mesothelium, DM diaphragm 

muscle. 

Abdomen 
Peritoneal 

cavity 
 

Thorax 
Pleural cavity 
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Figure 6.13.  The diaphragm of a 

C57BL/6 mouse following 

exposure to 100μg/ml SMWCNT 

in 0.5ml for seven days.  Treatments 

were prepared in sterile saline and 

delivered into the peritoneal cavity 

by injection.  After seven days 

diaphragms were removed to 

methacarn fixative and processed for 

histology.  The abdominal and 

thoracic sides of the diaphragm are 

indicated.  Black arrows indicate the 

formation of a cellular reaction to the 

SMWCNT on the peritoneal side of 

the structure.  Scale bar represents 

100μm.  Images were captured 

individually using pro-capture Q 

software and a microscope set to x10 

objective.   

Abdomen 

Peritoneal cavity 

Thorax 

Pleural cavity 
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Figure 6.14.  The diaphragm of a C57BL/6 mouse following 

exposure to 100μg/ml SMWCNT in 0.5ml for seven days.  

Magnified images of the section of fig. 6.15 marked by arrows to 

more clearly distinguish the cellular response to SMWCNT.  The 

black scale bar represents 100μm.  The abdominal and thoracic sides 

of the diaphragm are indicated.  Abbreviations: MSL – mesothelium, 

DM – diaphragm muscle. 

Abdomen 

Peritoneal cavity 

Thorax 

Pleural cavity 
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Figure 6.15.  The 

diaphragm of a C57BL/6 

mouse following exposure 

to 100μg/ml ufCB in 0.5ml 

for seven days.  Treatments 

were prepared in sterile 

saline and delivered into the 

peritoneal cavity by 

injection.  ufCB caused no 

observable reaction on the 

diaphragm.  Scale bar 

represents 100μm.  Images 

were captured individually 

using pro-capture Q software 

and a microscope set to x10 

objective.   

Abdomen 

Peritoneal cavity 

Thorax 

Pleural cavity 
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Abdomen 

Peritoneal cavity 

Thorax 

Pleural cavity 

Figure 6.16.  The diaphragm of a 

C57BL/6 mouse following 

exposure to 100μg/ml DQ12 in 

0.5ml for seven days.  Treatments 

were prepared in sterile saline and 

delivered into the peritoneal cavity 

by injection.  No reaction to DQ12 

was observed on the diaphragm 

after seven days.  The abdominal 

and thoracic sides of the diaphragm 

are indicated.  Scale nar represents 

100μm.  Images were captured 

individually using pro-capture Q 

software and a microscope set to 

x10 objective.   
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Thorax 

Pleural cavity 

Abdomen 

Peritoneal cavity 

Figure 6.17.  The diaphragm of a 

C57BL/6 mouse following exposure to 

100μg/ml SFA in 0.5ml for seven days.  

Treatments were prepared in sterile 

saline and delivered into the peritoneal 

cavity by injection.  Thoracic and 

abdominal sides of the diaphragm are 

indicated by black arrows.  No 

inflammatory or cellular reactions on the 

diaphragm could be discerned following 

SFA treatment.  Scale bar represents 

100μm.  Images were captured 

individually using pro-capture Q 

software and a microscope set to x10 

objective.   
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6.6 Discussion 

The purpose of the studies carried out in this chapter was to determine the effect of 

instilling MWCNT into the peritoneal cavity of mice.  The peritoneal cavity is a 

region that responds specifically to fibres in terms of the magnitude of the 

inflammatory response generated compared to particles.  MWCNT are fibrous but 

unless thoroughly dispersed present as particles, the question lying behind the animal 

work presented here was whether a fibrous material whose aggregate morphology 

was particulate would cause inflammation or fibrosis.  Also assessed was the 

capacity of MWCNT to induce granulomas. 

LFA dispersed in saline/DPPC or saline induced greater influx of inflammatory cells 

than shortened versions of the same material or other particles.  This is in keeping 

with the hypothesis that fibre length is a key determinant of toxicity (Dodson et al 

2003) and parallels published works (Hesterberg & Barrett 1984, Donaldson et al 

1989, Ye et al 1999, Ohyama et al 2001, Riganti et al 2003, Zeidler-Erdely et al 

2006).  The reasons for length to be a facet of fibre toxicity are not settled but 

includes the generation of free radicals upon interaction of long fibres with cells 

(Zalma et al 1987, Prandi et al 2001, Ueki et al 2001, Riganti et al 2003), frustrated 

phagocytosis (Ye et al 1999, Zeidler-Erdely et al 2006), the orientation of 

phagocytising cells with respect to the target (speculated to control the strength of 

the respiratory burst (Ohyama et al 2001)) or disruption of cellular redox metabolism 

in particular the pentose-phosphate pathway (Riganti et al 2003). 

The presence of DPPC may have enhanced the inflammatory potential of LFA.  This 

is borne out by the significant difference in protein levels between LFA and LFA 

(Sal) but not by cell data.  Both median total cell data for LFA and LFA (Sal) and 
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median neutrophil levels for LFA and LFA (Sal) were of similar levels.   DPPC may 

have a slight inflammatory potential of its own revealed by the sensitivity of the 

peritoneal cavity to insult.  Alternatively better dispersion of LFA in the presence of 

DPPC may enhance its ability to cause inflammation. 

The peritoneal cavity has been demonstrated to be particularly sensitive to long 

fibres (Donaldson et al 1989).  SMWCNT caused a greater inflammatory response 

than LMWCNT (measured by the influx of inflammatory cells and protein).  This is 

unlikely related to differences in physical dimensions of the MWCNT but could be 

attributable to differences in features such as specific surface area, chemical 

composition, solubility, trace metal content, trace organic content, surface charge (at 

physiological pH) and surface reactivity (Dodson et al 2003).  SMWCNT were 

generated from LMWCNT by extensive acid treatment a process that can introduce 

groups onto their surfaces (including radicals) (Ohotrub et al 2004) that may affect 

solubility and surface charge.  However the difference between MWCNT may 

simply have been a numbers of particles effect, for the same mass there should have 

been a greater number of SMWCNT than LMWCNT.  This notion is backed up the 

by the fact this trend was not repeated in studies 2 or 3. 

Despite all three being composed of carbon both LMWCNT and SMWCNT induced 

greater influxes of cells (including neutrophils) than ufCB (although not significant).  

This conforms to some published work in vitro (Murr et al 2005, Tian et al 2006) 

that may be explained by particular surface activity possessed by CNT and not by 

ufCB (Fenoglio et al 2008a, b).  An alternative explanation is the difference may 

result from a difference in the way DPPC interacts with ufCB compared to CNT.  

Certain carbon blacks have been reported to adsorb substantial quantities of DPPC 
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(Wallace et al 2007) that perhaps attenuated surface activity as with quartz 

(Schimmeleeng et al 1992, Gao et al 2001). 

Saline derived extracts of MWCNT and LFA produced no significant increases in 

total cell numbers, neutrophils or protein levels in the peritoneal cavity.  This 

suggests that little or no metal was mobilised from MWCNT of LFA.  Iron release 

from amosite at pH7 has been found fairly slow and occurs only from the surface, 

mobilisation more easily occurs at acidic pH, by chelators or a strong oxidative 

process (Prandi et al 2001) possibly explaining the limited effect of a saline only 

based extract.  Lund & Aust (1992) determined that in the absence of ascorbate and 

citrate or a chelator, amosite and crocidolite failed to cause detectable levels of DNA 

single strand breaks.  Biological conditions can chemically modify some asbestos 

fibres (Spurny 1983) however for others like amosite and crocidolite more stringent 

treatments (Lund & Aust 1992, Gold et al 1997, Dai et al 2001) than agitation in 

saline are required to extract levels of iron that could cause pathogenesis. 

Increasing concentrations of MWCNT did not induce a dose dependent of influx of 

cells into the peritoneal cavity however all concentrations of MWCNT more than 

doubled total cell numbers compared to the control.  No dose response was observed 

in peritoneal neutrophil numbers although all treatments produced an increase 

greater than controls.  All treatments increased protein content of lavage fluid but 

this was not dose responsive.  This suggests the inflammatory changes were a 

generalised response to the presence of a non toxic non degradable foreign body 

introduced at high concentration into the peritoneal cavity similar to that described 

by Donaldson et al (1988) upon instillation of TiO2 into mice peritoneal cavities.  

This contrasts with long fibre shaped CNT which are highly inflammogenic and 
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fibrogenic in the peritoneal cavity (Poland et al 2008).  This highlights the necessity 

of testing CNT in the right model.  Whilst the peritoneal cavity is highly responsive 

to fibres it is much less so far particles and so for assessing the particle type effects 

of CNT the lung may represent a better target. 

After seven days exposure LMWCNT and SMWCNT both induced small localised 

granulomas on the mesothelial cell layer overlying the tendinious windows of the 

diaphragms.  These lesions were restricted to MWCNT with no injurious effects 

induced by SFA, DQ12 or ufCB.  Granuloma formation has been widely reported as 

a consequence of pro-longed exposure to both MWCNT and SWCNT (Lam et al 

2004, Muller et al 2005, Shvedova et al 2005, Yokoyama et al 2005, Grubek-

Jaworska et al 2006, Koyama et al 2006, Li et al 2007, Chou et al 2008).  

Granulomas represent a form of chronic inflammation that fall morphologically into 

two categories – epithelioid or foreign body types – based on the presence or absence 

of epithelioid cells or an injurious body.  Granulomas are aggregates of 

macrophages, epithelioid and giant cells that form a demarcated focal lesion whose 

formation is linked to defending the body against persistent irritants.  The damaging 

agent is walled off and sequestered by macrophages keeping it contained.  The 

materials resistance to degradation is important in determining whether granuloma 

formation occurs, typically poorly soluble, persistent, un-digestible materials cause 

granulomas (Williams et al 1983).  Aggregation, poor solubility and an inability to 

be cleared by cells has been linked to CNT induced granulomas (Muller e al 2005, 

Shvedova et al 2005, Grubek-Jaworska et al 2006, Li et al 2007).  In this study only 

MWCNT induced a granulomatous response, ufCB the other carbonaceous particle, 

did not produce a similar reaction in keeping with published work (Lam et al 2004).  
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The likely explanation for this is that although ufCB is insoluble it did not form large 

numbers of aggregates greater than cell size.  In both cases MWCNT produced 

granulomas localised to the tendinious area of the diaphragm. The position of the 

lesions on the diaphragm is highly significant both with respect to a clearance 

function for the diaphragm and with regard to the relation of aggregate size to 

clearance of MWCNT.  The peritoneum is an active tissue with filtering abilities 

carried out through a lymphatic drainage system located in the diaphragm (Fig. 

6.21).  The mesothelial lining of the diaphragm on the peritoneal side overlies a 

system of lymphatic lacunae with openings to the peritoneum through stomata.  This 

provides a direct link between the peritoneal cavity and the lymphatic system 

providing a pathway for adsorption from the peritoneal cavity (Abu-Hijleh et al 

1995).  Stomata connect to an under lying plexus of flattened lymphatics running 

parallel to the diaphragm (Abu-Hijleh et al 1995, Shinohara et al 1997).  Under 

exposure to MWCNT it is possible smaller aggregates contacting the mesothelium 

were cleared either by phagocytosis or through the lacunae.  Large aggregates 

trapped against the mesothelial layer and unable to be phagocytised or cleared 

through the diaphragmatic sieve could have then triggered a foreign body 

granulomatous response.  Fibrosis can be a complication of granulomatous 

inflammation responsible for tissue damage even after a persistent and damaging 

material is removed (Williams et al 1983).  Upon instillation of CNT into animals 

where a granulomatous response has been observed an associated fibrotic response 

has also been reported.  No evidence of fibrosis was observed upon examination of 

the MWCNT exposed mouse diaphragms in this study.  This may be a consequence 
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of the shorter exposure time compared to some works (up to 90 days in some 

instances) and the relatively limited nature of the granulomatous response. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.21.  3D representation of the lymphatic sieve of the mouse 

diaphragm.  The flow of lymph through the system is indicated by black 

arrows, the sub-peritoneal lymphatic vessels (indicated by black arrow heads 

and coloured light brown) are flattened in appearance with each lumen forming 

narrow channels in ultrathin sections.  In some places the lymphatic lumens 

increase in size and form lacunae (LC).  The sieve is open on to the peritoneal 

side through stomata (S).  Fluid flows from the peritoneal cavity through the 

stomata into the lacunae and through the network of sub-peritoneal lymphatics 

into the pleural lymphatic system (L, coloured green).  Abbreviations: L – 

lymphatics, LC – lacunae, M – muscle fibres, MSL – mesothelial cells, S - 

Stomata.  Adapted from Shinohara 1997. 
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Chapter 7 

Summary and future work 

The work undertaken in this thesis set out to determine the extent of toxicity and 

inflammatory potential of two commercially available MWCNT samples in 

comparison with known pathogenic particles and fibres.  Work was carried out in 

vitro and in vivo and the activation/production of markers associated with initiation 

of inflammation in pulmonary epithelial cells and the peritoneal cavity of C57BL/6 

mice was analysed. 

Carbon nanotubes are crystalline graphene sheets rolled into seamless cylinders 

(Kim & Sigmund 2005) commonly depicted as fibrous (i.e. possessing high aspect 

ratio) but with a tendency to form tightly aggregated bundles or ropes.  S.E.M. of 

MWCNT dispersed in water revealed tightly aggregated micron sized particles.  

MWCNT were synthesized using metal catalysts, a proportion of which remain even 

after extensive purification and may contribute to their toxicity.  ICP/AES (section 

3.2) revealed iron to be the principal residual metal within MWCNT although 

forming less than 2% MWCNT by weight and could not be extracted into solution.  

Use of citrate or ascorbate buffers (Gold et al 1997), desferrioxamine (Jimènez et al 

2000) or aqueous acid (Pan et al 2004) extraction techniques should be attempted 

with the quantity or remaining metal and water-soluble metals quantified by 

ICP/AES in any future work. 

Free radical production has been associated with detrimental cellular effects of CNT 

(Mann et al 2004).  Work carried out here using electron spin resonance (ESR) with 

a peroxynitrile/superoxide anion sensitive spin trap TEMPONE-H revealed  free 

radical generating capacity (section 3.4) although  this did not translate into a clear 
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capacity to cleave plasmid DNA.  The MWCNT generated ESR signal was 

diminished by GSH and SOD indicative that the CNT were generating a reactive 

species although the effect of possible antioxidant adsorption to MWCNT needs to 

be considered.  Due to the nature of the spin trap the species responsible for the ESR 

signal could not be positively identified.  Nitrozolium blue could be used to confirm 

superoxide anion production; other spin traps (e.g. DMPO (Clouter et al 2001)) 

should also be used to examine the range of free radicals that may be generated.  

ESR analysis of fully metal-extracted CNT should be undertaken to determine the 

possible influence of residual metals upon ERS signals.  The origin of the reactive 

species generated could not be confirmed, in other carbonaceous materials reactivity 

has been attributed to defect sites (Lücking et al 1998, Vix-Guterl et al 2001, 

Narayan et al 2004, Vorob’ev-Desytovskii et al 2006).  One way of examining the 

contribution of these sites would analysis of CNT with different levels of defects 

(measurable by Raman spectroscopy).  Levels of defects could be engineered out of 

samples by differential thermal annealing followed by ESR analysis.  The non-ionic 

surfactant Tween-80 was also found to diminish the ESR signal by un-known 

mechanisms.  Authors such as Fenoglio et al (2006) have reported antioxidant effects 

for CNT dispersed in SDS so future work should be undertaken to fully characterise 

the effects of surfactants (and proteins) on the ESR profile of CNT.  Possible 

intracellular free radical production induced by MWCNT using ROS sensitive 

fluorescent probe DCFH-DA should also be considered.  The toxicity of CNT as 

Fenoglio et al (2005) suggests may be due to features other than their ability to 

generate free radicals however.  For example protein adsorption to CNT may lead to 

toxicity as a result of the chaotic nature of binding that leads to conformational 
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changes and the formation of protein derived breakdown products (Tang and Eaton 

1993).   

MWCNT did not exhibit any haemolytic or cytotoxic activity (sections 3.5 and 3.6).  

Numerous other works have also found only limited toxicity of CNT materials (Murr 

et al 2005, Soto et al 2005, Pulskamp et al 2007, Yehia et al 2007).  In any future 

work longer exposure periods for MWCNT towards cells should be investigated 

since only 24 hours was used here.  As a result of CNT potential to interfere in 

colourimetric assays a battery of different assays should be carried out to search out 

a reliable assay.  Monitoring cell proliferation for deviation above or below the 

normal rate upon exposure to CNT could also be performed.  The mechanisms of 

particle and fibre toxicity are frequently attributed (at least in part) to their ability to 

generate ROS and free radicals.  Although LMWCNT and SMWCNT depleted GSH 

in a concentration-dependent manner in A549 cells the mechanism responsible was 

not established (section 4.2).  Mechanisms such as efflux need to be investigated as 

does the capacity of MWCNT to generate intracellular ROS (i.e. by DCFH-DA).  

Use of the metal sensitive probe calcein (Stäubli et al 1998) could also be used to 

investigate the possibility of Fenton chemistry generated from metal ions liberated 

from endogenous proteins by superoxide anions produced by MWCNT.  Future 

work should also focus upon measuring changes in the ratio of GSH: GSSG as well 

as total intra-cellular GSH in response to MWCNT exposure. 

MWCNT did not generate a pro-inflammatory or a pro-fibrotic response in vitro.  In 

any future work a pro-fibrotic response should be looked for from a fibroblast cell 

line cell exposed to MWCNT.  Immunocytochemical analysis of the effect of 

MWCNT and a panel of other particles upon NF-κB failed to provide a clear and 
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consistent indication of the level of its translocation (section 5.2).  In future work 

immunocytochemical analysis of NF-κB translocation should be repeated in 

conjunction with alternative techniques such as electro-mobility shift assays 

(Gilmour et al 2002, Mroz et al 2007) or NF-κB ELISA. 

The inflammatory potential of MWCNT, TiO2, DQ12, LFA, and SFA was examined 

in C57BL/6 mouse peritoneal cavity.  LFA was found to induce greater peritoneal 

inflammation than SFA (section 6.2) supporting the hypothesis that length is key 

determinant of fibre pathogenicity and of the sensitivity of the peritoneal cavity to 

long fibres, the basis of this sensitivity appears to the extreme sensitivity of the 

mesothelium to long fibres and so this assay system has special relevance for 

mesothelioma hazard.  MWCNT did not consistently cause significant peritoneal 

inflammation.  Despite its detrimental effects in vitro DQ12 failed to cause any 

inflammation in the peritoneal cavity in keeping with the selective sensitivity of the 

region to long fibres.  After seven days within the peritoneal cavity both MWCNT 

caused small granulomatous reactions.  This fits with in vitro work by Murr et al 

(2005) and Soto et al (2005) comparing the toxicities of a panel of particles including 

MWCNT and SWCNT that observed nanotube toxicity was solely as an adverse 

reaction to the presence of particulates not attributable to a specific toxicity factor or 

factors.  Failure or inability of lymphatic clearance to deal with hydrophobic highly 

aggregated carbon nanotubes may be a contributory factor to the development of 

granulomatous inflammation. 

In summary MWCNT where found not to be acutely toxic or to display 

inflammatory potential in vitro or in vivo.  However prolonged in vivo exposure 
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resulted in the formation of Granulomatous inflammation as a result of their 

aggregation and consequent inability to be cleared.         
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Appendix I 

 

A table of some of the surfactants and solvents used or tested in order to solubilise carbon 

nanotubes.  The aqueous solubility of CNT depends on the type of functional groups or 

molecules attached or associated with its surface, the water solubility of the functional 

groups, the extent of functionalisation or modification of the tubes surface and the strength 

of interaction between the functional groups and the CNT.  The strength of interactions also 

determines the stability of the nanotube dispersion.  It is worth noting however that there is 

no definition or standard for CNT solubility.  Some methodologies achieve dispersion 

without sedimentation by using a limited amount of CNT whilst other procedures separate 

insoluble from soluble CNT by means of centrifugation or filtration.  Differences in the 

speed and duration of centrifugation result in variations in CNT solubility’s.  Solubility’s 

and solution concentrations of CNT have to be considered within the context of the 

conditions applied to achieve them and the application requirements (Lin et al 2004).  
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Authors Journal Dispersent 

Zhao & Johnson 12 base pair DNA segment

Lin et al J. Mater. Chem. 2004, 14: 527-541 (Review) Aqueous buffers pH 3-12 

foroxidised CNT

Lin et al, Moore et al, Islam et al J. Mater. Chem. 2004, 14: 527-541 (Review), Nano letters 

2003, Vol. 3, No. 10: 1379-1382, Nano letters 2003, Vol. 3, 

No. 2: 269-273.

Sodium dodecyl sulphate

Lin et al, Wenseleers et al J. Mater. Chem. 2004, 14: 527-541 (Review), Adv. Funct. 

Mater. 2004, 14, No. 11: 1105-1112
Triton X-100

Lin et al, Wenseleers et al, Moore 

et al, Paredes & Burghard, Islam 

et al 

J. Mater. Chem. 2004, 14: 527-541 (Review), Adv. Funct. 

Mater. 2004, 14, No. 11: 1105-1112, Nano letters 2003, 

Vol. 3, No. 10: 1379-1382, Langmuir 2004, 20: 5149-5152, 

Nano letters 2003, Vol. 3, No. 2: 269-273

Sodium dodecyl benzene sulphate

Lin et al, Moore et al, Islam et al J. Mater. Chem. 2004. 14: 527-541 (Review), Nano letters 

2003, Vol. 3, No. 10: 1379-1382, Nano letters 2003, Vol. 3, 

No. 2: 269-273

Dodecyltrimethyammonium 

bromide

Lin et al, Wenseleers et al, O' 

Connell et al 

J. Mater. Chem. 2004, 14: 527-541 (Review), Adv. Funct. 

Mater. 2004, 14, No. 11: 1105-1112, Chem. Phys. Lett. 

2001, 342: 265-271

poly(vinylpyrrolidone

Lin et al, O'Connell et al J. Mater. Chem. 2004. 14: 527-541 (Review), Chem. Phys. 

Lett. 2001, 342: 265-271.
Poly styrene sufonate

Nafion

Lin et al, Islam et al J. Mater. Chem 2004, 14: 527-541 (Review), Nano letters 

2003, Vol. 3, No. 2: 269-273
Dextrin

Lin et al, Dodziuk et al J. Mater. Chem. 2004, 14: 527-541 (Review), Chem. 

Commun 2003: 986-987
γ-Cyclodextrin

Starch

Lin et al, Furtado et al, 

Bandyopadhyaya et al

J. Mater. Chem. 2004, 14: 527-541 (Review), J. AM. Chem 

Soc. 2004, 14: 14850-14857, Nano letters 2002, Vol. 2, No. 

1: 25-28

Gum Arabic

Lin et al J. Mater. Chem. 2004. 14: 527-541 (Review) nano-1

poly(T) (30 mer)

PSS-PAA

H2N(CH2)2 SO3H

Lin et al, Pompeo & Resasco J. Mater. Chem. 2004, 14: 527-541 (Review), Nano letters 

2002
Glucosamine

2-Aminomethyl-18-crown-6 ether

PEG 1500N Thermal reaction

PEG 1500N Diimide coupling

PEG 1500N Acylation-amidation

PVA Diamide coupling 

KOH

Furtado et al, Ausman et al 2000 J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2004, 126: 6095-6105, J. Phys. Chem B 

2000, Vol. 104, No. 38: 8911-8915
N,N-diethylformamide

Furtado et al, Ausmann et al 2001 J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2004, 126: 6095-6105, J. Phys. Chem B 

2000, Vol. 104, No. 38: 8911-8916
N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone

Shvartzman-Cohen et al J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2004, 126: 14850-14857 Pluronic diblock copolymers

Pluronic triblock copolymers

Mn Polystyrene 1900 acrylate
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Authors Journal Dispersent 

Huang et al, Jiang et al Nano Letters 2002, Vol.2, No. 4: 311-312, J. Mater. Chem 

2004, 14: 27-39

Bovine serum albumin by diimide 

activated amidation

deoxycholic acid

taurdeoxycholic acid sodium salt

cetyltrimethylammonium bromide

cetylpyridinium chloride 

monohydrate

Brij 35

Tween-20

Tween-40

Tween-60

Tween-80

Tween-85

Dioctyl sulfosuccinate sodium salt

d-BIGCHAP

Sodium pyrenebutyrate

Kim et al J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2003, 125: 4426-4427 Amylose

Moore et al Nano letters 2003, Vol. 3, No. 10: 1379-1382 Sodium dodecyl sulfonate

Sarkosyl

TREM

PSS-70

CTAB

Brij 78

Brij 700

Triton X-405

PVP-1300

EBE

Pluronic P103, 104 & 105

Pluronic F 108, 98, 68, 127, 87, 77 & 

85

Ausman et al 2000 J. Phys. Chem. B 2000, Vol. 104, No. 38: 8911-8915 Hexamethylphosphoramide

Cyclopentanone

Tetramethylenesulfoxide

ε-caprolactone

Zheng et al, Nakashima et al Nat. Mater. 2003, Vol. 2: 338-342, Chem. Lett. 2003, Vol. 

32, No. 5: 456-457.
DNA

Islam et al Nano letters 2003, Vol. 3, No. 2: 269-273 Sodium octylbenzene sulfonate

Sodium benzoate

Sodium butyl benzene sulfponate

Polystyrene-Poly ethylene oxide 

diblock polymer

Jiang et al J. Mater. Chem. 2004, 14: 37-39 Ferritin by diimide activation
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Appendix II 

 

The unique properties of carbon nanotubes in particular their electrical and mechanical 

properties make these molecules attractive candidates in diverse nano-technological 

applications.  This is hampered by their lack of solubility and difficulty of manipulation in 

both aqueous and organic solvents.  Through chemical reactions of carbon nanotubes it is 

possible to make them more soluble for integration into aqueous, organic, biological or 

composite systems.  The principal methods of modification can be grouped into covalent 

attachment of functional groups, non-covalent adsorption to or wrapping molecules around 

the nanotube or endohedral filling of their cores (Tasis et al 2006).  Collated below are some 

of the chemical reactions that result in covalent functionalisation of CNT taken and 

summarised from the review of carbon nanotube chemistry by Tasis et al (2006).  Broad 

reaction categories are given in bold type with specific examples written beside pictorial 

reaction mechanisms.    
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Cyclo-addition 

reactions 

Dichlorocarbene

Carbene addition

Nitrene addition

Fluoroalkyl radical addition

Nitrene addition

1,4-Dipolar cycloaddition
of azomethine ylides

Addition of ammonium 

groups 

1,3-Dipolar cycloaddition of 

nitrile imines

Bingel reaction  (cyclopropanation) reaction resulting in a 

thiolated product

Fluorination

RMgBr, RLi or 
alkyl/aryl peroxides

NH2-(Ch2)n-NH2
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Radical Additions

Derivation by reduction of aryl diazonium

salts

Reductive coupling of aryl 

diazonium salts

Oxidative coupling of aromatic amines

Addition of carboxyalkyl radicals

Hydrogenation – functionalisation of carbon nanotubes with hydrogen by
reducing pristine CNT with Li and methanol in liquid ammonia or by proton
bombardment.

Electrophilic addition reactions – Functionalisation of CNT with chloroform was
reported in the presence of a Lewis acid.

Addition of inorganic compounds – reaction of CNT side walls with osmium
tetraoxide under UV irradiation. Nanotube metal complexes have been formed
following the reaction of CNT with trans-IrCl(CO)(PPh3)2 . Metal coordination with

CNT side walls appears mainly to occur at defect sites .

Ozonolysis – SWCNT have been subjected to ozonolysis resulting in the 
formation of CNT-ozonides. 

Mechanochmical functionalisation – Ball milling MWCNT in reactive
atmospheres produces short tubes functionalised with various groups. In a
similar process milling SWCNT with potassium hydroxide resulted in CNT

covered in hydroxyl groups.

Plasma activation – Treatment of CNT with aldehyde plasma followed by
attachment of aminodextran linkages to the attached functional groups.

Nucleophilic addition – Solvent free amination of five membered rings of the
graphitic network.
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Polymer grafting – Polymer attachment to CNT surfaces provides one method for solubilising CNT
into a wide range of solvents even at low levels of functionalisation. In the “grafting to” process a
polymer with a specific molecular weight is synthesised followed by end group modification and

attachment to the CNT surface. In the “grafting from” methodology polymer precursors are
immobilised on the surface of nanotubes followed by growth of the polymer in the presence of

monomeric species.

Grafting to approach for attachment of 
polystyrene to the surface of a CNT

Defect site chemistry – Amidation & Esterification reactions

Acid purification of carbon
nanotubes decorates the side
walls and ends with oxygenated

functionalities largely consisting of
carboxylic acid and carbonyl

groups. These act as anchoring
sites for the attachment of other
functional groups e.g. Attachment

of alkylamines through acylation
reactions.

The grafting from process of
polymer attachment to CNT
surfaces, polystyrene chains are

attached to CNT by anionic
polymerisation.
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Appendix III 

 

(A) The concentration of metals in particle and fibre samples determined by ICP-AES given 

in micrograms per gram of sample analysed.  (B)  The concentration of soluble metals 

extracted from particle and fibre samples given in micrograms per gram of sample analysed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Metal Concentration (μg/g)

Sample Cd Co Cr Cu Fe Mn Ni Ti V Zn

Carbon black <0.1 0.3 <0.1 0.2 0.1 <0.1 2.6 0.2 0.1 0.1

Long MWCNT <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1 13.4 <0.1 5 0.7 <0.1 7.5

Short MWCNT <0.1 3.7 0.2 5.1 7.9 0.4 9.7 0.7 <0.1 5.5

Japanese 
MWCNT

<0.1 1.9 0.1 1.2 <0.1 <0.1 6.2 0.4 0.8 0.7

Diesel exhaust 
particles

<0.1 0.5 <0.1 1 3.1 <0.1 4.2 <0.1 <0.1 8.8

Long Amosite <0.1 1.4 3.4 5.2 853.7 104.8 5.1 2 <0.1 27.3

Short Amosite <0.1 2.1 <0.1 3.1 574 36.3 18.4 31.5 3.1 10.5

DQ12 <0.1 0.7 0.3 1 2.7 0.2 4.8 2 <0.1 5.7

Rutile TiO2 <0.1 0.6 0.1 1.8 0.9 <0.1 <0.1 2943.2 3.8 23.8

Anatase TiO2 <0.1 0.3 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 2.4 6.7 <0.1 3.1

B 

Metal Concentration (μg/g)
Sample Cd Co Cr Cu Fe Mn Ni Ti V Zn

Carbon black <0.1 <0.1 0.8 16.2 58.6 0.7 <0.1 0.8 0.3 23.7

Nano long <0.1 44.1 <0.1 69.4 11600 12.6 <0.1 3.9 <0.1 30.3

Nano short <0.1 5.7 23.4 105.2 17600 20.8 53.2 4.4 <0.1 32.2

Japanese  
MWCNT <0.1 114.5 10 27.7 3426.9 9.2 <0.1 5.4 5.2 19.6

Diesel exhaust 
particles <0.1 1.4 3.2 20.2 430 4 <0.1 4.3 0.6 359.5

Long Amosite 0.1 1.2 2.8 25.3 354.7 5.6 <0.1 35.4 0.1 21.7

Short Amosite 0.8 203.6 52.1 81.8 18140 1369 <0.1 181.1 1 118

DQ12 2 1 29.6 55.2 27910 2496 2.8 73.9 <0.1 39.3

Rutile TiO2 0.2 <0.1 3 27 120.7 <0.1 <0.1 18770 23.1 365.3

Anatase TiO2 0.1 <0.1 3.2 22.2 106.4 0.7 <0.1 11810 14.2 246.8

A 
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Transition metals analysed for by ICP-AES in a panel of particles and fibres 

Cd – cadmium 

Co – Cobalt 

Cr – Chromium 

Cu – Copper 

Fe – Iron 

Mn – Manganese 

Ni – Nickel 

Ti – Titanium 

V – Vanadium 

Zn – Zinc 
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RT-Buffer PCR mix GoTaq PCR 

mix

5 x loading 

dye

10μl 5x M-MLV 

reaction buffer

100μl 10x storage 

buffer

200μl Go-taq 5x 

buffer

10mM Tris-HCL 

(pH 7.5)

5μl 100mM DTT 100μl MgCl2
(final conc. 

2.5mM)

100μl MgCl2
(final conc. 

2.5mM)

15% Fiscoll® 400

5μl 100μg/ml 

oligo(dT) primer

20μl dNTPs 20μl dNTPs 0.03% 

bromophenolblue

4μl 10mM dNTPs 20μl primer up 3μl primer up 0.03% xylene

cyanolFF

0.5μl Rnasin 20μl primer 

reverse

3μl primer reverse 0.4% orange G

0.5μl M-MLV 

reverse 

transcriptase

740μl sterile H2O 674μl sterile H2O

Appendix IV - Reagents and buffers 

 

RT-PCR 

All reagents for RT-PCR were supplied by either Sigma-Aldrich UK or Promega, 

southhampton, UK. 

Sterile Rnase free water (DRPC) 

0.2% (w/v) diethyl pyricarbonate (DEPC) in distilled/de-ionised water.  Solution prepared 

then autoclaved to inactivate DEPC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Preparation of cDNA 

2μg RNA made up to a final volume of 25μl DEPC-ddH2O and mixed with 25μl of the RT-

Buffer reaction mix (number of volumes listed below multiplied by the number of samples). 

Samples incubated for 60-90 minutes at 37°C to allow cDNA synthesis then reaction stopped 

by heating to 90°C for 10 minutes. 

 

 

* 
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Preparation for PCR  

40μl PCR reaction mix (or Go-Taq PCR reaction mix) mixed with 5μl cDNA (3μl cDNA for 

housekeeping gene) and 2μl Taq DNA polymerase (0.25μl GoTaq polymerase). 

* GoTaq PCR products supplied by Promega (UK) to replace previous Taq DNA 

polymerase (M1865).   

Resolution of PCR products 

5X Tris buffered EDTA, pH 8.3 (TBE): 

0.45M Trizma Base 

0.45M Boric acid 

10mM EDTA 

1.5% Agarose gel in 1x TBE: 

1.5% seaKen LE agarose (Bio-Whittaker molecular applications, UK) in 1X TBE with 0.5μg 

ml
-1

 Ethidium bromide or 1:10000 dilution of ethidium bromide nucleic acid alternative Gel 

Red Nucleic acid stain.  SeaKem agarose and TBE mixed and microwaved together (without 

ethidium bromide) for abount four minutes until agarose completely dissolved.  Gel mix 

allowed to cool (but still liquid) and then ethidium bormide added.  Gel red stain could be 

added whilst Gel mixture still molten. 

ELISA 

Substrate buffer (NIBSC) 

Citric acid 3.65g 

Na2HPO4.7H2O 8.94g 

Reagent diluents 

1x TBS (Tris buffered saline) 

0.05% Tween 20 

0.1% BSA 
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Glutathione Assay 

0.1M phosphate buffer with 5mM EDTA (pH 7.5) (KPE buffer): 

Solution A: 6.8g KH2PO4 (BDH) in 500ml dH2O 

Solution B: 8.5g K2HPO4 (BDH) or 11.4g K2HPO4.3H2O (BDH) in 500ml dH2) 

KPE Buffer: 16ml solution A added to 84ml solution B, adjusted to pH 7.5 prior to 0.327g 

EDTA added. 

Extraction buffer – 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma)/0.6% sulfosalicylic acid (SSA) (Sigma): 

20μl triton X100 and 120mg SSA to 20ml KPE buffer.  Extraction buffer prepared 

immediately prior to use and made fresh each time. 

 

NF-κB Staining 

Formalin (Sigma): 

3% formalin solution prepared by mixing 1.5ml 40% formalin to 18.5ml PBS 

Ammonium Chloride (NH4Cl) (Sigma): 

50mM Ammonium chloride prepared by dissolving 0.5349g in 100ml, 0.1M ammonium 

chloride solution then diluted with dH2O to 50mM. 

Bovine serum albumin (Sigma): 

0.2% solution prepared by dissolving 0.2g BSA in 100ml PBS 

Antibodies: 

Primary antibody: Rabbit polyclonal anti NFκB p50 subunit diluted 1:200 to working 

concentration in 0.2% BSA. 

Secondary antibody: Anti-rabbit FITC labelled IgG diluted 1:500 in 0.2% BSA. 
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Mowiol mounting medium: 

Mowiol 4-88 (clabiochem 475904) 4.8g 

Glycerol 12g 

dH2O 12ml 

0.2M Tris pH 8.5 24ml 

Glycerol place in 50ml centrifuge tube and mowiol added.  Mixture stirred thoroughly 

before distilled water added and solution left to stand for two hours at room temperature.  

Tris (pH 8.5) added and solution mixture incubated at 53°C until mowiol dissolved with 

occasional stirring.  Solution then centrifuged at 4000-5000rpm for 20 minutes to clarify 

with the supernatant transferred to 15ml centrifuge tubes.  Mounting medium stored at -

20°C, at this temperature it would remain viable for up to one year, once defrosted medium 

is stable for up to one month at room temperature. 

Appendix V 

 

A549 cells exposed for four hours to a panel of particles, including LMWCNT and 

SMWCNT at 10 and 100μg/ml.  Cells were cultured on autoclaved glass cover-slips until 

70% confluent, serum staved and then exposed to particles for the requisite time.  Following 

exposure cells were washed in pre-warmed PBS to remove particles then stained with Eosin 

and haematoxalin.  Images were captured using Pro-captureQ software at a magnification of 

x20.  
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A549 cells stained with Eosin and haematoxalin fours after treatment with a 

range of particles including MWCNT at a concentration of 10 or 100μg/ml.  (A) 

Untreated A549 cells. (B) A549 cells four hours after treatment with TNFα. (C) A549 

cells after four hours treatment with 10μg/ml DQ12. (D) A549 cells following 

exposure to 100μ/ml DQ12. (E) A549 cells after treatment with 10μg/ml LMWCNT. 

(F) A549 cells following treatment with 100μg/ml.  White arrows indicate examples of 

larger LMWCNT aggregates.  Scale bars represent 100μm.   

A B 

C D 

E F 
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I J 

A549 cells stained with Eosin and haematoxalin fours after treatment with a 

range of particles including MWCNT at a concentration of 10 or 100μg/ml.  (G) 

A549 cells treated with 10μg/ml SMWCNT.  (H)  A549 cells following four hours 

treatment with 100μg/ml SMWCNT, white arrows indicate representatives of bigger 

MWCNT aggregates.  (I) A549 cells following treatment with 10μg/ml TiO2.  (J)  

A549 cells after treatment with 100μg/ml TiO2, white arrows point to examples larger 

TiO2aggregates.  Scale bars represent 100μm. 
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A549 cells stained with Eosin and haematoxalin fours after treatment with a 

range of particles including MWCNT at a concentration of 50.6 or 505μg/ml.  (A) 

A549 cells treated with 50.5μg/ml DQ12.  (B)  A549 cells following four hours 

treatment with 505μg/ml DQ12.  (C) A549 cells following treatment with 505μg/ml 

LMWCNT, white arrows indicate the presence of MWCNT aggregates.  (D)  A549 

cells after treatment with 505μg/ml SMWCNT, white arrows point to examples larger 

aggregates.  (E)  A549 treated with 505μg/ml TiO2, white arrows indicate 

representative aggregates.  Scale bars represent 100μm. 

A B 

C D 

E 
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Figure 4.10 IL-8 gene expression profiles for A549 cells exposed for 24 hours 

to 52.6μg/cm
2 

of MWCNT and control particles (10.5μg/cm
2
 for DQ12).  Cells 

were exposed to 24 hours to each particle in serum free medium, RNA was 

extracted and isolated and IL-8 mRNA quantified by RT-PCR A. Representative 

PCR gel showing IL-8 and GAPDH IL-8 (1) Untreated (2) LMWCNT (3) 

SMWCNT (4) JMWCNT (5) ufCB (6) TiO2 (7) DQ12. B.  Histogram of IL-8 

gene expression expressed as a percent of the negative (untreated) control.  

The histogram represents the mean of three experiments conducted on pooled 

triplicate samples.  IL-8 expression was quantified from the gels by densitometry 

and values expressed as a ratio of IL-8: GAPDH as a percent of the untreated 

control.  The bars represent the S.E.M. **p< 0.001. 
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METAL & METALLOID PARTICULATES IN WORKPLACE ATMOSPHERES 
(ATOMIC ABSORPTION)

Method Number: ID-121

Matrix: Air, Wipes, or Bulks

OSHA Permissible Exposure
Limits: See Table 1

Collection Procedure: Personal air samples are collected on mixed-cellulose ester filters using a
calibrated sampling pump.  Wipe or bulk samples are collected using grab
sampling techniques.

Recommended Sampling Rate: 2 L/min

Recommended Air Volumes 

Time Weighted Average
Samples: 480 to 960 L

Short-Term Exposure Limit
Samples: 30 L

Ceiling Samples: 10 L*

Analytical Procedure: Samples are desorbed or digested using water extractions or mineral acid
digestions.  Elemental analysis of the prepared sample solutions is
performed by atomic absorption or emission spectroscopy.   

Detection Limits: See Table 2

Precision and Accuracy: See Table 3

Method Classification: Validated Analytical Method

Date: 1985
Date Revised: February 2002

* Alternate air volumes may be necessary to achieve good analytical sensitivity.

Commercial manufacturers and products mentioned in this method are for descriptive use only and do not
constitute endorsements by USDOL-OSHA.  Similar products from other sources can be substituted.

Division of Physical Measurements and Inorganic Analyses
OSHA Technical Center

Salt Lake City, Utah
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1. Introduction

This method can determine the amount of specific metal and metalloid particulates in the workplace
atmosphere.  The airborne particulates are collected on filters using calibrated sampling pumps.  These
samples are then analyzed using flame atomic absorption or emission spectrometry.  This method can
also determine specific metals and metalloids contained in wipe and bulk samples.  The identification and
quantification of the particulate is directly determined as the element.  The elements are: 

Aluminum (Al)
Gold (Au)
Potassium (K)
Antimony (Sb)
Hafnium (Hf)
Selenium (Se)
Barium (Ba)
Indium (In)

Silver (Ag)
Bismuth (Bi)
Iron (Fe)
Sodium (Na)
Cadmium (Cd)
Lead (Pb)
Tellurium (Te)
Calcium (Ca)

Lithium (Li) 
Thallium (Tl)
Cesium (Cs)
Magnesium (Mg)
Tin (Sn)
Chromium (Cr)
Manganese (Mn)
Titanium (Ti)

Cobalt (Co)
Molybdenum (Mo)
Yttrium (Y)
Copper (Cu)
Nickel (Ni)
Zinc (Zn)
Platinum (Pt)
Zirconium (Zr)

For some analytes, there are alternate methods or procedures which may be more sensitive, accurate,
or specific.  When a separate OSHA method or procedure exists, that method shall take precedence over
this method unless special circumstances render it inapplicable.  Elements or compounds having alternate
methods or stopgap procedures are:

Element or Compound OSHA Method No.  

Aluminum oxide ID-198SG or ID-109SG
Barium sulfate ID-204
Cadmium ID-189
Chromic acid/chromates ID-103
Ferrovanadium ID-125G
Vapors (i.e. Ni(CO)4, H2Se, TeF6, C5H4Mn(CO)3] In-House Methods
Organic tin compounds ID-102SG
Platinum (soluble) ID-130SG
Selenium ID-133SG
Solders ID-206
Stibine NIOSH 6008, In House
Tetraethyl lead and tetramethyl lead In-House Method
Titanium dioxide ID-204
Welding fumes ID-125G
Zinc oxide ID-143

Depending on advances in technology or changes in exposure limits, substances may be added or deleted
from the above lists.

1.1 History

Air and wipe samples containing metal and metalloid particulate have always been analyzed at the
OSHA Salt Lake City Analytical Laboratory using atomic absorption or emission spectrometry (8.1).
Constituents in bulk samples have been determined semi-quantitatively using this technique.

1.2 Principle

Air samples of the workplace are taken using calibrated sampling pumps with cassettes containing
either mixed cellulose ester (MCE) or polyvinyl chloride (PVC) filters.  These samples are prepared
in the laboratory using concentrated (concd) acids or extracted with deionized water if a soluble
fraction is required.  The sample solution is diluted to a known volume after any necessary matrix
modifiers are added.  The sample is then aspirated into the flame of an atomic absorption or
emission spectrophotometer (AAS or AES) and the molecules in the sample solution are subjected
to the following processes:
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1) nebulization
2) desolvation
3) liquefaction
4) vaporization
5) atomization 
6) excitation (atoms converted from "ground" to excited state)
7) ionization

The absorption or emission of light occurring during processes 5 and 6 is then measured at the
characteristic wavelength for the element of interest.  

For absorption, a hollow cathode lamp or an electrodeless discharge lamp (EDL) is used as the light
source.  A double beam spectrophotometer is normally used where the lamp radiation alternately
passes through and around a flame into which the sample is being aspirated.  The sample is
atomized and the metal or metalloid atoms absorb light from the source at their characteristic
wavelengths.  This absorption is proportional to the concentration of the element present in the
sample solution.  A monochromator isolates the characteristic radiation of the element being
analyzed.  A photosensitive device then measures the  intensity of the transmitted radiation from the
two light paths to determine the amount of absorbance occurring in the flame.  

For emission, a light source is not used.  The sample is introduced into the flame, atomized and
excited, and then the light emission from excitation is isolated and measured.  The intensity of the
light emitted is proportional to the concentration of the element present.

The following flames are used in this method for absorption or emission:

a) Air/Acetylene mixture (Air/C2H2)
b) Nitrous oxide/Acetylene mixture (N2O/C2H2)
c) Air/Hydrogen mixture (Air/H2) 

The use of a specific flame is dependent on the respective element's analytical stability, sensitivity,
and interferences.

1.3 Advantages and Disadvantages  

1.3.1 This analytical method is specific for the element to be determined and does not distinguish
different compounds.  When an analysis for a compound is requested, an elemental
analysis is performed on the sample.  A gravimetric factor is then applied to calculate the
compound value (Note:  For some compounds, additional analytical procedures (i.e. ion
chromatography or X-ray diffraction) can be used to confirm the presence of the particular
compound. 

1.3.2 The analysis will also not differentiate between different particle size ranges, such as dusts
and fumes.

1.3.3 Metallic analytes having Permissible Exposure Limits (PELs) designated as the soluble
form (i.e., iron soluble salts, nickel, etc.) can be analyzed using this method.  Samples for
soluble analytes are extracted with deionized water and an elemental analysis is performed
on the extract.

1.3.4 Some compounds may not dissolve using the digestion procedures described herein.  In
these cases, an alternative digestion method should be used.

1.3.5 Several elements can be determined from the same filter sample using this method;
however, digestion procedures  may solubilize only certain metals.  If a combination of
metals is requested on the same filter, all of the metals must be soluble in the digestion
procedure used.
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1.3.6 The equipment used is inexpensive and does not require specialized training.

1.4 Use of Metal and Metalloid Compounds in Industry

Metals, their alloys, and compounds are used in a wide variety of industries.  In certain operations
(e.g., welding, smelting, grinding, etc.), particulate matter containing metals and their compounds
may be released into the workplace atmosphere.  These substances pose a potential health hazard
to workers exposed to them (8.2-8.4).  Further documentation regarding industrial use, toxicity, and
physical properties may be found in NIOSH criteria documents for the particular substance.

2. Analytical Range and Sensitivity

This method uses detection limit, linearity, and sensitivity terms which are characteristic of atomic
absorption.  These terms are further defined in Appendix A.  Any detection limits, linear ranges, and
sensitivities mentioned in this method are for analyses using the primary analytical wavelength, a flow
spoiler, an Air/C2H2 flame, and a hollow cathode lamp unless otherwise noted.  

2.1 The qualitative detection limits listed in Table 2 were taken from reference 8.5.  The analytical
detection limits (8.1) listed were determined from routine laboratory analyses using the definition
listed in Appendix A.  These limits are approximate since they are dependent on instrument
performance and optimization, sample characteristics, and the range of standards analyzed.

2.2 The upper linear range for each element is also given in Table 2.  These ranges were taken from
reference 8.6.  Instrument response is linear to greater concentrations if an alternate wavelength
is used; however, the detection limit may also increase.  Samples can be diluted to bring the
concentration of the element(s) within the linear range.  The upper linear range for most elements
is usually found near 0.25 to 0.30 absorbance units (ABS).

2.3 The sensitivity for each element is also listed in Table 2.  These values are for a nebulizer which has
been optimized to give an ABS  of 0.25 for an aqueous solution containing 5 µg/mL Cu (8.6).  The
actual sensitivity obtained will depend on the particular instrument and flame used, the sample
matrix, and instrument  operating parameters.

3. Method Performance - Precision and Recoveries

Listed in Table 3 are data compiled from quality control (QC) samples which were spiked with aqueous
solutions of various analytes and then analyzed in single blind tests.  Each analyte was spiked onto an
individual MCE filter, allowed to dry, and then prepared and analyzed along with survey samples previously
taken by industrial hygienists.  These samples were analyzed from 1986 to 1989.  Due to the limited
number of survey samples received for a few substances, QC samples were not prepared and analyzed
for all analytes included in this method. 

4. Interferences

Interferences occur at the analytical level and can be characterized as chemical, matrix, ionization,
spectral, or as background absorption.

4.1 Chemical or condensed phase interferences occur when the element of interest combines with
another species in the flame, thus altering the number of atoms available for emission or absorption.
This can result in either a positive or negative bias (usually negative) in the results obtained.
Chemical interferences can be controlled by using a hotter flame, or by the addition of a releasing
agent which inhibits the reaction between the metal and the interfering species.

4.2 Matrix interferences occur when the physical characteristics (viscosity, surface tension, etc.) of the
sample and standard solutions differ considerably.  This may occur when samples contain large
amounts of dissolved salts or acid, when different solvents are used for samples and standards, or
when the temperatures of samples and standards are appreciably different.  To control this, samples
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and standards must be matrix matched, or the sample must be diluted until any matrix effect
becomes insignificant.

4.3 Ionization interferences occur when the flame temperature is sufficiently high to ionize the atoms
of interest.  This changes the absorption spectrum of the analyte and effectively removes  atoms
from the flame, causing a loss of sensitivity.  Ionization interferences are controlled by adding large
amounts (usually >0.1%) of an easily ionized metal such as Na, K, Cs, or rubidium (Rb).  The
excess electrons released in the flame greatly reduces the degree of ionization of the metal being
determined.

4.4 Spectral interferences occur when an element other than the one analyzed absorbs at the same
wavelength.  This causes a positive bias in the results obtained when the interfering element is
present in the samples.  In this case, an alternate line should be used.  Spectral interferences also
occur when a multielement hollow cathode lamp is used which contains elements with absorbing
wavelengths close to one another and the analytical slit width used is wide enough to allow the
wavelengths of more than one element to pass.  If the sample contains two or more of these
elements, a positive bias will occur.  To resolve this, a single element lamp, an alternate wavelength,
or in certain cases, a narrower slit width can be used.

4.5 Background absorption interferences include flame absorption, molecular absorption, and light
scattering:

a) Flame absorption is most severe below 250 nm.  This absorption can be controlled by
careful optimization of fuel and oxidant flow rates.  Other mechanisms of control are:  Use
of flames which are more transparent at these wavelengths (i.e. Air/H2 or argon/hydrogen
flames), or deuterium arc background correction (DABC).  

b) Molecular absorption is controlled by using hotter flames to break down molecular species
or by DABC.  

c) Light scattering occurs at shorter wavelengths when samples have a large salt content; this
is controlled using DABC.

4.6 Large amounts of silicates or other particulates may interfere and may also cause aspiration prob-
lems (8.7).  If present, they should be removed by filtration.  The particulate should then be
re-digested and analyzed to ensure the analyte(s) of interest have been completely extracted. 

4.7 This analytical method is normally not compound-specific.  Compounds are only determined as the
element, and a significant positive bias can occur when any sample has additional analytes
containing the same element.  Other analytical procedures may be  necessary to identify a specific
compound.  An assessment of the industrial operation sampled may also provide information
regarding the potential existence of other analytes that could cause a positive bias. 

4.8 Potential interferences for several of the elements determined by this method are listed in Appendix
B.

5. Sampling

5.1 Equipment - Air Filter Samples

5.1.1 Mixed cellulose ester (MCE) filters (0.8 µm pore size), cellulose backup pads, and
cassettes, 37-mm diameter (part no. MAWP 037 A0, Millipore Corp., Bedford, MA).  Filters
and cassettes having a 25-mm diameter can also be used. 

5.1.2 Gel bands (Omega Specialty Instrument Co., Chelmsford, MA) for sealing cassettes.

5.1.3 Sampling pumps capable of sampling at 2 liters per minute (L/min).
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5.1.4 Assorted flexible tubing.

5.1.5 Stopwatch and bubble tube or meter for pump calibration.

5.2 Equipment - Wipe Samples

5.2.1 Smear tabs (part no. 225-24, SKC Inc., Eighty Four, PA), or wipe filters (Whatman no. 41
or no. 42 filters, Whatman Labsales Inc., Hillsboro, OR).

5.2.2 Deionized water.

5.2.3 Scintillation vials, 20-mL (part no. 74515 or 58515, Kimble, Div. of Owens-Illinois Inc.,
Toledo, OH) with polypropylene or Teflon cap liners.  Metal cap liners should not be used.

5.3  Equipment - Bulk Samples

5.3.1 High-volume sampling pump with appropriate sized MCE collection filters.

5.3.2 Scintillation vials, 20-mL (same as Section 5.2.3).

5.4 Sampling Procedure - Air Filter Samples 

5.4.1 Place a MCE filter and a cellulose backup pad in each two- or three-piece cassette.  Seal
each cassette with a gel band.

5.4.2 Calibrate each personal sampling pump with a prepared  cassette in-line to approximately
2 L/min. 

5.4.3 Attach prepared cassettes to calibrated sampling pumps (the backup pad should face the
pump) and place in appropriate positions on the employee or workplace area.

  
5.4.4 Collect the samples at approximately 2 L/min for the recommended sampling times (unless

otherwise noted):

TWA 240 to 480 min
 STEL Samples 15 min
 Ceiling Samples 5 min*

The analytical sensitivity of a specific analyte may dictate the use of a different sampling
time.

* When determining compliance with the Ceiling PEL for sodium hydroxide, take 15-min samples.

5.4.5 Place plastic end caps on each cassette after sampling.  Attach an OSHA-21 seal around
each cassette in such a way as to secure the end caps.  

5.5 Sampling Procedure - Wipe Samples

Certain analytes may have a skin designation (See Table 1).

5.5.1 Wear clean, impervious, disposable gloves when taking each wipe sample.

5.5.2 Moisten the wipe filters with deionized water prior to use.

5.5.3 If possible, wipe a surface area covering 100 cm².

5.5.4 Fold the wipe sample with the exposed side in.
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5.5.5 Transfer the wipe sample into a 20-mL scintillation vial and seal with vinyl or electrical tape.
Securely wrap an OSHA-21 seal length-wise from vial top to bottom. 

5.6  Sampling Procedure - Bulk Samples

5.6.1 In order of laboratory preference, bulk samples may be one of the following:

1) a high-volume (>1,000 L) filter sample of the workplace area,
2) a representative settled dust (rafter) sample, 
3) a sample of the bulk material in the workplace.

  
5.6.2 If possible, transfer the bulk material or filter into a 20-mL scintillation vial and seal with

vinyl or electrical tape.  Securely wrap an OSHA-21 seal length-wise from vial top to
bottom.

5.7  Shipment

5.7.1 Submit at least one blank sample with each set of air or wipe samples.  Blank filter samples
should be handled in the same manner as other samples, except that an air or wipe
sample is not taken.

5.7.2 The type of bulk sample should be stated on the OSHA 91A and cross-referenced to the
appropriate air sample(s). Bulk samples should be shipped with Material Safety Data
Sheets (if available) and should be sent separately from air samples.  Check current
mailing restrictions and ship bulks to the laboratory by an appropriate method.

5.7.3 Send all samples to the laboratory with the OSHA 91A paperwork requesting the specific
analyte(s) of interest.  If analysis of a mixture of different elements or compounds is
necessary, contact the lab to ascertain which analytes can be analyzed together. 

6. Analysis

6.1 Safety Precautions

6.1.1 Care should be exercised when handling any acidic solutions.  Acid solution contact with
work surfaces should be avoided.  If any acid contacts the eyes, skin, or clothes, flush the
area immediately with copious amounts of water.  Medical treatment may be necessary.

6.1.2 All work with concentrated acids is potentially hazardous.  Always wear safety glasses and
protective clothing.  Prepare all mixtures, samples, or dilutions in an exhaust hood.  To
avoid exposure to acid vapors, do not remove any beakers from the hoods until they have
returned to room temperature. 

6.1.3 Extra care should be used when handling perchloric acid (HClO4).  Perchloric acid should
only be used in a hood that has been approved for HClO4 use.  In this hood:

a) Organic reagents should not be used or stored near HClO4.

b) A water wash down system for the ducts and work surface must be installed and
periodically used.

c) Precautions should be taken to ensure that explosions or spontaneous ignition of
sample material from HClO4 is prevented.

Working with HClO4 is very hazardous.  Be sure to wear safety glasses, a laboratory
coat, and gloves.  Always add nitric acid (HNO3) with HClO4.  When digesting backup
pads or other samples with HClO4, watch them carefully since there is a chance they
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could ignite.  Always keep HNO3 nearby when using HClO4.  In the event of sample
media ignition, quickly douse the sample with a small portion of HNO3.

6.1.4 Care should be exercised when using laboratory glassware.  Chipped pipettes, volumetric
flasks, beakers, or any glassware with sharp edges exposed should not be used.

6.1.5 Pipetting is always performed using an automatic pipet or pipette bulb, never by mouth.

6.1.6 Before using any instrument, the operator should consult the Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) (8.8) and any instrument manuals.

6.1.7 Since metallic elements and other toxic substances are vaporized during flame operation,
it is imperative that an exhaust hood is installed and used directly above the burner
chamber of the spectrometer.  Always ensure the exhaust system is operating before
proceeding with the analysis.

6.2 Equipment 

6.2.1  Atomic absorption spectrophotometer consisting of a(an):
 

Nebulizer and burner head.
Pressure-regulating devices capable of maintaining constant oxidant and fuel pressures.
Optical system capable of isolating the desired wavelength of radiation.
Adjustable slit.
Light measuring and amplifying device.
Display, strip chart, or computer interface for indicating the amount of absorbed or emitted
radiation.
Deuterium Arc Background Corrector.  This is usually required for determinations at short
(<250 nm) wavelengths.

Light source for absorption:

a) Hollow cathode lamp for the specific element or multielement (Note:  Please see
specific limitations of multielement lamps in Appendix B)

b) Electrodeless Discharge Lamp (EDL) for the specific element.  This type of lamp may
provide better sensitivity and detection limits for some elements, especially Se, Sn, and
Sb.  If used, a separate EDL power supply is usually necessary.     

6.2.2 Oxidant:  Compressed, filtered air free from water, oils and other contaminants.
  

6.2.3 Nitrous oxide (N2O). 

6.2.4 Fuel (Use flash arrestors when using flammable gases.  Consult with the manufacturer for
appropriate use.):  

a) Acetylene, commercially available acetylene dissolved in acetone.  CAUTION:  Do not
use grades of acetylene that contain solvents other than acetone.  These solvents may
damage PVC tubing in some instruments.  Do not use acetylene when the tank
pressure drops below 520 kPa (75 psi).

b) Hydrogen is used as the fuel in the determination of certain elements.  

6.2.5 Pressure regulators, Two-stage.

6.2.6 Flash arrestors (model 6103, Matheson Gas Products, East Rutherford, NJ).

6.2.7 Glassware
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a) Conical beakers, 125- and 250-mL

b) Volumetric flasks, Class A:  10-, 25-, 50- and 100-mL

c) Pipettes, Class A:  Assorted sizes

6.2.8 Forceps.

6.2.9 Exhaust hood and hotplate, or microwave digestion system (model no. MDS-81, CEM
Corp., Matthews, NC).

6.2.10 Filtering apparatus consisting of MCE filters, 0.45-µm pore size, 47-mm diameter (cat. no.
HAWP 047 00, Millipore Corp., Bedford, MA) and filtering apparatus (cat. no. XX15 047 00,
Millipore).

6.2.11 Analytical balance (0.01 mg).

6.3 Reagents (All chemicals should be reagent grade or better.  Many of the chemicals listed below are
only used in specific instances.  Specific reagents are listed within the additional procedures in Table
4 and also in Table 5.)

6.3.1 Deionized water (DI H2O) with a specific conductance of less than 10 µS.

6.3.2 Ammonium fluoride (NH4F) solutions (used for specific insoluble compounds, see AP 6,
Table 4).

a) Ammonium fluoride, 1 M:  Dissolve 37.04 g NH4F and dilute to 1 L in DI H2O.  Store in
a polyethylene bottle.

b) Ammonium fluoride, 0.1 M in 4% HNO3:  Carefully add 40  mL concd HNO3 and 100
mL of the 1 M NH4F solution to 500 mL DI H2O and dilute to 1 L in a polyethylene
volumetric flask.  Store in a polyethylene bottle since acidic solutions of NH4F may form
small amounts of HF and etch glass containers.

6.3.3 Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), 30% (used for digestions of Cr, see AP 5, Table 4).

6.3.4 Mineral acids (used for digestions)  CAUTION:  Refer to Section 6.1.2 before using acids.

a) Hydrochloric acid (HCl), concd (36.5 to 38%).

b) Hydrofluoric acid (HF), concd (49%).

c) Nitric acid (HNO3), concd (69 to 71%).

d) Perchloric acid (HClO4), concd (69 to 72%).  Please see Section 6.1.3 before using
HClO4.

e) Sulfuric acid (H2SO4), concd (95 to 98%).

f) Acid mixture for platinum digestions:  Prepare a mixture of HCl/HNO3 by slowly and
carefully adding 82  mL concd HCl to 18 mL concd HNO3 (CAUTION:  Do not store this
solution; dispose of properly after use).

6.3.5 Mineral acids (used for dilutions or cleaning glassware)  CAUTION:  Refer to Section 6.1.2
before using acids.
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a) Nitric acid, 1:1 HNO3/DI H2O mixture:  Carefully add a measured volume of concd
HNO3 to an equal volume of DI H2O.

b) Nitric acid, 4% v/v:  Carefully add 40 mL concd HNO3 to 500 mL DI H2O and dilute to
1 L.

c) Nitric acid 10% v/v:  Carefully add 100 mL of concd HNO3 to 500 mL of DI H2O and
then dilute to 1 L.

d) Nitric and hydrochloric acid v/v mixture (4%  HNO3/X% HCl, where X% is listed below):
Carefully add the appropriate amount of concd HCl to 500 mL of DI H2O:

4% HCl   40 mL
16% HCl  160 mL
32% HCl  320 mL

Then carefully add 40 mL concd HNO3 and dilute to 1 L with DI H2O.

6.3.6 Chemical or ionization interference suppressants

a) Aluminum ion, 5,000 µg/mL:  Dissolve 69.52 g aluminum nitrate (Al(NO3)3!9H2O) and
dilute to 1 L in DI H2O.

b) Potassium ion, 5,000 µg/mL:  Dissolve 9.54  g potassium chloride (KCl) in DI H2O and
dilute to 1 L.

c) Sodium ion, 5,000 µg/mL:  Dissolve 12.71 g sodium chloride (NaCl) in DI H2O and
dilute to 1 L.

6.3.7 Stock standard solutions

Commercially available aqueous standards are used.  Expiration dates for standards
should be followed.  If there is no expiration date, dispose of after 1 year.  As an alternative,
standards can be prepared using the procedures described in the SOP (8.8) or instrument
manufacturer manuals (i.e., 8.6, 8.9, 8.10).

6.4 Glassware Preparation 

6.4.1 Place the conical beakers in an exhaust hood and add approximately 10 mL of a 1:1
HNO3/DI H2O mixture in each 125- or 250-mL conical beaker.  Apply moderate heat until
refluxing occurs.  Decant the acid mixture into a waste  container and allow the beakers to
cool before removing from the hood.  Rinse the beakers thoroughly with DI H2O. 

6.4.2 Rinse all volumetric flasks with 10% v/v HNO3 and then rinse thoroughly with DI H2O.

6.5 Working Standards

6.5.1 Dilute stock standard solutions to the appropriate ranges using a diluent that will match the
sample matrix.  Use information in Tables 1 and 2 as guides for the ranges; use Table 5
for matrices.  The standard concentrations should bracket the expected sample
concentrations and the standard/sample matrices should match.

6.5.2 Store standards in appropriate containers.  Protect Ag standards from light by storing them
in actinic or brown plastic bottles.  Store standards containing NH4F in   polyethylene
containers. 
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6.6 Sample Preparation

Note: Always prepare blank samples with every sample set.  Prepare an additional blank media sample
any time an extra procedure is used (i.e., wiping out the particulate contained inside a cassette with
an MCE filter or preparing a contaminated backup pad).  This blank media should be from the same
manufactured lot as the prepared filter or backup pad.

6.6.1 Preparation of air and wipe samples

Use 125-mL conical beakers for air samples and smear tabs; use 250-mL beakers for
large wipe samples.  Carefully transfer any loose dust from the cassette into a labeled
beaker.  Using forceps transfer the sample filter into the same digestion beaker.  If the
backup pad appears contaminated, include it with the sample filter.  If there is loose dust
present, rinse the cassette top (and ring, if present) with a small amount of DI H2O and
pour the water into the beaker with the sample filter.  Wipe out the cassette top (and ring,
if present) interior surface with a clean Smear Tab (or 1×2 inch section of Ghost Wipe) that
has been moistened with DI H2O and place it in the same digestion beaker with the rinse
and sample filter.  Similarly wipe out the cassette bottom interior surface if the cassette
contains loose dust or if the backup pad is contaminated.  Ensure that blank samples are
prepared and analyzed using the same materials and procedures as used for air samples.

  
If the backup pad appears to be discolored, it may be due to leakage of air around the filter
during sampling.

6.6.2 Preparation of bulk samples

Review any available material safety data sheets to determine safe bulk handling.  The
safety data may also offer a clue as to the aliquot amount needed for adequate detection
of the element(s) of interest.

 
Measure by volume or weight an appropriate aliquot of any liquid bulk sample.

Weigh the appropriate amount of any solid bulk sample.

Note: Aliquot amounts of bulks are dependent on the analytical sensitivity, detection limit, and solubility
of the material used.  If uncertain, a 20- to 50-mg aliquot of a solid material can be taken as a
starting point.  Make sure the aliquot taken is representative of the entire bulk sample.  If necessary,
use a mortar and pestle to grind any nonhomogenous particulate bulk samples in an exhaust hood.

After measuring, transfer the aliquot to a 250-mL conical beaker. 

6.6.3 Extraction or digestion - all samples

Consult Tables 4 and 5 to determine the reagents used during extraction or digestion for
each element to be analyzed.  Some elements (Ba, Sn, etc.) or compounds are not
digested with concd HNO3, but are prepared using alternate procedures (APs) listed in
Table 4.  These elements or compounds and their AP numbers are:
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Ag AP 1 LiH AP 7 Te AP 1
Al (soluble) AP 2 MgO AP 3 TiO2 AP 8
Al (pyro powders) AP 3 Na cmpds AP 7 Tl (soluble) AP 2
Au AP 4  Ni (soluble) AP 2 Y AP 3
Ba (soluble) AP 2  Mo (soluble) AP 2 Zr AP 6
Ca cmpds AP  3 Mo (insoluble) AP 3 Cr (II or III) AP 2
Pb AP 1 Cr (metal)    AP 5 Pt (metal) AP 4  
CsOH AP 7 Sb AP 1 Fe (soluble) AP 2
Se AP 1 Hf AP 6 Sn (inorganic) AP 4
KOH AP 7 SnO AP 4

For the element or compounds listed above, follow the APs recommended and then
proceed with Section 6.6.4.  For other elements or compounds, follow the procedures a,
b, or c listed below:

a) All MCE air filters and smear tabs requiring HNO3 digestion  

Place the beakers in an exhaust hood and add 3 to 5 mL concd HNO3 to cover the
filter.  Place the beakers on a hot plate and heat the samples until about 1 mL remains.
Add a second portion of approximately 1 to 2 mL of concd HNO3.  Apply heat until the
appropriate amount of HNO3 remains in the beaker (1 mL of HNO3 will give a 4% HNO3

matrix when diluted to 25 mL final volume).

 b) Large wipe, PVC filters, or backup pads  

Place the beakers in an exhaust hood and add the following amount of concd HNO3

to the beakers:

Large wipes and backup pads - 10 to 15 mL
PVC filters - 3 to 5 mL 

Place the beakers on a hot plate and heat the samples until about 1 mL remains.  Add
2 mL of concd HClO4 along with a second portion of 2 mL HNO3, heat the sample, and
then remove when about 1 mL remains.  (Note: Please see Section 6.1.3 before using
HClO4.)

As an alternative, an extraction of the backup pad or wipe sample using only HNO3

may be used.  Add HNO3 to the media, digest on a hotplate, and continue to add HNO3

until the solution becomes clear.  Remove the beaker from the hotplate when the
appropriate amount of HNO3 remains.

c) Bulk samples

Add 10 to 30 mL HNO3, place the beaker on a hot plate, and digest the bulk sample
until the material dissolves and the appropriate amount of solution remains (about 1
mL if diluting samples to 25 mL, 2 mL if 50 mL final volume, etc.  After dilution this will
give a final volume of 4% HNO3).  If necessary, use other acids, or use a microwave
digestion system to facilitate digestion [For further information regarding microwave
digestion, see the Standard Operating Procedure (8.11)].

6.6.4 Filtration - all samples

1) Samples Previously Extracted:
 

Samples extracted with DI H2O should normally be filtered.  If particulate is present,
filter the extract through a 0.45-µm MCE filter.  Save the extract as the soluble portion.
If necessary, digest the particulate on both filters using procedure (a) above or the
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applicable AP to prepare the remaining insoluble material for additional analyses.  To
control for potential contamination, prepare blank samples in the same fashion as the
filtered samples.

2) Samples Previously Digested:  

If particulate matter is present after digesting, cool  the sample, add approximately 10
mL DI  H2O, then filter the solution through a 0.45-µm MCE filter.  Save the filtrate.
Repeat digestion procedure (a) above for the filter containing the particulate.  

6.6.5 Dilution - all samples

Allow all digested samples to cool to room temperature in an exhaust hood before
proceeding.  Additional sample or filtrate treatment may be required for certain elements.
Perform any special sample treatments recommended in Table 5, and then quantitatively
transfer each sample and each filtrate solution to individual volumetric flasks.  Add any
reagents necessary to achieve the final solution concentrations listed in Table 5 for specific
analytes.  Dilute to volume with DI H2O and then mix well.  Solution volumes are dependent
on the following factors:

a) The amount of sample the industrial hygienist has collected (air volume and/or filter
loading).

b) The detection limit of the analytical method.

c) The PEL of the analyte.

d) The number of analytes requested. 

Air samples are normally diluted to 25 mL unless one or more of the above factors
suggests an alternate volume should be used.  For routine analysis, at least 1/10 of the
OSHA PEL should be detectable.  Final solution volumes can be estimated using the
following equation:

where:
PEL is Permissible Exposure Limit (mg/m³)
Air Vol is Air Volume taken (L)
QnDL = Quantitative Detection Limit (µg/mL) 
GF = Gravimetric Factor (if required - some  factors are listed in Table 6)

Quantitative detection limits are listed in Table 2.  The FV factor assists in determining
the final volume.  Sample solution volumes normally used are:  5-, 10-, 25-, 50-, or
100-mL.  Final volumes of 50- and 100-mL are normally reserved for wipe or bulk
samples.  If possible,  FV should always be larger than the final solution volume.  For
example, if a sample has a 200-L air volume, a PEL of 0.05 mg/m³, a GF of 1, and a
QnDL of 0.09 µg/mL, then:

FV Factor =  11.1 

and a final volume should be 10-mL.  Due to the limited amount of solution available
for analysis and the potential for sample loss during transfer, 5-mL solution volumes
are only used when absolutely necessary.
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6.7 Instrument Setup and Analysis

6.7.1 Set up the AAS or AES according to the SOP (8.8) or the manufacturer's instructions.  Use
the flame and wavelength recommended in Table 7.  If alternate conditions are necessary,
consult the instrument manufacturer's manual for other settings and operating procedures.
Install an EDL or hollow cathode lamp for the element of interest and allow it to warm up
for 10-20 min or until the energy output stabilizes.  Optimize conditions such as lamp
position, burner head alignment, fuel and oxidant flow rates, etc.  See the SOP (8.8) or
specific instrument manuals for details.

6.7.2 Aspirate and measure the ABS of a standard solution for the element of interest.  The
standard concentration should be within the linear range for the element.  Compare the
ABS to an expected sensitivity value (Note: Some values are listed in Table  7; these were
adapted from reference 8.6 or obtained at the OSHA laboratory).  Then aspirate the
smallest standard to be used and assure the ABS reading is above the background level
of the instrument.  

6.7.3 Make any adjustments necessary for the particular analysis, such as: scale expansion,
burner head rotation, background correction, or alternate wavelength.

6.7.4 Aspirate and measure the ABS of a prepared standard solution, then determine the
baseline by aspirating DI H2O and measuring the ABS.  

6.7.5 Analyze standards, samples, and blanks.  Repeat the baseline determination after each
solution is analyzed.  The baseline readings will assist in correcting any instrument drift.
If more than one solution has been prepared for a sample (i.e. filtrate and sample, or
soluble and insoluble portions), analyze each for all requested elements.  Standards must
bracket the sample concentrations.  Analyze a standard after every four or five samples.
Standard readings should be within 10 to 15% of the readings obtained at the beginning
of the analysis. 

6.7.6 If any samples exceed the linear range, they should be diluted.  When diluting a sample,
be sure that the diluted sample has the same matrix as the original sample and standards.
If a number of samples must be diluted, it may be more advantageous to use a less
sensitive wavelength.

6.8 Analytical Recommendations

6.8.1 When a fresh standard is prepared, analyze the old and new standards and compare
results to verify the new standard is correct.  If two or more stock solutions are available
for working standard preparations, rotate the preparation from one stock solution to the
next to verify the quality.

6.8.2 Keep a permanent record of all standard preparation and comparison data.  Assign and
follow expiration dates for all standards. 

6.8.3 Always analyze blank samples along with the other samples.  Treat blanks in the same
fashion as samples, including any filtration steps.

6.8.4 When analyzing for Ag, carry-over from a large concentration sample or standard to the
next sample can occur, causing erroneous readings.  To remedy this, aspirate 4% HNO3

instead of water between samples.

6.8.5 In this method, many different matrices are used to digest and keep analytes in solution.
Occasionally, during multiple element analysis of the same sample, matrix effects can
occur if standards are not matrix-matched with  samples.  Also, it is sometimes necessary
to prepare samples in a matrix substantially different from recommendations.  If these
conditions occur, one or two standards should be prepared in the same matrix to determine
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any matrix effects.  A reagent blank should also be prepared and analyzed to determine
any effect on the background signal.  If a significant difference is noted in the analytical
signals for the two different matrices, a full set of standards should always be prepared in
the sample matrix and analyzed with the samples.  

7. Calculations
 

7.1 Subtract each baseline ABS from the corresponding standard ABS, and plot the net ABS versus the
standard concentrations.  Using a least squares method, determine the equation for the best curve
fit. 

 
7.2 Subtract each baseline ABS from the corresponding sample or blank ABS, and use the standard

curve to calculate the concentration of each analyte in µg/mL.

7.3 Calculate the concentration for each air sample as:

where:
C is analyte (mg/m³)  
A is concn of analyte in the sample solution (µg/mL) 
B  = concn of analyte in the blank solution (µg/mL) 
SA = sample solution volume (mL)
SB = blank solution volume (mL)
D  = dilution factor (if any)
GF  = gravimetric factor (if any; see Table 6)
Air Vol  = air volume sampled (L)

7.4 For wipe or bulk samples, calculate the total amount (in µg) of analyte in each sample using the
equation above.  An air volume is not used.  Convert bulk sample analytes to % composition using:

where:
C is analyte amount (µg)
Sample wt  aliquot (in mg) of bulk taken in Section 6.6 

 7.5 Reporting Results to the Industrial Hygienist

For those samples only extracted with DI H2O, report the sample results as the soluble fraction of
the sample.  If more than one solution exists for a sample, and it is not necessary to report results
separately, then combine these results.  An example is a sample that was filtered due to insoluble
particulate.  The results from the filtrate plus results from the second particulate digestion are added
together. 

7.5.1 Report air sample results as mg/m³ analyte.

7.5.2 Report wipe sample concentrations as total micrograms or milligrams analyte.

7.5.3 Report bulk sample results as approximate percent by weight analyte (note:  Sample
results for bulk liquids may be reported as approximate percent by volume if volumetric
aliquots were taken during sample preparation.)  Due to differences in sample matrices
between bulks and standards, bulk results are approximate. 
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Table 1
Air Contaminants - OSHA Permissible Exposure Limits*

Element Substance Exposed to Transitional PEL Final Rule PEL

(mg/m3) (mg/m3)

TWA Ceiling TWA STEL Ceiling

Ag
Al

Ba
Bi
Ca

Metal and soluble cmpds (as Ag)
Soluble salts (as Al)
Pyro powders
Soluble compounds (as Ba)
Bismuth telluride (SE doped)**
Calcium oxide

0.01

0.5

5

0.01
2
5

0.5
5
5



Element Substance Exposed to Transitional PEL Final Rule PEL

(mg/m3) (mg/m3)

TWA Ceiling TWA STEL Ceiling
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Cd
Co

Cr
Cs

Cu

Fe

Hf
In
K
Li

Mg
Mn

Mo

Na

Ni

Pb
Pt
Sb
Se
Sn

Te
Ti
Tl
Y
Zn

Zr

Calcium cyanamide
Fume
Dust
Metal dust and fume (as Co)
Cobalt Carbonyl or hydrocarbonyl (as Co)
Cr (II or III) compounds (as Cr)
Cr metal (as Cr)
Cesium hydroxide
Fumes (as Cu)
Dusts and mists (as Cu)
Dicyclopentadienyl iron total dust
Iron oxide fume (as Fe2O3)
Iron salts (soluble) (as Fe)
Hafnium
Indium and compounds (as In)
Potassium hydroxide
Lithium hydride
Magnesium oxide fume total particulate
Mn compounds (as Mn)
Mn fume (as Mn)
Manganese tetraoxide (as Mn)
Soluble compounds (as Mo)
Insoluble compounds (as Mo) total dust
Sodium bisulfite
Sodium fluoroacetate
Sodium hydroxide
Sodium metabisulfaite
Tetrasodium pyrophosphate***
Metal and insoluble compounds (as Ni)
Soluble compounds (as Ni)
Inorganic (see 29 CFR 1910.1025)
Pt metal
Sb and compounds (as Sb)
Se and compounds (as Se)
Inorganic compounds except oxides (as Sn)
Tin oxide (as Sn)
Te and compounds (as Te)
Titanium dioxide total dust
+Soluble compounds (as Tl)
Yttrium
Zinc chloride fume
Zinc oxide fume
Zinc oxide total dust
Zinc stearate
Zr compounds (as Zr)

0.1
0.2
0.1

0.5
1

0.1
1

15
10

0.5

0.025
15

5
15

2

1
1

0.5
0.2
2

0.1
15
0.1
1
1
5

15
15
5

0.3
0.6

5
5

0.5
0.1
0.2

0.05
0.1
0.5
1
2

0.1
1

10
10
1

0.5
0.1

0.025
10

1
1
5

10
5

0.5

5
5
1

0.1

1
0.5
0.2
2
2

0.1
10
0.1
1
1
5

10
10
5

3

0.15

2
10

10

0.3
0.6

2

5

2

* From reference 8.12 - Final rule PELs were voided by court ruling and are not applicable.
** Sample is also analyzed for Te and Se content
*** Also can be analyzed for total phosphate content by ion chromatography
+Skin Designation

Note:  Compounds having total and respirable dust PELs of 15 and 5 mg/m³, respectively, are normally analyzed gravimetrically.  Elements contained in these
dust samples can be identified by this or other methods, if necessary.

Table 2
Detection Limits, Sensitivities, and Ranges

Element Qualitative DL*
(µg/mL)

Analytical DL*
(µg/mL)

Sensitivity*
(µg/mL)

Upper Linear Range*
(µg/mL)

Ag
Al+
Au

Ba+

0.002
0.02
0.01

0.008

0.005
0.3

0.05
0.5

0.06
1

0.25
0.4

4
50
20
25



Element Qualitative DL*
(µg/mL)

Analytical DL*
(µg/mL)

Sensitivity*
(µg/mL)

Upper Linear Range*
(µg/mL)
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Bi
Ca
Cd
Co
Cr
Cs
Cu
Fe
Hf+
In
K
Li

Mg
Mn

Mo+
Na
Ni
Pb
Pt

Sb**
Se***
Sn***

Te
Ti
Tl
Y
Zn
Zr+

0.025
<0.0005
0.0002

0.01
0.003

0.005++
0.001
0.005

2.0
0.02

<0.002
0.0003

<0.0001
0.002
0.02

<0.0002
0.002
0.01

(0.08)
(0.05)
(0.01)
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.05

<0.01
1.0

0.2
0.03+
0.004
0.04

0.04 (0.04)+

0.005
0.03

0.1
0.02

0.004
0.01
0.01
0.04

0.009
0.1

0.05
2.0
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.2

0.05
0.7

0.01
8

0.5
0.08 (0.029)+

0.025
0.15

0.1 (0.31)+
0.2

0.09
0.12
15
0.7

0.04
0.035
0.007
0.055

0.5
0.015
0.15
0.5
13
1.0

0.25
0.6
1.0
1.8
0.5
1.8

0.018
10.0

30
7
2
5

5 (10)+
15
5
5

500
50
2
2

0.5
3

60
1
5

20

50
25
40
25

20
200

1
800

* DL = Detection Limit.  See Appendix A for more information regarding definitions or calculations.  Analytical DLs are approximate.
** Alternate line of 231.2 nm was used with one exception:  The qualitative detection limit value is for the primary line (217.6 nm).
*** Air/H2 flame used with the exception of the qualitative detection limit determination.  This value is for Air/C2H2 flame.
+ N2O/C2H2 flame used.
++ Flame emission used to determine qualitative detection limit. 

Table 3
Precision and Accuracy*

Element CV % Ave Recovery Range** N

Ag
Al
Au
Ba
Bi
Ca
Cd
Co

Cr (Soluable)
Cr (Insoluble)

Cs
Cu
Fe
Hf
In
K
Li

Mg
Mn

Mo (Soluble)
Mo (Insoluble)

Na
Ni
Pb
Pt

0.083
0.076

0.10

0.162
0.087
0.052

0.052

0.043
0.084

0.063

0.073
0.044

0.075
0.058
0.065
0.047
0.055

97.8
94.5

104.7

98.3
99.5
99.3

95.7

96.8
98.2

93.3

112.1
100.2

91.2
97.5
99.1
99.3
98.1

1-4
100-500

50-75

100-500
10-15
10-15

45-75

100-150
300-400

125-200

100-300
100-150

100-250
100-250
100-150

20-40
80-1800

270
27

45

51
93
39

72

45
69

30

24
60

27
68
18

300
24+
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Sb
Se
Sn
Te
Ti
Tl
Y
Zn
Zr

0.081
0.122
0.079

0.039

98.4
104.9
97.4

101.2

50-75
20-100

100-150

100-150

36
30
63

69

CV Coefficient of Variation
* Table updated January, 1990 (8.13)
** Range (in µg) of analyte spiked onto MCE filters.  Samples were spiked with aqueous solutions of dissolved metals or their

salts.  All samples  were prepared and analyzed using conditions stated in the method.
+ These samples were prepared by weighing the metal on filters.  A single blind study was not performed.

Table 4
Alternate Procedures

AP 1:  Ag, Pb, Sb, Se, Te

1) Digest samples with HNO3.  Heat until the liquid is nearly gone.  Allow the samples to cool to room
temperature.

2) For 25 mL final sample solution volumes, add the following amount of concd HCl (Adjust accordingly for
alternate solution volumes):

Analyte Suspected to be Present
Sb

Pb or Ag
Se or Te

Amount of HCl
8 mL
4 mL
1 mL

3) Warm gently and swirl to dissolve the analyte.  Allow samples to cool and dilute to a 25-mL volume with
DI H2O.

AP 2: Soluble Compounds of Al, Ba, Cr (II or III), Fe, Ni, Mo, Tl, Zn

1) Place the sample in a beaker and add an aliquot of room-temperature DI H2O into the beaker (15 mL is
typically used for a full-shift sample).

2) Place the beaker in an ultrasonic bath for approximately 10 min.
3) Filter the sample through a 0.45 µm MCE filter and transfer the filtrate to a 25-mL volumetric flask.  If an

insoluble fraction is also requested, digest both sample filters according to the appropriate procedure.
4) Add reagents to achieve the final solution concentrations listed:

Analyte Suspected t be Present
Cr(II or III), Fe, Ni, Tl, Zn (as ZnCl2)

Al, Ba
Mo

Final Concentration
4% HNO3

4% HNO3/1000 µg/mL Potassium ion
4% HNO3/1000 µg/mL Aluminum ion

AP 3:  Al (pyro powders), Ca, Mg, Mo (insoluble), Y

1) Digest the sample using the procedure described in Section 6.6.3.a.
2) Transfer the sample to a volumetric flask.
3) Dilute the samples and add ionization suppressants to achieve the final solution concentrations listed:

Analyte Suspected to be Present
Al (pyro powders), Ca, Mg, Y

Mo (insoluble)

Final Concentration
4% HNO3/1000 µg/mL Potassium ion
4% HNO3/1000 µg/mL Aluminum ion

AP 4:  Au, Pt (metal), Sn, or Tin Oxide (SnO)

1) For Au, Sn, or SnO, add 9 mL HCl to each beaker, swirl, and then add 2 mL HNO3.  CAUTION:  Make
sure the entire filter or sample is wetted with HCl and allow  the filter/HCl solution to sit for a period of at
least 2 to 3 min before adding the HNO3.

2) Digest the sample on a hot plate until nearly dry.
3) Allow the samples to cool and then quantitatively transfer the sample, using a small amount of DI H2O to

rinse the beaker, to a clean volumetric flask.  Dilute to volume, making the final solution 10% HCl.  For
example, add 2.5 mL concd HCl to a sample if the total solution volume is 25 mL.

4) Results for either Sn or SnO are reported as total Sn.
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AP 5: Cr [Samples which potentially contain Cr(VI)]

For samples requiring analysis of total Cr, the following procedure should be used.  This procedure avoids the
loss of any Cr(VI) as chromyl chloride(CrO2Cl2).  For chromate or chromic acid analysis, see OSHA Method 
ID-215.

1) Digest the samples collected on MCE filters with HNO3 and then allow to cool to room temperature.  If
PVC filters were used, digest with HNO3 plus 2 mL of HClO4 and then allow to cool.

2) Add 1 or 2 mL of 30% H2O2 to the cooled solution to reduce any Cr(VI) that may be present.  Let the
sample sit for several minutes.

3) Heat approximately 5 min to boil off the H2O2 and then allow to cool.  At this stage HCl may be added if
needed to dissolve other metals.

4) Dilute to volume with DI H2O and analyze.

NOTE: Do not add HClO4 to the sample solution if a large amount of HCl is  already present [any Cr(VI) in the
sample would be lost as CrO2Cl2].   Add concd HNO3, boil off the HCl, and then add the HClO4.

AP 6:  Elements or Compounds* which are Insoluble in Nitric Acid Digestions

1) For compounds such as zirconium dioxide or hafnium dioxide, place the sample filter in a platinum
crucible, char at 300 /C, then heat the residue at 800 /C in a muffle furnace.  [As an alternative, the
digestion can be performed using a microwave digestion system (8.11).]

2) Add 1 to 2 mL of HF, swirl the solution, and then heat on a hot plate to dissolve the residue.
3) Evaporate the solution to approximately 0.4 mL and then transfer to a 10-mL polyethylene volumetric

flask.  Dilute to volume with a solution of 0.1 M ammonium fluoride in 4% HNO3.
Another procedure can be used for elements which do not need to be converted to their fluoride salts:
1) Heat the HF solution on the hot plate until the liquid is nearly gone.
2) Add 2 to 3 mL HCl, and warm the solution until about 1 mL remains.
3) Quantitatively transfer the solution to a 10 mL volumetric flask and dilute to volume with the appropriate

diluents mentioned in Table 5.
4) It is recommended to prepare quality control samples of the substance of concern.  Digest the samples

and analyze by the same procedure to check the recovery efficiency.
For platinum:
1) Place the sample filter in a Teflon microwave digestion vessel and add 5  mL of the "acid mixture

(HCl/HNO3) for platinum digestions" prepared in Section 6.3.4, part f).
2) Digest the sample according to Microwave Digestion Standard Operating Procedure (8.11) or

manufacturer guidelines.
3) Allow the sample to cool and then transfer to a 25-mL volumetric flask.  Dilute to volume with DI H2O.   

*Some Zr compounds, such as the oxide and sulfate, may be insoluble when using  the HNO3 digestion (8.6,
8.7).  Hafnium dioxide may also be insoluble.

AP 7:  CsOH, KOH, LiH, and Na Compounds

1) Place the sample filter in a beaker and desorb with 15 mL of DI H2O for approximately 5 min.
2) Decant the sample solution into a 25-mL volumetric flask and add any reagents to achieve the final

solution concentrations:

Analyte Suspected to be Present
CsOH

LiH, Na cmpds
KOH

Final Concentration
DI H2O/1000 µg/mL potassium ion

DI H2O
DI H2O/1000 µg/mL sodium ion

For example, add 5 mL of 5,000 µg/mL potassium ion for Cs analysis and dilute to volume with DI H2O. 
Add 5 mL of 5,000 µg/mL sodium ion for KOH analysis.

3) Analyze by flame emission or atomic absorption.

AP 8:  Titanium Dioxide

1) Digest the filter with 1 mL HNO3 and 2 mL H2SO4 in a conical beaker and heat until about 1 mL remains.
2) Quantitatively transfer the solution to a 25-mL volumetric flask, add 5 mL of 5,000 µg/mL potassium ion,

then dilute to volume with DI H2O.
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Table 5
Digestion or Extraction Reagents

Substance Reagents Used Final Volume Concentration+

Ag
Al (soluble cmpds)
Al (pyro powders)

Au
Ba (soluble cmpds)

Bi2Te3

Ca & cmpds
Cd

Co & cmpds
Cr(III or III) soluble cmpds

Cr metal
CsOH

Cu
Fe & cmpds

Fe (soluble salts)
Hf

In & cmpds
KOH
LiH

MgO
Mn & cmpds

Mo (soluble cmpds)
Mo (insoluble cmpds)

Na & cmpds
Ni metal & insoluble cmpds

Ni (soluble cmpds)
Pb

Pt metal
Sb & cmpds
Se & cmpds

Sn (and SnO)
Te & cmpds

TiO2

Tl (soluble cmpds)
Y

ZnCl2
Zn & cmpds
Zr & cmpds

HNO3/HCl
DI H2O
HNO3

HCl/HNO3

DI H2O
HNO3

HNO3/HCl*
HNO3

HNO3/HCl*
DI H2O

HNO3/H2O2/HCl
DI H2O
HNO3

HNO3/HCl*
DI H2O

HF
HNO3

DI H2O
DI H2O

HNO3/HCl*
HNO3/HCl*

DI H2O
HNO3

DI H2O
HNO3/HCl*

DI H2O
HNO3/HCl
HCl/HNO3

HNO3/HCl
HNO3/HCl
HCl/HNO3

HNO3/HCl
HNO3/H2SO4

DI H2O
HNO3

DI H2O
HNO3

HF

4% HNO3/16% HCl
4% HNO3/1000 µg/mL K+

4% HNO3/1000 µg/mL K+

10% HCl
4% HNO3/1000 µg/mL K+

4% HNO3

4% HNO3/1000 µg/mL K+

4% HNO3

4% HNO3

4% HNO3

4% HNO3

DI H2O/1000 µg/mL K+

4% HNO3

4% HNO3

4% HNO3

4% HF/4% HNO3/0.1 M NH4F
4% HNO3

4% HNO3/1000 µg/mL Na+

DI H2O
4% HNO3/1000 µg/mL K+

4% HNO3

4% HNO3/1000 µg/mL Al
4% HNO3/1000 µg/mL Al

DI H2O
4% HNO3

4% HNO3

4% HNO3/16% HCl
4% HNO3/16% HCl
4% HNO3/32% HCl
4% HNO3/4% HCl

10% HCl
4% HNO3/4% HCl

4% H2SO4/1000 µg/mL K+

4% HNO3

4% HNO3/1000 µg/mL K+

4% HNO3

4% HNO3

4% HF/4% HNO3/0.1 M NH4F
+ Standards should be prepared in this matrix.
* After completing the digestion with HNO3, add 1 or 2 drops of concd HCl to facilitate particulate dissolution.

Table 6
Gravimetric Factors

Element Compound Gravimetric Factor

Bi
Ca
Ca
Ca
Cr
Cs
Fe
Fe
Li

Mg
Na
Na
Na
Na
Na

Bismuth telluride (Bi2Te3)
Calcium cyanamide (CaCN2)
Calcium hydroxide [Ca(OH)2]

Calcium oxide (CaO)
Chromic acid (CrO3)

Cesium hydroxide (CsOH)
Dicyclopentadienyl iron [(C5H5)2Fe]

Iron oxide (Fe2O3)
Lithium hydride (LiH)

Magnesium oxide (MgO)
Sodium bisulfite (NaHSO3)

Sodium fluoroacetate (FCH2COONa)
Sodium hydroxide (NaOH)

Sodium metabisulfite (Na2S2O5)
Tetrasodium pyrophosphate (Na4P2O7)

1.916
1.998
1.849
1.399
1.923
1.128
3.331
1.430
1.145
1.658
4.525
4.351
1.740
4.134
2.891
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Ti
Zn
Zn
Zn

Titanium oxide (TiO2)
Zinc chloride (ZnCl2)

Zinc oxide (ZnO)
Zinc stearate [Zn(C18H35O2)2]

1.668
2.085
1.245
9.671

Table 7
Analytical Parameters

Element 8 (nm) Slit (nm) Optimization* Flame Used Comments

Ag

Al
Au
Ba
Bi

Ca**
Cd**
Co
Cr**
Cs

Cu**

Fe**

Hf
In
K
Li

Mg**
Mn**
Mo**
Na
Ni**

Pb
Pt
Sb

Se
Sn
Te
Ti
Tl
Y

Zn**

Zr

328.1

309.3
242.8
553.6
223.1
442.7
228.8
240.7
357.9
852.1
324.7

248.3
248.8

286.6
303.9
766.5
670.8
285.2
279.5
313.5
589.6
232.0

283.3
265.9
217.6
231.2
196.0
224.6
214.3
365.3
276.8
410.2
213.9

360.1

0.7

0.7
0.7
0.4
0.2
0.7
0.7
0.2
0.7
1.4
0.7

0.2
0.2

0.2
0.7
1.4
1.4
0.7
0.2
0.7
0.4
0.2

0.7
0.7
0.2
0.7
2.0
0.7
0.2
0.2
0.7
0.2
0.7

0.2

4 µg/mL=0.3 ABS

50 µg/mL=0.22 ABS
15 µg/mL=0.26 ABS
15 µg/mL=0.16 ABS
20 µg/mL=0.18 ABS
4 µg/mL=0.22 ABS
2 µg/mL=0.35 ABS

5 µg/mL=0.015 ABS
2 µg/mL=0.05 ABS

10 µg/mL=0.22 ABS
5 µg/mL=0.25 ABS

5 µg/mL=0.18 ABS
5 µg/mL=0.11 ABS

300 µg/mL=0.2 ABS
25 µg/mL=0.15 ABS

2 µg/mL=0.3 ABS
1 µg/mL=0.13 ABS

0.3 µg/mL=0.19 ABS
2 µg/mL=0.16 ABS
2 µg/mL=0.20 ABS
0.8 µg/mL=0.2 ABS
5 µg/mL=0.15 ABS

20 µg/mL=0.18 ABS
100 µg/mL=0.033 ABS

20 µg/mL=0.18 ABS
20 µg/mL=0.07 ABS
20 µg/mL=0.18 ABS
50 µg/mL=0.28 ABS
25 µg/mL=0.11 ABS
120 µg/mL=0.3 ABS
20 µg/mL=0.18 ABS

100 µg/mL=0.24 ABS
0.5 µg/mL=0.12 ABS

400 µg/mL=0.17 ABS

1

3
1
3
1
4
1
2
3
1
1

2
2

3
1
1
1
3
1
3
1
1

1
3
1
1
5
5
1
3
1
3
1

3

For multielement lamps containing Cu, use 0.2
nm slit

For multielement lamps containing Ni or Fe,
use 0.2 nm slit
In the presence of Co, do not use a
multielement lamp containing Co at 248.3 nm.
Use 248.8 or 72.0 nm

For multielement lamps containing Fe, use the
secondary Ni line, 352.4 nm

For determination in the presence of Pb, use
the 231.2 nm line
Use an EDL

In the presence of Cu, do not use a
multielement lamp containing Cu

* Adapted from reference 8.6 or from laboratory determinations
** Due to the limited upper linear range, samples may have to be diluted, the burner head rotated, or an alternate wavelength used.  The burner head is

routinely rotated for Fe and Mg before analysis.

Flame Types:
1 Air/Acetylene mixture, lean, blue flame
2 Air/Acetylene mixture, very lean, blue flame 
3 Nitrous oxide/Acetylene mixture, rich, red flame
4 Nitrous oxide/Acetylene mixture, slightly rich, red flame
5 Air/Hydrogen mixture 
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Appendix A
Terminology

For the purposes of this method, the following definitions are used:

Qualitative detection limit 

The concentration (µg/mL) of an element which would yield an absorbance (ABS) equal to twice the standard
deviation of a series of measurements of an aqueous solution containing the element.  The signal obtained
from the aqueous solution must be distinctly greater than the baseline (8.10).  These detection limits were
taken from reference 8.5.

Analytical detection limit

The lowest concentration (µg/mL) of an element that can be reliably quantitated.  This limit is the largest value
obtained from any of the three calculations:

a) Three times the smallest possible non-zero instrument reading,

b) Two times the average baseline variation, or

c) The lowest standard used to construct a concentration-response curve.  One-tenth the
concentration of this standard is considered to be the detection limit if: 

The average reading for this standard is within 20% of it's linear response.  The linearity is
determined by the other standards used to construct the least-squares curve fit.

If the lowest standard ABS reading is more than 20% in error, then an algorithm is used and the
concentration value is increased in 10% increments until a concentration is achieved that would
display less than 20% error or until the lowest standard concentration is reached.  

Sensitivity 

The concentration (µg/mL) of an element in aqueous solution which will produce an ABS of 0.0044 (8.6).

Linear Range 

The working range of a specific analyte.  The range is considered linear if doubling the concentration of a
standard results in at least a 75% increase in ABS.

Appendix B
Potential Interferences

Ag If a multielement lamp containing Cu is used, a spectral interference may occur when determining
Ag in a sample containing Cu.  A narrow slit should be used in this instance (8.6).

Thorium (Th) is a reported chemical interference (8.14); however, this element is extremely rare in
workplace environments.  Analyze the sample for Th first if both are suspected to be present. 

Al Acetic acid, fluoroborate, Fe, and Ti enhance the Al signal.  Ionization should be controlled by adding
an alkali salt (potassium or lanthanum) to samples and standards. 

Au Spectral interferences from Fe have been observed.  Palladium, platinum, and cyanide complexes
are reported interferences (8.6).

Ba This element is partially ionized in the N2O/C2H2 flame.  To control this interference, the samples and
standards should contain 1,000 µg/mL potassium ion (8.6).
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When analyzing using the primary Ba line (553.6 nm), background correction should be used if a
large amount of Ca is present.  The Ca can cause molecular absorption at this line. 

Ca Sulfate, aluminate, phosphate, and silicate decrease sensitivity (8.14).  Silicon (Si), Ti, Al, and Zr have
also been reported as interferences (8.6).  Using a N2O/C2H2 flame will control these interferences;
however, samples and standards should contain 1,000 µg/mL potassium ion to control any ionization.

Acetone from acetylene tanks has been reported to decrease sensitivity.  Tanks should be changed
when the pressure drops below 75 to 85 psig to prevent acetone from entering the flame (8.9).

Cd A possible interference is Si; however, Si is not significantly soluble using the mentioned digestion
procedures.  

Co A reported interference is Ni in concentrations greater than 1,500 µg/mL (8.10).  Such levels of Ni are
unusual in industrial environments.  If a large amount is expected, samples should be analyzed for
Ni first and then analyzed using an alternate Co line if Ni concentrations exceed 1,500 µg/mL.

Cr Co, Fe, Ni, Cu, Ba, Al, Mg, Ca, Na, and other metals have been reported as chemical interferences
(8.6, 8.9, 8.10).  Determining Cr in a lean flame will control these interferences, but with a decrease
in sensitivity (8.9, 8.10).  The instrument should be optimized using a mixed standard containing Fe
and Ni in addition to the Cr when using the Air/C2H2 flame.  The above interferences are not noticed
when a N2O/C2H2 flame is used.

Cs Solutions should contain 1,000 µg/mL potassium ion to control ionization.  

Strong acids may suppress the signal; therefore, samples and standards should be matrix-matched.

Cu Spectral interferences may occur when Ni or Fe is contained in the multielement lamp and in the
sample solution.  Use a single element Cu lamp or a narrow slit to circumvent this problem.

A large amount of Zn in the sample may interfere but can be controlled by using a lean flame (8.10).

Fe A spectral interference may be observed if the multielement lamp and the sample solution contain
Co.  An alternate line for Fe should be used (8.6).

Citric acid, Ni, and HNO3 may interfere but can be controlled by using a lean flame and by carefully
optimizing burner height (8.6, 8.10).  Silica may also interfere (8.14), but is not appreciably soluble
in the acid digestion procedures mentioned.

Hf The presence of fluoride greatly enhances the sensitivity in the determination of Hf.  Samples and
standards should contain 0.1 M NH4F to control this effect and to obtain the best sensitivity (8.6).

In A 100-fold or greater excess of Al, Mg, Cu, Zn, or phosphate will suppress the signal.

Mg Al, H2SO4, HNO3, Si, Ti, and HF are reported to interfere.  Addition of a suppressant (lanthanum or
potassium) will control these interferences (8.6, 8.14).  Interferences can also be controlled using a
N2O/C2H2 flame.  

Mn Phosphate, perchlorate, Fe, Ni, and Co may interfere but can be controlled by using a lean flame
(8.10).  Tungsten (W), Mo, and Si have been reported to interfere when the pressure in the acetylene
tanks is low (8.14).

Mo Many interferences have been reported for Mo including Fe, Mn, Ni, Cr, Si, and strontium (Sr).
Addition of Al controls these interferences (8.9, 8.10, 8.14).

Na Ionization in the flame can occur; an ionization suppressant should be added to the standards and
samples (8.6).
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Ni A spectral interference from Fe will result when determining Ni in a sample containing Fe with a
multielement lamp containing Fe.  An alternate line should be used.

Cr, Co, and Fe (8.9), or HCl and HClO4 in the presence of these metals (8.10) have been reported
as interferences.  They are     controlled by using a lean Air/C2H2 flame (8.10, 8.14).

Pb Al, Be, Th, and Zr in a 1,000-fold molar excess over the Pb      concentration decrease sensitivity
(8.14).  The digestion procedure used for Pb does not solubilize a significant amount of Al, Be, or Zr
for them to be a problem in the analysis.  Workplace environments rarely contain significant amounts
of Th along with Pb; however, if suspected to be present, the sample should also be analyzed for Th
since it is very toxic. 

Phosphate, carbonate, iodide, fluoride, and acetate at a 10-fold excess may also interfere (8.10).
Sulfate and Ca in excess have also been reported as interferences (8.7).

Pt A number of elements interfere with the determination when using an Air/C2H2 flame (8.6).  These
interferences are minimized when using a N2O/C2H2 flame.

Sb A spectral interference occurs when Sb is determined at 217.6 nm in the presence of large amounts
of Pb, which has an adjacent line at 217.0 nm.  It has been reported that large concentrations of Cu
also absorb at 217.6 nm.  In either situation, the alternate 231.2 nm line for Sb should be used (8.6,
8.7)

Cu and Ni have been reported to suppress Sb sensitivity, but can be controlled by using a lean flame
(8.9, 8.10).

Se Background absorption is severe at the wavelengths used to determine Se.  Background correction
should be used (8.6).

Large amounts of Ni, Co, Fe, Cu, Mn, Pb, and other metals, if present in the sample may form
selenides in the flame, decreasing sensitivity (8.9).

Increased sensitivity is noted when using an Air/H2 flame as compared to an Air/C2H2 flame.  For
greatly enhanced sensitivity, analyze Se by graphite furnace atomic absorption using a modified
matrix containing Ni (8.15).

Sn Alkali metals and alkaline earths, Cu, Co, Zn, Al, Ti, phosphoric acid (H3PO4), and H2SO4 have been
reported as interferences when Air/H2 flames are used.  Interferences are reduced or eliminated in
hotter flames, but sensitivity is greatly reduced (8.6, 8.10).

Te A spectral interference may occur when Cu is contained in the multielement lamp and in the sample
(8.14).

Enhanced sensitivity can be obtained for this element using graphite furnace atomic absorption
analysis of sample solutions  modified to contain a Ni matrix (8.15).

Ti Samples and standards should contain 1,000 µg/mL potassium ion to control ionization.  

The Ti signal is enhanced by many other metals (8.6).

Y Samples and standards should contain 1,000 µg/mL potassium ion to control ionization.  

Strong acids may suppress the signal; therefore, samples and standards should be matrix-matched.

Zn A spectral interference may occur if the multielement lamp and the sample contain Cu (8.14).

Zr Fluoride, chloride, and ammonium enhance Zr sensitivity.  Sulfate, nitrate, and nickel bromide
decrease sensitivity.  Addition of NH4F will control these interferences (8.6).


